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ABSTRACT

One of the key factors driving the success of machine learning for scene understanding is the development of data-driven approaches that can extract information
automatically from the vast expanse of data. Multimodal representation learning
has emerged as one of the demanding areas to draw meaningful information from
the input data and achieve human-like performance. The challenges in learning
representations can be ascribed to the heterogeneity of the available datasets where
the information comes from various modalities or domains such as visual signals
in the form of images and videos or textual signals in form of sentences. Moreover,
one encounters far more unlabeled data in the form of highly multimodal, complex
image distributions. In this thesis, we advance the field of multimodal representation
learning for diverse synthesis with applications in vision and language; and complex
imagery. We take a probabilistic approach and leverage deep generative models to
capture the multimodality of the underlying true data distribution offering a strong
advantage of learning from unlabeled data.
To this end, in the first part, we focus on cross-domain data of images and text.
We develop joint deep generative frameworks to encode the joint representations of
the two distributions following distinct generative processes. The latent spaces are
structured to encode semantic information available from the paired training data and
even the domain-specific variations in the data. Furthermore, we introduce intricate
data-dependent priors to capture the multimodality of the two distributions. The
benefits of our presented frameworks are manifold. The semi-supervised techniques
preserve the structural information of input representations in each modality with
the potential to include any information that may be missing in other modalities,
resulting in embeddings that generalize across datasets. The approaches consequently
resolve the ambiguities of the joint distribution and allow for many-to-many mappings. In this thesis, we also introduce a novel factorization in the latent space that
encodes contextual information independently of the object information and can
leverage diverse contextual descriptions from the annotations of images that share
similar contextual information leading to enriched multimodal latent space and thus
increased diversity in the generated captions.
Perception plays a vital role in human understanding of the environment. As
image data becomes abundant and complex, it is inevitable for AI systems to learn
the underlying structure of these multimodal distributions for general scene understanding. Even though popular deep generative models like GANs and VAEs
for image distributions have made advancements, there are still gaps in capturing
the underlying true data distribution. GANs are not designed to provide density
estimates and VAEs only approximate the underlying data generating distribution
with intractable likelihoods, posing challenges in both training and inference. To
resolve the limitations, in the second part of the thesis, we construct powerful nor-
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malizing flows and autoregressive approaches for image distributions. Normalizing
flows and autoregressive generative methods belong to the class of exact inference
models that optimize the exact log-likelihood of the data. Our first approach enhances
the representational power of flow-based models which are constrained due to the
invertibility of the flow layers by introducing channel-wise dependencies in their
latent space through multi-scale autoregressive priors. The scrupulously designed
prior can better capture dependencies in complex multimodal data and achieves
state-of-the-art density estimation results and improved image generation quality.
Our second method concentrates on autoregressive models with their highly flexible
functional forms. The sequential ordering of the dimensions makes these models computationally expensive. To address this, we propose a block-autoregressive approach
employing a lossless pyramid decomposition with scale-specific representations. The
sparse dependency structure makes it easier to encode the joint distribution of image
pixels. Our approach yields state-of-the-art results for density estimation on various
image datasets, especially for high-resolution data, and exhibits sampling speeds
superior even to easily parallelizable flow-based models.

Z U S A M M E N FA S S U N G

Einer der Schlüsselfaktoren für den Erfolg des maschinellen Lernens beim Verstehen
von Szenen ist die Entwicklung von datengesteuerten Ansätzen, die automatisch
Informationen aus den riesigen Datenmengen extrahieren können. Das Lernen multimodaler Repräsentationen hat sich als einer der anspruchsvollsten Bereiche herausgestellt, um sinnvolle Informationen aus den Eingabedaten zu gewinnen und eine
dem Menschen ähnliche Leistung zu erzielen. Die Herausforderungen beim Erlernen
von Repräsentationen lassen sich auf die Heterogenität der verfügbaren Datensätze
zurückführen, bei denen die Informationen aus verschiedenen Modalitäten oder Bereichen stammen, z. B. visuelle Signale in Form von Bildern und Videos oder textuelle
Signale in Form von Sätzen. Außerdem stößt man auf weitaus mehr unbeschriftete
Daten in Form von hochgradig multimodalen, komplexen Bildverteilungen. In dieser
Arbeit entwickeln wir das Feld des multimodalen Repräsentationslernens für die
vielfältige Synthese mit Anwendungen im Bereich des Sehens, der Sprache und der
komplexen Bilder weiter. Wir verfolgen einen probabilistischen Ansatz und nutzen
tiefe generative Modelle, um die Multimodalität der zugrundeliegenden wahren Datenverteilung zu erfassen, was einen großen Vorteil beim Lernen aus unbeschrifteten
Daten bietet.
Zu diesem Zweck konzentrieren wir uns im ersten Teil auf bereichsübergreifende
Daten von Bildern und Text. Wir entwickeln gemeinsame tiefe generative Frameworks,
um die gemeinsamen Repräsentationen der beiden Verteilungen zu kodieren, die
unterschiedlichen generativen Prozessen folgen. Die latenten Räume sind so strukturiert, dass sie semantische Informationen aus den gepaarten Trainingsdaten und
sogar die domänenspezifischen Variationen in den Daten kodieren. Darüber hinaus
führen wir komplizierte datenabhängige Prioritäten ein, um die Multimodalität der
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beiden Verteilungen zu erfassen. Die Vorteile der von uns vorgestellten Verfahren
sind vielfältig. Die halbüberwachten Techniken bewahren die strukturellen Informationen der Eingabedarstellungen in jeder Modalität mit dem Potenzial, jegliche
Informationen einzubeziehen, die in anderen Modalitäten fehlen könnten, was zu
Einbettungen führt, die über Datensätze hinweg verallgemeinert werden können. Die
Ansätze lösen folglich die Mehrdeutigkeiten der gemeinsamen Verteilung auf und ermöglichen Many-to-Many-Mappings. In dieser Arbeit führen wir auch eine neuartige
Faktorisierung im latenten Raum ein, die kontextuelle Informationen unabhängig von
den Objektinformationen kodiert und verschiedene kontextuelle Beschreibungen aus
den Annotationen von Bildern nutzen kann, die ähnliche kontextuelle Informationen
teilen, was zu einem angereicherten multimodalen latenten Raum und somit zu einer
größeren Vielfalt in den generierten Beschriftungen führt.
Die Wahrnehmung spielt eine entscheidende Rolle für das menschliche Verständnis
der Umwelt. Da Bilddaten immer umfangreicher und komplexer werden, ist es für
KI-Systeme unumgänglich, die zugrunde liegende Struktur dieser multimodalen
Verteilungen zu erlernen, um ein allgemeines Verständnis der Szene zu ermöglichen.
Obwohl gängige tiefe generative Modelle wie GANs und VAEs für Bildverteilungen Fortschritte gemacht haben, gibt es immer noch Lücken bei der Erfassung der
zugrunde liegenden wahren Datenverteilung. GANs sind nicht darauf ausgelegt,
Dichteschätzungen zu liefern, und VAEs nähern sich der zugrundeliegenden datenerzeugenden Verteilung nur mit unlösbaren Likelihoods an, was sowohl beim Training
als auch bei der Inferenz eine Herausforderung darstellt. Um diese Einschränkungen
zu beheben, konstruieren wir im zweiten Teil der Arbeit leistungsfähige normalisierende Flüsse und autoregressive Ansätze für Bildverteilungen. Normalisierende Flüsse
und autoregressive generative Methoden gehören zu der Klasse der exakten Inferenzmodelle, die die exakte Log-Likelihood der Daten optimieren. Unser erster Ansatz
verbessert die Darstellungsleistung von flussbasierten Modellen, die aufgrund der
Invertierbarkeit der Flussschichten eingeschränkt sind, indem wir kanalweise Abhängigkeiten in ihren latenten Raum durch mehrskalige autoregressive Prioren einführen.
Der sorgfältig entworfene Prior kann Abhängigkeiten in komplexen multimodalen
Daten besser erfassen und führt zu hochmodernen Dichteschätzungsergebnissen und
einer verbesserten Qualität der Bilderzeugung. Unsere zweite Methode konzentriert
sich auf autoregressive Modelle mit ihren äußerst flexiblen Funktionsformen. Die
sequentielle Anordnung der Dimensionen macht diese Modelle rechenintensiv. Um
dieses Problem zu lösen, schlagen wir einen block-autoregressiven Ansatz vor, der eine verlustfreie Pyramidenzerlegung mit skalenspezifischen Darstellungen verwendet.
Die spärliche Abhängigkeitsstruktur macht es einfacher, die gemeinsame Verteilung
der Bildpixel zu kodieren. Unser Ansatz liefert Ergebnisse auf dem neuesten Stand
der Technik für die Dichteschätzung auf verschiedenen Bilddatensätzen, insbesondere
für hochauflösende Daten, und weist Abtastgeschwindigkeiten auf, die sogar leicht
parallelisierbaren flussbasierten Modellen überlegen sind.
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8

understanding multimodality

Humans interact with their environment by absorbing information from various
sources, such as visual cues in the form of images or videos, linguistic knowledge
from textual descriptions, or acoustic signals in the form of speech (Hebb, 1949;
Turing, 1990). The visual understanding of the world is determined by innate brain
response to perceptual signals as well as acquired through the learning experience.
Reading and speech, on the other hand, are not inherited from birth and require the
ability to comprehend language, which in turn depends on human experience and
information from the environment. The experience acquired from each of the different
sources may be disjoint or there can be considerable overlap of the information from
different sensory inputs on each other (Ostrand et al., 2011). Under the influence of a
single source, human intelligence can be demonstrated through the ability to identify
objects in a common scene, where a visual representation of the object would suffice
requiring only visual cues (Ross, 2014). For example, as shown in Fig. 1.1, if children
have observed visually a statue of a giraffe in a park (left), they can recognize the
animal in the wild as well (right) without ever having any background knowledge
about the type or description of the animal. In a different scenario, when humans can
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recognize an animal that they have never seen before just from the textual description
of the animal, an interplay of perceptual and linguistic knowledge is instrumental
(Vulchanova et al., 2019). Provided a description of an elephant (cf. Fig. 1.2), humans
have the ability to recognize the animal in the image, even though a person has never
seen an elephant before. The synergy between the visual system and speech has
further been demonstrated in the popular McGurk effect (Ostrand et al., 2011). In this
experiment, when humans were made to hear the syllable ‘/ba-ba/’ (speech signal)
and were simultaneously exposed to the lip movement of a person saying ‘/ga-ga/’,
the human subjects incorrectly recognized the sound as ‘/da-da/’. Such studies
have established the crucial role of complex interactions between varied sources of
information for grasping the environment and thereby enhancing human competence.
multimodal cues for visual scene understanding. Motivated by the
observation that humans can solve complex tasks such as describing what they see
through talk or recognizing objects with the help of descriptions that they have never
seen before, the research domain of multimodal learning has emerged in machine
learning which seeks to leverage information from both visual and textual sources
for scene understanding. This research direction at the intersection of Computer
Vision (CV) and Natural Language Processing (NLP) is further catalyzed by the
availability of labeled visual data where images or videos have associated labels or
captions (Lin et al., 2014; Plummer et al., 2017a). The applications from CV per se,
span various tasks such as video or image captioning where the goal is to generate
textual descriptions describing visual content (Mao et al., 2015; Rohrbach et al., 2016;
Xu et al., 2015) or visual question answering where given an image and a question
about the image in natural language, the goal is to produce the correct answer in
natural language (Agrawal et al., 2019; Goyal et al., 2017). Other diverse applications
include bi-directional retrieval where given an image the goal is to find the most
semantically related text from the set of available descriptions and vice-versa (Gu
et al., 2018b; Guo et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2016a). The artificial intelligence (AI) models
that can solve the aforementioned tasks can be positioned in real-world scenarios.
The photographed images accompanied with the textual descriptions can make the
content more accessible to the visually impaired and also strengthen human-machine
communication in diverse fields ranging from medical assistance (Shin et al., 2016) to
autonomous driving (Janai et al., 2020).
perceptual cues for visual scene understanding. With the example in
Fig. 1.1, we made an important observation concerning the integral role of perception
alone in human understanding of the environment and recognition of various concepts
in the surrounding. Analogously, in CV, tapping into the information acquired from
the complex multimodal image data allows the AI systems to achieve more general
scene understanding (Theis and Bethge, 2015). The complexity of the digital images at
a low level is often characterized by structural variation in luminance where an image
is subjected to different light sources or material properties of the surfaces (Gerhard
et al., 2015). At a higher level, the complexity in the image data can be attributed to
the variations in the semantic content. The understanding of the semantic content
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Figure 1.1. Human understanding of objects based on only perceptual information. Once we
have visually recognized a giraffe in the left image (a statue of giraffe in the park), humans
can recognize the object in the right image where the scene is different (giraffe in the wild).

allows inferring information such as the presence or absence of certain objects in the
image or detection of objects which includes identifying the location of an object in
the image or spatial relationships in the image content.

Elephants are largest living land animal and
are grey to brown in colour. They have long
trunk, columnar legs, and huge head and
wide, flat ears.

Textual description

Recognition
Elephant

Figure 1.2. Human understanding of objects based on textual descriptions. Humans can
recognize the object which they have never seen before, based on the textual description
alone.

challenges in learning from multimodal data. In practice, training
machine learning models that leverage information from these complex multimodal*
distributions has been challenging. Methods for vision and language applications
have made major leaps using data-driven approaches based on neural networks
(Lin et al., 2014; Mao et al., 2015; Plummer et al., 2017a; Rohrbach et al., 2016; Xu
et al., 2015). Thus, to achieve human-like performance on such cross-domain tasks,
machine learning models heavily depend on representation learning algorithms that
can automatically learn relevant features from the input data to perform a certain task.
Let us try to understand this with an example of image and text data. Images and
text have distinct statistical properties. Images are represented as pixels whereas text
is usually based on vector representations of words e. g. word count. For a machine
* Multimodal learning in the popular nomenclature refers to the machine learning models that cater
to representations from different modalities or domains like vision, natural language or auditory.
Multimodal distribution, on the other hand, represents a probability density (mass) function with
multiple peaks. This thesis caters to both the aspects of multimodality with approaches developed at the
intersection of vision and language as well as for complex imagery. Throughout the thesis, the problem
formulations and the context diambiguate the correct sense of the polysemy.
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learning model to perform a task such as image captioning, it should be able to exploit
information from both the image and the text distributions in a way that the model can
absorb the shared information between the two domains. For instance, correlations
between the occurrence of the word elephant in the textual description and the visual
concept of the object elephant in the image. Additionally, the joint representations
should be such that the encodings are meaningful even for a single domain. This
implies that the images with similar visual information should have similar features
and similar textual descriptions. Apart from the challenge associated with learning
meaningful representations, yet another obstacle in cross-domain learning is that
the available annotated data is limited and expensive to collect. In the context of
data-hungry approaches where the performance heavily depends on the amount
of data, this can be a disadvantage as the model would fit the particularities of the
seen data and will not adapt to the previously unseen data. This property of the
model to adapt to previously unseen scenarios is referred to as generalization. One
encounters far more unlabeled data in the form of digital images and therefore, it is
desirable to build machine learning approaches that can not only harness as much
information as possible from the cross-domain signal in the form of supervision signal
but can, additionally exploit the concepts present in the single domain of complex
yet structured digital images. Consider the same running example with an image
of an elephant and its associated description. If the model is now provided with
multiple images of elephants in different visual scenes such as an elephant in a zoo
or an elephant in the middle of a desert which are not supplemented with a textual
description, it would be beneficial if the model can identify and encode the similarities
between different images of the object elephant and eventually associate it with the
textual description of an elephant. This can be a silver lining in developing machine
learning models on cross-domain tasks with good generalization abilities. A common
challenge to building machine learning models that learn from the multi-domain
(e. g. image-text) or the single domain (e. g. image) complex data is, therefore, to learn
feature representations that can capture the underlying data generating distributions.
1.2

representation learning

Classical computer vision relied on hand-crafted features to perform tasks such as
image classification, object recognition, or object detection (Girshick, 2015; Redmon
et al., 2016; Ren et al., 2015; Russakovsky et al., 2015). Prior knowledge in the form of
domain knowledge is generally required to design manual features. The properties of
a good feature depend upon the task at hand. For detecting objects in images, the
feature representation should be such that it can consistently detect the object under
consideration irrespective of the change in image scale, image lighting conditions,
or viewing angles. In computer vision, various techniques such as color histograms,
Scale-invariant feature transforms (SIFT) (Lowe, 2004), Speed Up Robust Features
(SURF) (Bay et al., 2006), or Histogram of the Oriented Gradients (HOG) (Hu and
Collomosse, 2013) have been applied for object detection. The descriptors are based on
the image information acquired through CV algorithms such as thresholding or edge
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detection (O’Mahony et al., 2019). One of the major limitations of feature engineering
techniques is their dependency on specific tasks or datasets under consideration.
For an object classification task, the feature associated with an object in an image
should ideally be independent of the context in which the object occurs. In Fig. 1.1,
the feature of the object giraffe in the left image should be similar to that of the right
image irrespective of the fact that in one case the object is a statue in the park and in
the other case the background is a grassy area. This entails identifying features that
are similar for an object across images and at the same time differentiate it from other
objects. Moreover, the feature extraction approaches become more cumbersome with
the increase in the number of categories or with an increase in noise or variations
in image data. Similarly, in the field of NLP, text classification was based on vector
space models which combined techniques like word frequency or mutual information
(Collobert et al., 2011; Mikolov et al., 2013). As evident from the above discussion,
selecting these features is a tedious and lengthy process. Moreover, feature engineering
largely disassociates the process of feature designing from the learning pipeline. The
aforementioned methods for feature extraction, therefore, tend to become dated with
the surge in the amount of raw data and the increase in complexity of tasks. Besides,
subject to the increasing complexity of the applications, even the domain experts
might have limited knowledge of the important features as harvesting information
from complex data becomes demanding.
feature learning. To solve the problems associated with the feature designing
approach, it is desirable to develop algorithms that can leverage information directly
from the raw input data and automatically discover the relevant features. Learning
useful representations at multiple levels of abstract features from the input data is at
the core of the performance of machine learning methods particularly deep learning.
In machine learning, this can be achieved either through supervised or unsupervised
learning techniques. In supervised learning, given the raw input, x, and the associated
labels, y, a mapping f : x 7→ y is learned. The resultant features, which are discriminative make problems like classification easier to solve. In unsupervised learning, factors
of variation are extracted using only unlabeled data. The representations obtained
from unsupervised techniques should be such that they can capture the factors of
variations in the data well and learn the underlying hidden structure of the data.
Traditional and still widely used methods include Principal Component Analysis
(Pearson, 1901), Independent Component Analysis (Comon, 1994) and clustering
(Hastie et al., 2009).
Deep learning based approaches learn a composition of feature maps where complex features at any layer are a combination of simpler concepts from the previous
layers resulting in a hierarchy of feature representations. The lowest level takes raw
data as input, the intermediate layers learn feature maps and the highest layer produces the final output while minimizing a loss function which can be a supervised
cross-entropy loss for classification or a simple mean-squared error as reconstruction
loss for unsupervised learning. The feature maps from the penultimate layer (layer
before the output layer) are not only good at solving the particular task but also
generalize to downstream tasks. CNNs typically trained on ImageNet for classifica-
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tion provide discriminative features which serve as powerful input representations to
different tasks like object detection or segmentation. This includes pre-trained deep
neural networks such as AlexNet (Krizhevsky et al., 2012), VGG (Simonyan and Zisserman, 2015), ResNet (He et al., 2016) and Inception (Szegedy et al., 2015) providing
semantically rich feature maps. Embeddings from pre-trained language models based
on deep neural networks are the bedrock of modern NLP approaches. The popular
word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) representations are obtained from the output layer
of a neural network trained for word-to-context or context-to-word prediction. In an
unsupervised setting, one of the successful approaches to learning features with deep
neural networks is achieved through autoencoders (Goodfellow et al., 2016; Kramer,
1991). Autoencoders consist of an encoder and a decoder where the encoder learns a
non-linear, low-dimensional representation and the decoder reconstructs the original
input from the learned representations. The low-dimensional latent representation
captures the salient features and can model the relationships or correlations between
different informative concepts directly from the input data during learning in an
end-to-end fashion. Chapter 2 provides a comprehensive discussion on the visual
and textual representations from the pre-trained models and their application in this
thesis.
representations for cross-domain data. Extending the representation
learning approach to end-to-end multimodal learning with information from multiple
domains, it is desirable to access the information from all input sources and combine
the information such that it can capture concepts from all the domains. One of
the natural ways to achieve this is to utilize a neural network that takes as input
feature representations from the different domains and learns a projection of different
feature representations into a joint embedding space (Ngiam et al., 2011; Srivastava
and Salakhutdinov, 2014). Such a neural network can be trained with a supervised
learning approach on a cross-domain task such as image captioning (Mao et al., 2015)
or cross-modal retrieval (Frome et al., 2013).
Irrespective of the domain, the learned representation should be such that similar
concepts across domains have the same feature representation in the joint embedding
space. In the joint embedding space, the textual description of an elephant should
have the same representation as the associated image with the object elephant in it.
Apart from learning cross-domain features in a joint space, yet another approach to
learning representations from multiple domains is through co-ordinated representation
(Baltrušaitis et al., 2019). Structural or similarity constraints are imposed on the
representations of each of the domains which are meant to maximize the similarity
between matching concepts in different domains using various distance measures
such as Euclidean or cosine. One observes that with a supervised learning approach
the quality of the learnt embeddings heavily depends on the supervision signal and
the joint representations might not carry the original semantic meaning of the input
representations. For instance, let us consider two cases for supervised learning: object
classification and image captioning. Consider a neural network that is trained for
classifying if the image contains an elephant or a giraffe. The neural network can yield
good performance by learning discriminative features such as differences in the color
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of the objects or stripes on the object while ignoring the factors such as the long trunk,
columnar legs, and huge head and wide, flat ears. Now consider the task of image
captioning: to describe the scene for the image in Fig. 1.2, a description ‘Two elephants
near the body of water’ would require an understanding of complex information such
as recognizing and localizing the objects in the image, number of objects in the image
and the context in which the objects occur. Thus the representations learned when
mapping an image to its textual description are semantically rich and meaningful
compared to those from a classification task.
Distinct from the supervised learning setting, an alternative approach is to first
learn separate latent spaces with autoencoders and to align them through distribution
matching constraints such as maximum mean discrepancy (Tsai et al., 2017). A
more comprehensive review of the distribution matching constraints is provided in
Chapter 3. The benefit of the representations learned with unsupervised approaches
is that the latent representations of each modality are learned independently and
therefore, preserve the semantic structure of the input data. From our discussion
so far we can establish that meaningful representations that can generalize across
tasks capture the structure of the input data. From a probabilistic standpoint, the
research problem of learning useful representations is equivalent to modeling the
generative process of underlying data distribution and encode the variability in the
concepts of the input data. In this thesis, we formalize multimodal representation
learning through probabilistic modeling, the advantages of which are discussed in
the following section.
1.3

discriminative and generative modeling

Before delving into probabilistic models for representation learning, which are at
large generative, let us review the difference between discriminative and generative
learning. Discriminative models are supervised learning methods that model p(y| x ),
the distribution of labels y for an input x and assign a particular label to the data.
These approaches require only class discriminative features crucial to encoding the
posterior distribution and, therefore, do not capture the true structure of the data.
Generative models, on the other hand, aim to learn the true distribution p( x ) of the
data. For data that has associated labels, this amounts to learning the joint distribution
p( x, y). Additionally, a class of generative approaches called conditional generative
models learn the generative distribution p( x |y), of the data x conditioned on the
labels. In general, generative modeling is more difficult than discriminative learning
as it needs to capture the true underlying structure of the data distribution including
complex correlations in the feature space. The main advantage of the models learned
with generative approaches is that these methods have a better understanding of the
underlying distribution compared to their discriminative counterparts. This is readily
demonstrated in the classification task where a discriminative approach directly
models the posterior p(y| x ) from the data whereas a generative approach would
first model the distributions p(y) (prior) and p( x |y) (conditional likelihood). Bayes’
rule is then applied to compute the distribution p(y| x ). In this two-step process,
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the generative classifier would first solve a more general problem of modeling the
underlying joint data distribution and subsequently assign labels to the data. Another
advantage of generative models is their ability to leverage a large amount of unlabeled
data, thus laying the foundations for the effective feature learning approach.
1.4

probabilistic approach to representation learning

In this thesis, we take a probabilistic approach to the problem of learning representations of complex data. This positioning of the approach not only allows us to
overcome the limitations associated with the quality of the learned representations in
terms of semantic richness and generalization abilities but offers a strong advantage –
to learn from unlabeled data. In the probabilistic setting, a joint distribution p( x, z) of
the data x and the latent variable z is specified. The goal of representation learning
is then to infer the distribution p(z| x ), the posterior probability of the latent variable given the observed data. One of the ways to model this distribution is through
graphical models where the interactions within the different latent variables as well
as between the data and the latents are explicitly specified. That is, to learn a task
agnostic representation, one can construct a graphical model with a factorizable structure to encode the semantics of the data distribution. Deep Boltzmann machines are
representative of such models, which stack multiple restricted Boltzmann machines
to represent complex interactions at multiple levels of abstraction (Srivastava and
Salakhutdinov, 2014). The latent representations thus obtained are disentangled in
the sense that the various explanatory factors are separated from each other, making
the learned representations robust to spurious correlations that might exist in the
training data.
Explicitly specifying the complete graphical model as in the case of Boltzmann
machines involves a lot of feature engineering and consequently one needs to make
a lot of assumptions about the data generating process (Goodfellow et al., 2016).
Moreover, expressing the graphical model for complex distributions like that of pixels
within the images, or the joint distribution of images and text where the two domains
have very distinct statistical properties, is computationally hard. Therefore, while
learning representations through probabilistic graphical models is desirable, subject to
its strong advantages, the computational overhead and associated feature engineering
do not scale to the complexity of the available data and the diverse application areas.
We, therefore, resort to deep learning-based generative models, which combine the
advantages of neural networks in modeling complex interactions of the underlying
true distribution and of graphical models in learning a factorized model to encode
semantically meaningful representations.
1.4.1 Deep generative models
The research around deep generative models is focused on combining the power
of neural networks in learning complex representations with that of probabilistic
formulations to drive the likelihood-based learning to model the generative process
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of the data distribution. Deep generative models have been applied successfully
in various domains such as image modeling (Brock et al., 2019; Dinh et al., 2017;
Kingma and Dhariwal, 2018; Razavi et al., 2019a; Umer et al., 2020), speech synthesis
(Dieleman et al., 2018; Oord et al., 2018) or medical analysis (Biffi et al., 2020; Das et al.,
2021). This thesis builds upon the success of deep generative models, particularly
latent variable models (Kingma and Welling, 2014; Tolstikhin et al., 2018) and exact
inference models including normalizing flows (Dinh et al., 2015) and autoregressive
models (Domke et al., 2008), and develops approaches for joint generative modeling
of multimodal distributions, specifically, of the cross-domain image-text data and the
complex imagery.
latent variable models. These models typically consist of two neural networks, an encoder pψ (z| x ) parameterized with the encoder parameters ψ and a
decoder pφ ( x |z) parameterized with the decoder parameters φ. The encoded representation pψ (z| x ) learns data-dependent latent representations and can leverage a
large amount of unlabeled training data. The decoder can generate new data samples if the density function p( x |z) is known. The training in this case is carried out
through approximate inference, where we maximize the log-evidence lower bound of
the data-log likelihood (see Chapter 2 for details). The representations learned with
neural generative models might not be disentangled, however; as the network learns
relationships between the underlying factors, the resulting latent space is semantically
rich. These generative models are called latent variable models and the much popular
Variational Autoencoder (VAE) (Kingma and Welling, 2014) is an example of one such
model, which is trained with a log-likelihood function. The advantage of these latent
variable models is that one obtains latent codes, which can generalize across tasks
and by sampling from the latent distribution new samples can be synthesized.
The latent variable models applied to cross-domain settings have largely been
conditional. This implies, that having defined the cross-domain task, such as text-toimage generation (Guojun Yin et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2018b) or image captioning
(Li et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2017b) for the image-text data ( xv , xt ), the generative
model aims to encode the conditional distribution p( xv | xt ) or p( xt | xv ) for each
of the tasks respectively. The latent representations learned with this formulation
yield good performance on the specified tasks, however, are limited in modeling
dependency structures within the domains. In this thesis, we channel the advantages
and extend the latent variable models to encode the joint distribution of images
and text as p( xv , xt , z) = p( xv , xt |z) p(z). The factorization of the latent variable z
can then carefully be designed to encode the shared as well as the modality-specific
information. This further allows leveraging any available unpaired data. Subsequent
chapters detail the research carried out in this thesis on joint modeling of cross-domain
distributions.
Having motivated the usefulness of deep generative modeling for learning crossdomain representations, we shift gears towards complex image distributions. From
our introductory discussion, we noted that a large part of the information about the
environment that humans consume is in the form of visual cues. Therefore, as image
data becomes abundant and complex, it is important to learn the underlying structure
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of these distributions to enable machines to better understand their environment. We
build our research on exact inference models, which provide for exact data likelihoods
and thus can better capture the data distributions compared to latent variable models
based on approximate inference.
exact inference models. While latent variable models like VAEs explicitly
specify the density estimation process, they can only approximate the underlying
density estimates. It is of interest in the community of representation learning to
develop methods that can yield exact density estimates to improve the coverage of
the underlying data distribution. A good estimate of p( x ) makes it more applicable to
the downstream tasks as we can sample from the low probability regions to generate
novel data samples, which can be utilized to train models that generalize to rare
events or scenarios. Since deep generative modeling is based on backpropagation,
the learning should be fully differentiable with easy to compute derivatives. In latent
variable models, one, therefore, assumes the distribution of the latent posterior to be a
Gaussian as it can be computed in closed form. However, in practice, the distributions
have non-Gaussian behavior, and thus, developing models without assumptions on
characteristics of the underlying data-generating distribution is desirable.
With image modeling being the central data of interest, current research has
focused on flow-based models (Dinh et al., 2015; Kingma and Dhariwal, 2018) and
autoregressive models (Domke et al., 2008; Oord et al., 2016a; Salimans et al., 2017) for
explicitly modeling densities of image distributions. Normalizing flow-based models
allow for exact inference by mapping the input data to a known base distribution,
e. g. a Gaussian, through a series of invertible transformations through a change of
variables formula. These exact inference models are computationally efficient allowing
for considerably easier parallelization of both inference and generation processes.
Autoregressive models (Domke et al., 2008; Oord et al., 2016a; Salimans et al.,
2017) define an ordering over the dimensions of the input data which specifies the
dependency structure for the joint distribution over all the feature dimensions. For the
joint distribution to be tractable, the autoregressive approach casts p( x ) as a product
of conditional distributions. The factorization turns the joint modeling problem into a
sequential problem, where one learns to predict the next pixel given all the previously
generated pixels. Autoregressive models can thus capture complex and long-range
dependencies and can effectively model the underlying generative process of the true
data distribution.
1.5

thesis statement

This thesis develops semi-supervised frameworks leveraging deep generative models
for learning multimodal representations. The learned representations not only capture
the variations within the domain but also across the domains allowing for many-tomany mappings. The synthesis of diverse and accurate samples of images or text
demonstrates the semantic richness of the latent space. Shifting gears to complex
imagery, we focus on exact inference models that yield exact density estimates for
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high coverage of the underlying distribution. We construct computationally efficient
normalizing flows and autoregressive approaches with improved representational
capabilities. A carefully designed sequential structure efficiently encodes the longrange dependencies, enabling the application to high resolution imagery.
1.6

challenges

1.6.1 Cross-domain representations
In our discussion on learning cross-domain representations of images and text which
find application in tasks such as cross-modal retrieval, image captioning, or textto-image synthesis, we have established the importance of the quality of the latent
space for the success of such models and their applicability in different scenarios. The
various factors and challenges that influence the quality of latent space structure in
the context of deep generative modeling are discussed as follows.
structured latent space and generalization. Most of the research for
learning joint representations of images and text maps the two domains to a common,
shared latent space in a purely supervised fashion (Wang et al., 2019). The task
of learning cross-domain representations of images and text is formalized as a
ranking problem in an image-text matching framework. This formulation is intended
to maximize a certain similarity measure (usually cosine similarity) between the
matching image and text pairs. The ranking loss also minimizes the similarity to the
negative samples which are randomly chosen from the training data. In the case of
image-text data, for an image a negative sample is a text chosen from the training
data excluding the annotation of the image. This procedure limits the robustness and
generalization of the obtained cross-domain embeddings as they fit the particularities
of a dataset. Moreover, with a purely supervised approach, the original structure of
each of the image or text distributions is lost as it does not constrain the learned
representation of similar images (or text) to be close to each other. For example, the
very popular Common Objects in Context (COCO) image captioning dataset (Lin
et al., 2014) does not contain matching image pairs. Lacking within-domain structural
constraints, semantic similarity within each domain may not be preserved in the
embedding space. To overcome the limitations, in Chapters 3 and 4, we develop
deep generative model-based approaches to overcome the aforementioned limitations.
We leverage regularized autoencoders for each domain that allow preserving the
within domain structural information in their respective latent spaces. The two latent
spaces are then aligned with the supervision signal, yielding joint embeddings with a
semantically rich structure and better generalization.
effect of prior. The latent variable approaches for learning cross-domain representations enforce Gaussian priors in the latent space (Aneja et al., 2019; Wang et al.,
2017b). However, cross-domain distributions, specifically images, and text, follow
distinct, generally non-Gaussian generative processes. Gaussian priors can result in
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strong constraints in such cases and inhibit the capacity of the model in encoding the
true distribution limiting the diversity and the generative capacity. To alleviate this,
in Chapters 4 and 5 we learn complex, multimodal data-dependent conditional priors
in the latent space to encode the heterogeneity of the diverse distributions.
limited training data. Previous approaches depend heavily on annotated
paired training data and therefore, the true multimodality of the underlying generative
process is not fully captured (Aneja et al., 2019). For example, collecting exhaustive
annotations, even when restricted to descriptions in English, is intractable for a single
image. The sparse annotations are obtained by collecting human responses. Standard
learning objectives reward only the generated captions that belong to ground-truth
annotations. Therefore, underlying multimodality of the conditional image and text
distributions in the latent space can be better captured with access to more annotated
paired data. However, collecting additional data is an expensive process. We make an
important observation in the available training data of images and text. In the COCO
dataset, there are descriptions that after removing the object information from the
text, can describe the context of other non-paired images in the dataset. In Chapter 5,
we exploit the contextual descriptions from the non-paired data and formalize a novel
factorization in the latent space which can leverage these contextual descriptions
independent of the object information, thereby capturing the many ways in which
the humans describe a context and thus overcoming the limited expressiveness of the
latent space which harnesses only the paired training data.
1.6.2 Exact inference models for images
Theoretically, exact inference models can accurately model the true multimodality of
the underlying distribution. However, in practice, modeling complex functional forms
with deep neural networks comes with its own challenges which we outline below.
representational power. Normalizing flows provide a theoretically wellfounded framework for modeling exact densities of the data distribution through
the change of variables formula. However, in practice, when realized through a
neural network framework, normalizing flows are restricted subject to the invertibility
constraints on the functional form learned in the neural network architecture and the
high dimensionality of the data. Current architectures based on Split-Coupling Flow
s (SCFs) for exact inference of high dimensional images, instantiate the dimensions
as a Gaussian in a multi-level architecture (Kingma and Dhariwal, 2018). Thus half
the dimensions do not undergo further transformations at every level. This limits the
representational power of these models, even though it is computationally efficient
to generate samples from such models. To alleviate this, in Chapter 6 we introduce
complex priors in the latent space of these models to boost their representational
capacity and capture long-range dependencies between the dimensions in the latent
space without compromising with the sampling efficiency.
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computationally efficiency. Autoregressive models can capture complex
and long-range dependencies between the dimensions of distribution. In the case of
images, once the sequential order of the dimensions is chosen, the value of a pixel is
conditioned on all the previous pixels. The main limitation of this approach is that
synthesis is sequential and thus sample generation incredibly slow. In Chapter 7 we
propose a novel block-autoregressive framework that can efficiently model joint pixel
distributions such that sampling is possible in real time.
image fidelity. Both normalizing flow-based models and autoregressive models
provide state-of-the-art density estimates subject to architectural constraints to model
specific functional forms. Normalizing flows cannot capture complex correlations
due to invertibility constraints and autoregressive models enforce a certain sequential
ordering on the dimensions. These approaches still lag behind the deep generative
models like Generative Adversarial Network s (GANs) (Goodfellow et al., 2014) in
terms of image synthesis quality. In Chapter 6 with the complex multi-scale prior in the
latent space, our novel approach can generate image samples of high quality closing
the gap between that of exact inference models and GANs. The block-autoregressive
approach that we develop in Chapter 7, makes the autoregressive models applicable
to high-resolution imagery.
1.7

thesis overview

The core research theme of this thesis is to effectively model the multimodal complex
distributions ranging from cross-domain (images and text) to the highly multimodal
image distributions. In Chapter 2 we provide a comprehensive overview of the
relevant literature for multimodal learning of cross-domain representations of images
and text. It further includes a detailed overview of the deep generative models that
serve as the backbone to the frameworks developed for the cross-domain distributions
as well as the complex image distributions. To address the associated challenges, the
first part of this thesis (Chapters 3 to 5) develops weakly supervised approaches for
joint generative modeling of the image and text domains.
We make the following technical contributions: (1) We develop a novel semi-supervised joint Wasserstein autoencoder (jWAE) model in Chapter 3, which enforces
Gaussian regularization for modeling continuous cross-domain representations to
capture the semantic structure in the latent space. This Gaussian prior is shared across
domains, leading to compatible levels of continuity in both domains. (2) In Chapter 4
to overcome the limitations of prior work in capturing heterogeneous distributions
(Aneja et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2017b), we propose Latent Normalizing Flows for Many–
to-Many Mappings (LNFMM). Image and text distributions follow distinct generative
processes, making joint generative modeling of the two distributions challenging. The
diversity within the image and text distributions, e. g. different visual or textual styles,
are modeled in the latent dimensions with normalizing flows (Dinh et al., 2015) to
encode domain-specific variation. (3) We observe that the amount of multimodality
captured by prior work is limited to that of paired training data. To address this, we
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introduce in Chapter 5, a novel factorized latent variable model, Context-Object Split
Conditional Variational Autoencoder (COS-CVAE), which exploits contextual similarities
between the images and captions within the dataset in a pseudo-supervised setup.
Through our research work in the field of cross-domain deep generative modeling,
we establish the importance of a strong deep domain-specific generative model to
capture the true underlying distribution. With the intention to model complex image
distributions, our research in the domain of deep generative models for complex
images has pushed the envelope in the area of the exact inference models. We make
the following significant contributions: (1) In Chapter 6, we leverage autoregressive
structure and propose a multiscale Autoregressive Prior (mAR) to improve the modeling flexibility of invertible normalizing flow models without sacrificing sampling
efficiency. Unlike Dinh et al. (2015, 2017) and Kingma and Dhariwal (2018), which
rely on Gaussian priors in the latent space, our mAR prior allows learning complex
multimodal latent priors in normalizing flow-based models. (2) Autoregressive models provide an elegant autoregressive formulation for modeling the joint distribution
of the pixels, however, their sampling speed is extremely slow. In order to address
this limitation of autoregressive models, we develop PixelPyramids in Chapter 7, an
expressive and computationally efficient block-autoregressive model for the discrete
joint distribution of pixels in images.
1.7.1 Main thesis contributions
joint wasserstein autoencoders for aligning multimodal embeddings. In Chapter 3, which is based on Mahajan et al. (2019), we propose a
semi-supervised formulation to ensure coherent cross-modal semantics (of images
and text) that generalize across datasets through joint Gaussian regularization of the
latent representations. We leverage Wasserstein Autoencoder s (WAEs) to encode the
distributions in each domain where a shared Gaussian prior is enforced on the latent
embeddings of the two domains. Application of our semi-supervised formulation to
the cross-domain tasks such as cross-modal retrieval and phrase localization show
the benefits of our learned joint representations. We extend the experimental set-up
where the representations of images and text learned from one cross-domain dataset
are applied to another previously unseen dataset. We demonstrate significantly better
generalization across datasets, owing to the semantic continuity of the latent space.
latent normalizing flows for many-to-many cross domain mappings. Chapter 4, which appeared in Mahajan et al. (2020), introduces a novel
semi-supervised framework, which models shared information between domains
and domain-specific information separately. We overcome the challenges associated
with strong regularization resulting from Gaussian priors in the latent space by
integrating normalizing flow-based priors for the domain-specific information. These
data-dependent conditional priors can capture the multimodality of the distributions
of the two domains. The information shared between the domains is aligned with an
invertible neural network. This allows us to learn diverse many-to-many mappings
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between the two domains through conditional generation from the complex latent
space. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our model on diverse tasks, including
image captioning and text-to-image synthesis.
diverse image captioning with context-object split latent spaces.
In Chapter 5, based on Mahajan and Roth (2020), we focus on the conditional modeling
of textual distributions given the images. We leverage the contextual descriptions in
the dataset that explain similar contexts in different visual scenes and introduce a
novel factorization of the latent space, termed context-object split, to model diversity in
contextual descriptions across images and text within the dataset. Our framework
not only enables diverse captioning through context-based pseudo supervision but
extends this to images with novel objects and without paired captions in the training
data.
normalizing flows with multi-scale autoregressive priors. Flowbased generative models are an important class of exact inference models that admit
efficient inference and sampling for image synthesis. In Chapter 6 published in
Bhattacharyya et al. (2020b)† , we improve the representational power of flow-based
models which are constrained due to the invertibility of the flow-layers by introducing
channel-wise dependencies in their latent space through multi-scale autoregressive
priors (mAR). Our mAR prior for models with split coupling flow layers (mARSCF) can better capture dependencies in complex multimodal data. The proposed
approach achieves state-of-the-art density estimation results and improved image
generation quality, with gains in Fréchet Inception Distance (FID) and Inception
Score (IS) compared to state-of-the-art flow-based models.
pixelpyramids: exact inference models from lossless image pyramids.
Autoregressive models are a class of exact inference approaches with highly flexible
functional forms, yielding state-of-the-art density estimates for natural images. Yet,
the sequential ordering on the dimensions makes these models computationally
expensive and limits their applicability to low-resolution imagery. In Chapter 7 which
appeared in Mahajan and Roth (2021), we propose a block-autoregressive approach
employing a lossless pyramid decomposition with scale-specific representations which
offer a sparse dependency structure making it easier to encode the joint distribution
of image pixels. Our approach yields state-of-the-art results for density estimation
on various image datasets, especially for high-resolution data, and exhibits sampling
speeds superior even to easily parallelizable flow-based models.

† Note on contribution: Apratim Bhattacharyya and I contributed equally to (Bhattacharyya et al., 2020b).
My technical contributions are to the formulation of the mAR-prior and the mAR-SCF model in
Sec. 6.4. The experimental evaluations were conducted jointly. We include the contributions of Apratim
Bhattacharyya for completeness.
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1.7.2 Projects not included in the dissertation
diverse image captioning with grounded style. Stylized image captioning is an emerging topic in image captioning and aims to generate captions
that represent certain sentiments which are usually lacking in the factual descriptions. Prior work (Guo et al., 2019; Mathews et al., 2016) expresses style information
based on pre-defined global sentiment identifiers such as ‘positive’, ‘negative’, and
sometimes ‘neutral’, and are agnostic to the actual stylistic content in the visual
scene. Such approaches are limited in expressing the image content in an appropriate
manner. In Klein et al. (2021), we venture into a new dimension by introducing a
diverse representation of style. To account for the lack of captioning datasets with
image-based style annotations, the proposed approach harnesses the attribute clues
grounded in the image and extends the factual COCO captions. We develop a variational autoencoder-based framework, which couples style information in the caption
with localized image regions. As a co-author of this work, I made major contributions
to the model formulation with Conditional Variational Autoencoders (cVAEs), which
is partially inspired by our diverse caption generation framework in Mahajan and
Roth (2020) and Mahajan et al. (2020).
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In Chapter 1, we have examined the important role of image and cross-domain
representations for visual scene understanding. In this chapter, we provide a literature
review of the various methods and applications that have helped in laying the
foundations of the research conducted in this thesis.
2.1

image-text representations for scene analysis

We begin with the many ways in which deep neural networks have been utilized for
learning visual representations of images, and textual representations (of words and
sentences), which are the core domains addressed in this thesis.
2.1.1 Visual representations
Breakthrough results on image classification in the object recognition challenge
known as the ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Competition (ILSVRC, 2012)
(Russakovsky et al., 2015) brought Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) to the
forefront in the field of CV. The main building blocks of a CNN are the convolutional
layers, the pooling layers, and a fully-connected layer. The convolutional layers employ
filters or kernels to extract features at multiple levels of abstraction from the image.
Unlike the traditional approaches (Bay et al., 2006; Hu and Collomosse, 2013; Lowe,
2004), where feature descriptors are pre-specified, CNNs learn the kernels directly
during backpropagation. The pooling layers downsample the feature maps, which
are sensitive to the spatial location of the input with a max-pooling operation and
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Figure 2.1. The architecture of Faster R-CNN for object detection (Ren et al., 2015).

introduce localized translation invariance to small shifts and distortions. The fullyconnected layers are then used to map the feature outputs to the desired output.
CNNs for an image classification task are trained in a fully-supervised set-up, where
images along with the ground-truth class labels are input to the CNN. A loss function,
for example, a cross-entropy loss, is employed to measure the prediction error. The
network parameters are then updated using backpropagation, minimizing the loss
function between the predicted outputs and the target ground-truth labels. The
convolutional and pooling layers thus learn feature maps from the input images
such that the loss function is minimized. Wan et al. (2014) demonstrated that the
higher-level layers of CNNs, particularly the layer before the output layer, trained for
image classification yields informative image descriptors, which can be utilized for
complex CV tasks such as content-based image retrieval. This study accelerated the
use of pre-trained image features for downstream tasks in visual scene understanding
where abstract image representations containing semantic information are desired.
The most common CNNs in literature used for this purpose are AlexNet (Krizhevsky
et al., 2012), VGG (Simonyan and Zisserman, 2015), ResNet (He et al., 2016) and
Inception (Szegedy et al., 2015).
The popular Faster R-CNN framework (Ren et al., 2015) is an example of an object
detection framework that utilizes the features from a pre-trained CNN (VGG or
ResNet). The region proposal network generates a set of bounding-box proposals
distinguishing regions with objects in the image from the background (cf. Fig. 2.1).
Following this, a non-maximum suppression is applied to filter out the duplicate
proposal regions. In the next step, in order to assign object labels to the features
spanned by the proposal regions, a pre-trained classifier was applied after the region
of interest pooling (ROI) layer. The ROI layer extracts the fixed size feature maps for
the proposed regions. To get the fixed size feature map, the convolutional feature
map is first cropped and then resized to a fixed size representation followed by a
max-pooling layer. The Faster R-CNN object detection pipeline further serves as a
backbone in various tasks such as image captioning where localizing the regions
being referred to in the description contributes to better visual scene understanding.
Alternative object detection methods such as You Only Look Once (YOLO) (Redmon
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et al., 2016) are also widely used depending upon the application. For example, YOLO
models are much faster compared to Faster R-CNN, however, Faster R-CNN offers
much better accuracy. The pre-trained networks are utilized heavily in our thesis
as feature representations from deep networks like ResNet and VGG serve as the
input for the WAEs or the VAEs applied to the image input in Chapters 3 and 4
respectively. In Chapter 5, we take advantage of the Faster R-CNN network to get the
proposal regions and their feature representations from the image to learn a latent
space structure which along with an attention-based decoder can visually ground the
image regions based on the words in the text description.
2.1.2 Textual representations
There are different ways to represent texts, one that carries the same representation
irrespective of the vocabulary or context (static embeddings), and second where
context is instrumental in learning the embeddings (contextualized embeddings) (Collobert et al., 2011). The two popular word-level static representations are word2vec
(Mikolov et al., 2013) and GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) embeddings. Mikolov et al.
(2013) with their work on word2vec representations introduced the first word-level
embeddings in NLP. Given a large text corpus, the representations are learned using a
neural network that takes as input the surrounding words (the words within a certain
window) from the corpus and predicts the current word. In an alternate formulation
of the same, the neural network takes as input the current words and predicts the
surrounding words in the context. The learned mapping provides a vector representation for the word in the embedding space, and the learned representations are such
that semantically similar words are close to each other in the vector space. Word2vec
takes into account the local context within a certain window. GloVe embeddings
(Pennington et al., 2014), on the other hand, are based on matrix factorization of
the count matrix containing word co-occurrence information over the entire corpus
using a reconstruction loss, where the rows of the factorized matrix provide word
representations. These representations have limitations in that they cannot handle
out-of-vocabulary information. To address this issue, character level embedding models such as FastText (Bojanowski et al., 2017) is proposed where instead of providing
one-hot vectors of words as input, the words are first broken into several n-grams
and then fed into the neural network. For example, the word ‘hello’ in 3-grams is
represented as [‘<he’,‘hel’,‘ell’,‘llo’,‘lo>’]. One of the major limitations of the above
embeddings is that they cannot perform polysemy. That is to say, the word ‘bank’ referring to a financial institution or the riverside will have the same representation. To
get contextualized embeddings of the words, language model-based techniques such
as embeddings from language models (ELMo) (Peters et al., 2018) or bidirectional
encoder representations from transformers (BERT) (Devlin et al., 2018) have been
introduced. The ELMO approach learns representations using an Long Short Term
Memory (LSTM), which predicts the next word in the sequence conditioned on the
previous words. The inputs, much like for word2vec vectors, are a sequence of one-hot
vector representations of the words in the sequence. The final word embedding is
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the composition of the representation from the hidden states of a LSTM (Hochreiter
and Schmidhuber, 1997). BERT embeddings, instead of using a language LSTM, use
autoencoders with transformer-based (Vaswani et al., 2017) networks to get word
representations. The feature representations for BERT are obtained by pretraining on
different tasks such as prediction of masked words and predicting the next sentence
in the text description.
In this thesis, Chapters 3 and 4 employ domain-specific autoencoders to encode
image and text distributions. The textual pipeline consists of a Gated Recurrent
Unit (GRU) (Cho et al., 2014) encoder-decoder. A standard GRU consists of an update
gate zt with parameters Wz , Uz , and bz , and a reset gate rt with parameters Wr , Ur , and
br . The intermediate candidate activation ĥt with parameters Wh , Uh , and bh combines
the information from the previous timesteps with the current timestep. The final
output ht is computed as follows,
zt = σg (Wz xt + Uz ht−1 + bz )
rt = σg (Wr xt + Ur ht−1 + br )

ĥt = φh (Wh xt + Uh (rt
ht = zt

ĥt + (1 − zt )

h t −1 ) + bh )

(2.1)

h t −1 .

Here, σg and φh denote sigmoid and tanh activations respectively, and
is the
element-wise product. The input vector xt represents the input word at timestep t,
which can be obtained directly from the static representations such as word2vec or
from the embedding layers, which learn dense representations of words during neural
network training. An embedding layer learns an embedding matrix, which maps
the sparse one-hot vector representation of the word to a dense low-dimensional
representation. The embedding matrix can be initialized with word2vec vectors.
2.1.3 Combining visual and textual representations
In the following, we present the prior work that leverages information from the
visual and textual domains, specifically with images and textual descriptions as
input, jutting into the area of vision and language. The literature in this direction is
enormous with applications to diverse tasks such as bi-directional retrieval (Gu et al.,
2018b; Guo et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2016a), cross-domain generation (Mao et al., 2015;
Rohrbach et al., 2016; Xu et al., 2015) or visual question answering (Agrawal et al.,
2019; Goyal et al., 2017). We discuss the work that has been influential in providing a
direction to this thesis with the focus on cross-domain models applied to retrieval
or generation tasks. The related work, which is relevant and targeted to the specific
topics are included in the respective chapters.
Early work for learning joint representations of images and text were based on
Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) (Hardoon et al., 2004) and kernel CCA (KCCA)
(Lai and Fyfe, 2000) where the aim is to find the projections for the two domains
that maximize the normalized correlation between the projected data. The main
disadvantage of these approaches is that they cannot scale to large datasets. This is
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when neural network-based approaches become appealing. Inspired by methods such
as the WSABIE (Weston et al., 2011), which employ a ranking-based loss function
such that the linear mappings of similar input images and texts are ranked higher
compared to the non-corresponding ones, neural networks were used in Frome et al.
(2013) and Tsai et al. (2017) to learn a more sophisticated non-linear mapping of
images and texts with a ranking-based loss function. These approaches are further
extended with more refined constraints on the obtained embeddings such as a bidirectional loss function with neighborhood constraints encouraging annotations of
the same image to be closer to each other (Faghri et al., 2018a; Wang et al., 2019). This
of course required prior knowledge about the similarity of the data points within the
domain (Wang et al., 2019). The ranking-based loss functions rely on triplet sampling,
i. e. for an anchor image, one requires a similar text as well as a negative text, mining
which can be computationally expensive. To circumvent this, classification-based
methods for learning representations were proposed based on the logistic loss. For
each image-text pair, the score is +1 for the matching pair and -1 for the non-matching
pair (Wang et al., 2019). The approaches discussed above, while learning efficient
joint representations, in absence of knowledge about the within-domain structural
constraints, lose domain-specific semantic information. In this regard, autoencoders
have been utilized in a zero-shot setting where the embeddings of the two domains can
be aligned using distribution matching constraints like maximum mean discrepancy
(Tsai et al., 2017). Other approaches are based on the adversarial formulation of GANs
to match the distribution of the latent codes of images and texts (Radford et al., 2016)
(see Section 2.2 for details). However, such frameworks additionally rely on auxiliary
losses such as classifiers on the image domain to preserve within the domain structure.
These ranking-based approaches were mainly applied to the task of cross-domain
retrieval and the task of phrase localization where the ranking is performed on a
pre-defined set. In Chapter 3, to learn the joint representations without within-domain
supervision of any sort and to perform well under limited supervision, we propose a
joint Wasserstein autoencoder approach which overcomes the limitations of the above
methods in learning coherent cross-domain embeddings and show the applicability
to the task of cross-modal* retrieval.
With the success of joint learning frameworks in the retrieval tasks, more complex
tasks at the intersection of vision and language such as image captioning, textto-image synthesis and visual question answering began to emerge. Visual scene
understanding by generating textual descriptions of images is one of the popular
applications of vision and language models. In this thesis, Chapters 4 and 5 evaluate
the quality of latent representations for diverse caption generation where a model can
generate many captions for a given image. The earliest work for describing a scene
using a textual description can be traced back to Gerber and Nagel (1996) in which
logical rules are used to generate captions for traffic scenes. Image captioning started
with template-based approaches where image representations and text representations
are mapped to objects or attributes which are then used to fill slots in the pre-defined
templates. The pre-defined templates are difficult to tailor to the many visual scenes
* We use the term cross-domain and cross-modal interchangeably.
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and therefore have limited application in scene understanding (Farhadi et al., 2010; Li
et al., 2011). Current approaches for image captioning are based on encoder-decoder
methods. The encoder is an image feature extractor and the decoder is a language
model, which generates captions taking as input the image feature vector (Mao et al.,
2015; Vinyals et al., 2015). The image feature representation is included in the initial
state of the LSTM and training proceeds with maximum likelihood estimation where
the cross-entropy loss is minimized to generate the words conditioned on the image
features and the previously generated words. Image captioning models witnessed a
significant boost in their performance with attention-based models, which take into
account the spatial relationships in the visual scene (Fu et al., 2017; Xu et al., 2015).
Instead of relying on a global image feature vector for obtaining image information,
attention-based models encode image regions during the sequential generation of the
captions. This way the captions are based not only on the previous words but also
on the image region that is ‘being looked at’ at a particular timestep. Xu et al. (2015)
were the first to propose an attention-based approach for image captioning, in which
the RNN state is updated based on the visual representation of an image region. The
image region attended to at any timestep depends on the previous state of the RNN.
This work proposes two techniques for attending to different regions in the image.
The hard attention selects exactly one image region whereas in the soft technique
a combination of the regions can be attended to. The attention-based approach is
applied to salient image regions in the work of Fu et al. (2017). The visual patches are
extracted using selective search where first the color and texture features are used
to over-segment the image, following which a hierarchy of segmentation is formed
by merging neighboring regions until the whole image merges into a single region.
Based on the previously generated word, hidden states that encode the flow of the
abstract meaning, and the previous visual attention, a neural network predicts which
visual region should be focused on at a certain timestep. The hidden states are then
updated to predict which word will be generated next. The seminal work of Anderson
et al. (2018a) uses Faster R-CNN to get image features of the salient image regions
V = {v1 , ..., vk }. The overall set-up consists of a bottom-up and top-down attention
mechanism as shown in Fig. 2.2. To pre-train the bottom-up attention model, it first
initializes Faster R-CNN with ResNet-101 pre-trained for classification on ImageNet
(Russakovsky et al., 2015), which is then trained on the Visual Genome (Krishna et al.,
2017b) dataset. The caption generation module consists of a top-down attention LSTM
cell, an attend layer, and a language LSTM cell. The parameters for the top-down
attention LSTM cell and the language LSTM cell are denoted by superscripts 1 and 2
respectively. To determine the input features being attended to at a specific timestep t,
the attention LSTM is provided with an encoding of the input word We Πt , the LSTM
outputs h1t−1 and h2t−1 and the mean-pooled image feature representation v = 1k ∑k vk .
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Figure 2.2. The architecture of bottom-up and top-down attention model (Anderson et al.,
2018a).

Here, We is a word embedding matrix and Πt is the one-hot encoding of the input
word. The attend layer then assigns attention weights to the k image features vi as:


ai,t = w1 tanh W2 vi + W3 h1t
(2.2)
e ai,t
αi,t = σ( a:,t )i = k
∑i=1 e ai,t
where w1 , W2 , W3 are trainable parameters and σ is the softmax function applied
to the k-dimensional vector a:,t to get the attention weights α:,t at timestep t. The
concatenated vector of v̂t , h1t and h2t with v̂t = ∑k αk,t vk is then provided to the
language LSTM to generate the word at the current time step. We harness this
framework in Chapter 5 of this thesis when modeling a latent space that can generate
diverse captions based on the latent codes encoding the contextual information. The
regions attended to are based on the contextual signal and the application extends to
images containing previously unseen objects, which are absent in the training data.
In general, deep learning-based image captioning methods largely rely on the
paired image-caption data. For image captioning methods to perform well in realworld scenarios, they should be able to generate captions for the objects that have
not been seen before during training. Methods developed in the sub-field of novel
object-based image captioning intend to generate descriptions of novel objects which
are not present in the training data. Anderson et al. (2018b), Csurka (2017), Hendricks
et al. (2016), Li et al. (2019), Lu et al. (2018), Venugopalan et al. (2017), Wu et al.
(2018), and Yao et al. (2017) leverage information from unpaired training data using
approaches such as transfer learning to extend captioning to images with novel
objects. The captions are evaluated on a modified held-out COCO dataset introduced
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in Hendricks et al. (2016), which contains 8 novel object classes in the test set held
out from the COCO (Lin et al., 2014) dataset. To further the research on this task,
Agrawal et al. (2019) introduced a new nocaps dataset, with nearly 400 novel objects.
deep generative modeling of images and text. Deep generative models
constitute an integral part of the research pursued in this thesis. Learning joint representations of images and texts in a framework of generative models offers possibilities
to resolve the ambiguities that arise in the set-up of cross-domain learning through
a diverse generation approach. We discuss in the following section deep generative
modeling-based approaches centered on the task of diverse image captioning. A
comprehensive overview of various classes of deep generative models is given in the
next section of the chapter.
Conditional deep generative models such as conditional GANs were proposed
by Dai et al. (2017), Li et al. (2018), and Shetty et al. (2017), where the training
objective of the generator aims to match generated captions to human captions.
While GAN-based models can generate diverse captions by sampling from a noise
distribution, they suffer on accuracy due to the inability of the model to capture the
true underlying distribution. Wang et al. (2017b), therefore, leverage cVAEs to learn
latent representations conditioned on images and the object information encoding
supervised information. Aneja et al. (2019) improve the diversity of generated captions
with sequential latent spaces. The encouraging results of these approaches in modeling
diversity have influenced the development of state-of-the-art variational frameworks in
Chapters 4 and 5 where we capture the generative process of the complex distributions
of images or texts for a diverse conditional generation. It is worth noting that the
amount of diversity that can be modeled with prior work is limited to the availability
of paired training data. We show that with the unconventional factorization of the
latent space model as introduced in Chapter 5, the task of diverse image captioning
can leverage information from the annotations in the dataset apart from the paired
training data, through context-based pseudo supervision. This further extends the
approach of diverse image captioning to captioning images with novel objects, thus
blending the two research directions in the area of image captioning.
2.2

deep generative modeling of complex distributions

As discussed in Chapter 1, one of the important goals this thesis pursues is to model
the density of the complex image distributions. To achieve this, we have focused
on developing cutting-edge exact inference models for modeling the exact densities
of the underlying distribution. Modeling exact densities is important as it deepens
the understanding of the data characteristics and helps in developing robust models
such as samples from low probability regions. Moreover, one can generate diverse
samples with these generative models. In this section, we provide an overview of
the latent variable approaches with neural network parameterization, i. e. GANs and
VAEs. Following this, we review the foundations of exact inference models based on
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z ⇠ p(z)
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normalizing flows and autoregressive models, which form the basis of our work on
modeling complex image distributions.

Generator
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Data Samples

Figure 2.3. Overview of the GAN architecture (Goodfellow et al., 2014).

generative adversarial networks. Generative adversarial networks were
first introduced as Predictive Minimization (PM) by Schmidhuber (1990, 1992) where
a neural network is employed to learn the dataset statistics. The framework consists
of an encoder and a predictor. The encoder maps the data points to a certain factorial
code whose components are statistically independent of each other. The probability of
a given data pattern is given by the product of the probabilities of its code components.
The training proceeds via min-max optimization where the predictor predicts each of
the code components based on the remaining components minimizing an objective
function such as mean squared error. The encoder during training maximizes this error.
Goodfellow et al. (2014) introduced GANs with two neural networks, a generator
(Gθ ) and a discriminator (Dφ ), parameterized by θ and φ respectively, as shown in
Fig. 2.3. The generator transforms a latent variable drawn from a noise distribution
z ∼ p(z) to samples from the data distribution p( x ) and the discriminator takes the
output of the generator and classifies it as a sample from the data distribution (real)
or from the generator output (fake). The generator minimizes the probability that the
discriminator classifies its samples as fake. This can be interpreted as an inverse PM
(Schmidhuber, 2020). The adversarial loss is given by,
min max Ex∼ p(x) [log Dφ ( x )] + Ez∼ p(z) [log(1 − Dφ ( Gθ (z)))].
Gθ

Dφ

(2.3)

The min-max formulation of the objective makes GANs difficult to train as convergence to the perfect Nash equilibrium is not practically feasible. Consider a scenario
where the discriminator is weak, the generator can always fool the discriminator in
this case and will not generate realistic samples of the data distribution. On the other
hand, if the discriminator is too strong, the gradients passed to the generator tend to
vanish. Moreover, from a density estimation point of view, the GAN models suffer
from mode collapse where the model covers the data distribution partially. Thus we
do not get exact density estimates from the GAN-based models. Nevertheless, the
success of GANs in generating high fidelity samples made them so popular that the
research on GAN based modeling emerged as a new dimension in machine learning
ranging from improving the training stability with alternate divergence measures
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z ⇠ p(z)

Reconstructed
Sample

Noise

like the Wasserstein distance (Arjovsky et al., 2017) or spectral normalization (Miyato
et al., 2018). The application of GANs is diverse and rightfully referred to as the
‘GAN zoo’. Some of the application areas in CV include image synthesis (Radford
et al., 2016), super-resolution (Ledig et al., 2017) and image-to-image translation (Zhu
et al., 2017). Since GANs learn a mapping from a noise distribution to the observable
space and hope to cover the data generating distribution without explicitly learning
the density function of the underlying distribution, these are referred to as implicit
models. In this thesis, we see GANs in action in Chapter 3 where they are used to
align the latent space in the framework of WAE (Tolstikhin et al., 2018). In Chapter 4,
GANs are used as decoders where instead of transforming the noise distribution
to the samples of the data distribution, they transform samples from our learned
multimodal distribution to the data distribution.
Input Data
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Figure 2.4. Overview of the VAE architecture (Kingma and Welling, 2014).

variational autoencoders. In variational autoencoders, the latent variable z
models the hidden factors of the data where the joint probability over the data x and
the latent variables z factorizes as,
p( x, z) = p( x |z) p(z).

(2.4)

This factorization represents the generative process where we first sample z ∼ p(z)
and then draw the samples x ∼ p( x |z).R The probability density function of the
data distribution is then given by p( x ) = p( x, z)dz. With a non-linear dependency
structure between x and z, computing this integral is intractable and we resort to
variational inference. Consider the variational distribution qψ (z) parameterized by ψ,
the data-log likelihood of the distribution p( x ) is computed as
log p( x ) = log

Z

p( x |z) p(z)dz

qψ (z)
p( x |z) p(z)dz
qψ (z)


( p( x |z) p(z))
= log Ez∼qψ (z)
qψ (z)


( p( x |z) p(z))
≥ Ez∼qψ (z) log
qψ (z)

= log

Z

= Ez∼qψ (z) [log p( x |z)] − Ez∼qψ (z) [log qψ (z) − log p(z)].

(2.5)
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The inequality in the fourth line of the equation follows from Jensen’s inequality.
Variational autoencoders use amortized variational posterior qψ (z| x ) instead of qψ (z)
for each x, to get
log p( x ) ≥ Ez∼qψ (z| x) [log p( x |z)] − Ez∼qψ (z| x) [log qψ (z| x ) − log p(z)].

(2.6)

This lower-bound of the log-likelihood function is called Evidence Lower Bound
(ELBO). The first term of the ELBO, Ez∼qψ (z| x) [log p( x |z)], is the negative reconstruction error and the second term, Ez∼qψ (z| x) [log qψ (z| x ) − log p(z)], is the KL-divergence
of the approximate posterior qψ (z| x ) from the prior p(z). The data-log likelihood of
the distribution p( x ) can also be computed as


p(z| x ) p( x )
log p( x ) = Ez∼qψ (z| x) log
p(z| x )


p(z| x ) p( x ) qψ (z| x )
(2.7)
= Ez∼qψ (z|x) log
p(z| x ) qψ (z| x )


= Ez∼qψ (z|x) [log p( x |z)] − KL qψ (z| x )|| p(z) + KL[qψ (z| x )|| p(z| x )].


Since in the last term, the real posterior p(z| x ) is unknown and KL qψ (z| x )|| p(z| x ) ≥
0, this results in an alternate formulation of the ELBO in terms of the Kullback–Leibler
(KL) and is given by
log p( x ) ≥ Ez∼qψ (z| x) [log p( x |z)] − KL[qψ (z| x )|| p(z)].

(2.8)

The distributions qψ (z| x ) and p( x |z) are implemented as an encoder and decoder,
respectively, in a neural network-based autoencoder framework (cf. Fig. 2.4). The
prior p(z) is normally chosen to be a Gaussian distribution since the KL term can
then be computed analytically. However, such priors cannot capture the complex
underlying distributions. Complex priors such as the Vamp prior learn a Gaussian
mixture model, which in turn is conditioned on pseudo-inputs with the same shape
as data points learned during training (Tomczak and Welling, 2018). The recent work
of Chen et al. (2018b) exploits neural autoregressive structure to model priors in the
latent space improving results for image synthesis. Ziegler and Rush (2019) learn a
prior based on normalizing flows and apply it to multimodal discrete distributions of
character-level texts. While effective, VAEs do not provide exact inference and suffer
from issues such as posterior collapse where the decoder p( x |z) ignores the posterior
distribution qψ (z| x ).
In Chapter 4, our variational framework for learning joint distributions of images
and texts with domain-specific variational autoencoders introduces a novel formulation based on the data-dependent priors leveraging normalizing flows. Inspired by
the cVAEs, in Chapter 5 we develop a novel variational approach with a latent space
that captures diversity from the contextual information beyond that available from
the paired training data.
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(b) Sequential dependency structure of xi in a autoregressive model
(Oord et al., 2016b).

(a) A simple example of a transformation with
an affine coupling layer in normalizing flows
of Dinh et al. (2017).

Figure 2.5. Overview of the dependency structure in normalizing flows and autoregressive
exact inference models.

normalizing flows. Normalizing flows as methods for non-parametric density
estimation were first introduced in Tabak and Turner (2013) as a composition of N
simple maps, and belong to the family of exact inference generative models. Dinh et al.
(2015) introduced an invertible composition for image modeling with application
to image generation as well as inference. Subsequently, Rezende and Mohamed
(2015) formalized normalizing flows for variational inference. Invertible flows consist
of a sequence of N invertible functions f θi with neural network parameterization
θ = {θi }iN=1 , which transform a density on the data x to a density on latent variables
z. pθ ( x ) under the transformation f can be computed using the change of variables
formula,
N

log pθ ( x ) = log p(z) + ∑ log |det Jθi |,

(2.9)

i =1

where Jθi is the Jacobian of the invertible transformation f θi . Note that most prior
work (Chen et al., 2019b; Dinh et al., 2015; 2017; Ho et al., 2019; Kingma and Dhariwal,
2018) considers i. i. d. Gaussian likelihood models of z, e. g. p(z) = N (z | µ, σ). There
are two issues when modeling the change of variables formula. Firstly, the neural
network transformation must be invertible with a tractable Jacobian term. Various
possible invertible neural networks have been proposed with tractable Jacobiandeterminants, e. g., Planar normalizing flows (Rezende and Mohamed, 2015), Sylvester
normalizing flows (Berg et al., 2018), and Residual Flows (Chen et al., 2019c). However,
these approaches display certain limitations. Planar normalizing flows (Rezende and
Mohamed, 2015) are invertible under some conditions and therefore, have limited
applicability for the generation process. Autoregressive formulation with masked
decoders (Papamakarios et al., 2017) yields an easy to compute Jacobian, yet is limited
in sample generation owing to the sequential dependencies between the dimensions.
The inverse autoregressive flows (IAFs) (Kingma et al., 2016) make the generation
efficient as they make the mean and variance of the pixel dependent on random
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variables instead of the previous pixels in an autoregressive manner. Residual Flows
(Chen et al., 2019c) have dense Jacobians which provide better interactions and
representational power, however imposing strong Lipschitz constraints severely limits
the class of functions that these models can learn. The second challenge associated
with normalizing flows is that the dimensionality of the latent space must be the
same as that of input data, which makes the design of normalizing flows challenging
unlike in VAEs where we could learn a low-dimensional representation with fewer
parameters. This limits the scalability of the invertible flows to high-dimensional
datasets. Real-valued Non-Volume Preserving (Real NVP) flows (Dinh et al., 2017)
form the building block of the multi-scale extension, the split-coupling flows, to
foster the applicability of normalizing flows to high-dimensional settings. As shown
in Fig. 2.5a, a coupling flow first divides the data x ∈ RD into two halves and the
invertible mapping is applied onto the second half conditioned on the first half as:
y (1 : d ) = x (1 : d )
y(d + 1 : D ) = h( x (d + 1 : D ), f θ ( x (1 : d))).

(2.10)

A simple example of this is the affine coupling layer,
y(d + 1 : D ) = x (d + 1 : D ) exp( f σ ( x (1 : d))) + f µ ( x (1 : d)).

(2.11)

f θ , f σ and f µ are realized as neural networks parameterized by θ, σ and µ respectively.
This formulation provides us with an easy-to-compute Jacobian. Learning low dimensional yet complex distributions is easy to achieve with this modeling. We leverage
these models in the latent space of our normalizing flow-based priors in Chapter 4. To
make the bijection applicable to complex image distributions, various attempts have
focused on multiscale versions (Ho et al., 2019; Kingma and Dhariwal, 2018) where
the bijections are applied in a fashion that after every block only half the dimensions
undergo further transformation. That is, in the equation above y(1 : d) are instantiated as Gaussian and the output y(d + 1 : D ) undergoes further transformation. In
this direction, the split-coupling flows based multi-scale architecture of Kingma and
Dhariwal (2018), with their 1 × 1 convolutions demonstrated high-quality results for
high-dimensional image datasets. Extensions include the architectural modifications
in the work of Ho et al. (2019), with an attention mechanism and variational quantization to improve the data likelihood. Along similar lines, Ma et al. (2019b) with
stacked masked convolutions offer a large receptive field for efficient inference and
synthesis and provide stable training restricting the connectivity in a masked kernel.
While this makes the model applicable to high-dimensional datasets, the dimensions
instantiated as Gaussians do not model interactions. One way to address this, as we
shall see in Chapter 6, is that, instead of a Gaussian base distribution, we can encode
the dependencies in the latent space with an autoregressive structure. Normalizing
flows for high-dimensional datasets have been formalized through wavelet-based
decomposition of images combined with a multi-scale, conditional normalizing flow
architecture in Wavelet Flow (Yu et al., 2020). Besides being fast when sampling and
computing density, the approach allows the representations at multiple levels to be
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trained in parallel, scaling the application of normalizing flows to high-dimensional
imagery.
autoregressive models. Different formulations of deep generative models
come with their own advantages. GANs and VAEs are have gained traction owing
to high-quality results on data synthesis tasks, especially of images. Normalizing
flows, on the other hand, can model exact densities and at the same time yield
efficient sampling. Autoregressive models (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997; Oord
et al., 2016a; Salimans et al., 2017) are yet another class of exact inference models
for state-of-the-art density estimation modeling the probability distribution over the
input as a product of conditional distributions with chain rule of probabilities, p( x ) =
∏iD=1 p( xi | xpred(i) ), where pred(i ) are the dimensions on which the value at dimension
i depends following a pre-defined sequential order (cf. Fig. 2.5b). One of the simplest
neural network architectures to model this conditional distribution in a sequential
manner is a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997).
RNNs have low receptive fields and suffer from vanishing gradients, and therefore, are
limited to low-dimensional data. Early work of Domke et al. (2008) and Larochelle and
Murray (2011) introduced autoregressive models for density estimation of image data
and were brought to the forefront in deep generative modeling by Oord et al. (2016a,b)
and Salimans et al. (2017). These approaches harness causal convolutions to model the
sequential dependencies. The kernel is constructed with masks such that it can only
see the ‘past’ pixels. In the case of images, typically a ‘raster scan’ order is used where
pixels are estimated row by row. These models achieve improved density estimates on
relatively high-dimensional datasets compared to RNNs. Various approaches build
upon the PixelCNN (Oord et al., 2016a) with alterations to the architectures and
training objective to boost the likelihood performance (Menick and Kalchbrenner,
2019; Salimans et al., 2017). Different from the sequential ordering on the pixels of
an image, Menick and Kalchbrenner (2019) create a sequential ordering on the subimages at different spatial resolutions starting from the smallest resolution. One of the
major limitations of standard autoregressive approaches is the ancestral sampling for
sample generation, which makes these methods very slow. To ease the computational
complexity stemming from the autoregressive structure for high-dimensional data
and, multiscale approaches such as Multiscale-PixelCNNs (Reed et al., 2017) have
been proposed. These methods, however, make strong independence assumptions on
the conditionals in the subsampled images. Our novel multiscale block-autoregressive
framework introduced in Chapter 7 models the joint distribution of pixels, by taking
advantage of the localized dependency structure within the fine components at
different scales of the multiscale decomposition. Of late, Wiggers and Hoogeboom
(2020) have proposed predictive sampling for faster sampling in autoregressive
models. This approach attempts to speed up sampling without modifications to the
autoregressive structure or architecture. The algorithm aims to forecast likely future
values for which it exploits the parallel inference property of autoregressive models.
convolutional lstm. Formulation of the deep generative models in this thesis involves crucial design choices to make the models computationally efficient
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Figure 2.6. The dependency structure of the Conv-LSTM (Shi et al., 2017).

and accurate. One such example is that of a Convolutional Long Short Term Memory (Conv-LSTM), which forms one of the main components in our approaches in
Chapters 6 and 7 for the autoregressive modeling of images. Let us briefly review the
basic functionality of the module, which makes it attractive for our approach. It was
first proposed by (Shi et al., 2017) for the task of precipitation forecasting where the
data exhibits spatio-temporal structure. We leverage the Conv-LSTM to encode longrange dependencies between the pixels when encoding image distributions, which
can be interpreted to have a form of spatio-temporal structure along the channel
dimensions. The main components of the Conv-LSTM are the sequence of image
inputs represented with a 4-dimensional tensor including the temporal dimensions,
{ X1 , . . . , Xt } where each temporal component has a spatial structure. The cell outputs
{C1 , . . . , Ct }, hidden states { H1 , . . . , Ht }, and gates {it , f t , ot } of the Conv-LSTM are
3-dimensional tensors. The future state of a certain cell is the function of the input
and the past state of the local neighbors, which in turn depends upon the size of
the convolutional kernel (cf. Fig. 2.6). The operations in a standard Conv-LSTM are
characterized by the following equations,
it = σ(Wxi ∗ Xt + Whi ∗ Ht−1 + Wci ◦ Ct−1 + bi )

f t = σ(Wx f ∗ Xt + Wh f ∗ Ht−1 + Wc f ◦ Ct−1 + b f )

Ct = f t ◦ Ct−1 + it ◦ tanh(Wxc ∗ Xt + Whc ∗ Ht−1 + bc )

(2.12)

ot = σ(Wxo ∗ Xt + Who ∗ Ht−1 + Wco ◦ Ct + bo )
Ht = ot ◦ tanh(Ct ).

The weight parameters W and the bias terms b are learned during training. The
long-range dependencies, in this case, cannot only be captured along the temporal
dimensions but the wide receptive field also allows to capture correlations within the
spatial dimensions of each channel. The complexity of the network can be modified
by stacking multiple such Conv-LSTM layers, which makes them suitable to model
complex distributions in our approach.
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Image

Reference captions
• A couple of giraffes that are walking
around.
• A herd of giraffe standing on top of a dirt
field.
• Several smaller giraffes that are in an enclosure.
• The giraffes are walking in different directions outside.
• A giraffe standing next to three baby giraffes in a zoo exhibit.

Candidate caption

A herd of giraffe standing next to each
other.

Table 2.1. Example candidate caption generated on COCO dataset (Anderson et al., 2016).
n-grams

n-grams in candidate caption

1-grams

a, herd, of, giraffe, standing, next, to, each, other

2-grams

a herd, herd of, of giraffe, giraffe standing, standing next, next to, to each, each other

3-grams

a herd of, herd of giraffe, of giraffe standing, giraffe standing next, standing next to, next to each, to each other

4-grams

a herd of giraffe, herd of giraffe standing, of giraffe standing next, giraffe standing next to, standing next to each,
next to each other

Table 2.2. n-grams for the candidate caption. The n-grams in the candidate caption that have
correspondences in the references captions are shown in italics. n-grams matching is the most
common criterea to evaluate accuracy in captioning.

2.3

evaluation metrics

We assess the different contributions outlined in Chapter 1 on a variety of tasks, the
deep generative models developed for cross-domain distributions are evaluated on
retrieval or generation. Similarly, the exact inference models for image distributions
are evaluated on benchmark tasks of density estimation and image synthesis. The
following section provides an overview of the common evaluation metrics to gauge
the performance of the various methods. The tasks and the accompanying metrics
which are specific to the approach have further been discussed in their respective
chapters.
2.3.1 Diverse image captioning
Diverse caption generation forms a common test-bed for evaluating the performance
of our deep generative models for image-text distributions. In this task, the captions
are expected to accurately represent the semantics of the image under consideration
as well as show diversity reflecting the many ways in which the content can be
described.
evaluating accuracy. We evaluate the accuracy of the generated captions on
the following metrics: (i) Bilingual Evaluation Understudy (BLEU) was traditionally
designed to evaluate candidate texts generated in machine translation and is also
used to evaluate the quality of captions in image captioning against that of human

2.3 evaluation metrics

Scene Graph of Reference Captions

Scene Graph of Candidate Caption

Figure 2.7. Scene graphs for computing the SPICE score contain objects (red), attributes
(green), and relations (blue) (Anderson et al., 2016). Correctly matched tuples are highlighted
in green.

annotations (Papineni et al., 2002). BLEU score compares the n-grams from the
candidate captions to that of the reference captions with n varying from 1 to 4.
Tab. 2.2 shows the n-grams generated for the example in Tab. 2.1. The n-grams from
the candidate caption that match the reference caption are indicated in italics. The
precision score for BLEU-4 score for the example shown is 4/6. While the BLEU score
correlates well to human judgement, it also has certain limitations. It is agnostic to
the word order in a sentence and rewards all the words in a sentence equally. That is,
articles like ‘to’ or ‘a’ play the same role as more informative words in the sentence.
Moreover, the synonyms are not rewarded with this score. Therefore, evaluation
of captioning models on the BLEU score alone does not necessarily indicate good
performance. (ii) Recall-Oriented Understudy for Gisting Evaluation (ROUGE) is one
of the many variants of the ROUGE scores proposed in (Lin, 2004), to evaluate text
summarization. ROUGE-L finds the longest common subsequence (LCS) shared by
two sentences that occur in the same order (Lin et al., 2014) and thus favors long
descriptions. The score is an F-measure between the recall and the precision of the LCS.
The LCS for the candidate caption in Tab. 2.1 is ‘A herd of giraffe standing’. ROUGE-L
also builds upon the n-grams and has similar drawbacks as the BLEU score. (iii) To
compute the Metric for Evaluation of Translation with Explicit Ordering (METEOR), the
tokens in the candidate captions are aligned with that of the reference captions. The
aim is to find a one-to-one correspondence between the uni-grams of the reference
captions and the candidate captions (Denkowski and Lavie, 2014). It takes into account
the exact token matchings, WordNet synonyms (Fellbaum, 1998), stemmed tokens
and paraphrases (Lin et al., 2014) and can therefore handle synonyms, unlike the
BLEU score. (iv) Consensus-based Image Description Evaluation (CIDEr) score takes
into account the frequency of overlap of n-grams between the candidate and the
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reference captions. It penalizes the n-grams that are present in the candidate sentence
but not in the reference captions (Vedantam et al., 2015). Additionally, the words
in the candidate sentence that occur frequently across the dataset are considered
less informative. To encode this, it performs a Term Frequency-Inverse Document
Frequency (TF-IDF) weighting for each n-gram in the set of reference captions to
place a higher weight on the n-grams that frequently occur in the set of reference
sentences for a specific image and reduces the weight of n-grams that commonly
occur across all descriptions in the whole dataset (Lin et al., 2014). The CIDEr score of
a candidate caption is a cosine similarity between TF-IDF weights corresponding to
n-grams in the candidate and all corresponding reference captions for a given image.
(v) The Semantic Propositional Image Caption Evaluation (SPICE) score transforms the
candidate and the reference captions into a scene graph encoding the relationships,
attributes, and the objects (Anderson et al., 2016). Caption quality is then determined
using an F-score calculated over tuples in the candidate and reference scene graphs.
The comparison of the scene graphs evaluates the semantic details of the captions but
does not check for the grammatical structure of the sentences. For the reference and
the candidate captions in Tab. 2.1 for the given image, the scene graph is constructed
as shown in Fig. 2.7. The tuples of the two scene graphs are matched to derive the
F-score. As is clear from the example, the output SPICE score additionally depends
on the quality of the semantic parsers. As evident, all the scores assess certain aspects
of the generated captions, each accompanied by their advantages and disadvantages.
Performance analysis across these scores provides better insights into the quality of
the generated captions.
evaluating diversity. One of the important criteria to evaluate the quality of
the latent space is to assess its ability to generate diverse samples representative of the
entire dataset. Humans can describe a visual scene with variations in the details of the
description, the choice of vocabulary, and the syntactic structure of the sentence. We
evaluate the ability of our captioning methods to generate diverse captions following
the protocol in (Wang et al., 2016b). The metrics used in this context are: (i) n-gram
diversity represented as Div-n measures the ratio of distinct n-grams to the total
number of words generated per set of diverse captions. (ii) Uniqueness is the percentage
of unique captions generated on the entire test set. (iii) Novel Sentences measures the
captions that were never observed in the training data. (iv) m-BLEU-4 computes the
BLEU-4 for each diverse caption with respect to the remaining diverse captions per
image. The obtained BLEU-4 score is then averaged across all images. A lower value
of this score thus indicates higher diversity. (v) In topic-modeling, latent semantic
analysis is used to discover latent topics by constructing a term-document matrix
and then applying SVD to the matrix to obtain a low-dimensional representation
of topic vectors. Inspired by this, the Self-CIDEr metric is based on latent semantic
analysis of n-gram frequency in the captions (Wang and Chan, 2019). The CIDEr
score is computed between the generated captions. Since CIDEr is based on cosine
similarity, it can be interpreted as a kernel matrix. The diversity of the captions is
then computed by finding the eigenvalues of the kernel matrix.

2.3 evaluation metrics

2.3.2 Image synthesis and density estimation
To make progress in deep generative modeling, it is inevitable to develop reasonable
evaluation metrics to compare the performance of the different methods. Summarized
below are the different ways currently popular in the community to evaluate the
accuracy with respect to modeling densities and quality of the generated image
samples.
density estimation. Average log-likelihood is a de-facto standard to quantify
the performance of generative models on density estimation (Oord et al., 2016b).
Images are represented as 8-bit integers and need to be converted to the continuous domain by adding noise during learning as discrete data distributions have
a differential entropy of negative infinity and lead to high likelihood values. The
density estimates obtained in the continuous domain are converted back to the discrete domain by marginalizing out the noise term. The negative of the likelihood
term after converting to the probability mass function on the discrete-value term
represented in base-2 logarithm is used to quantify the performance of the model
for density estimation. This also represents the average number of bits required to
losslessly compress the discrete data with an entropy coding scheme optimized for
the probability mass function on discrete data (Theis et al., 2016).
visual fidelity. The two popular metrics in literature to assess the visual quality
of the samples generated with deep generative models are the Inception Score (IS)
(Salimans et al., 2016) and Fréchet Inception Distance (FID) (Heusel et al., 2017). IS is
based on the Inception v3 network (Szegedy et al., 2015) pre-trained on ImageNet
(Russakovsky et al., 2015). It calculates the statistics of the generated images by
computing the divergence between the class label distribution given the image and
the marginal distribution of the class labels. This score intends to measure the accuracy
of the generated images by encouraging a low entropy conditional distribution of
the class labels, and diversity in the generated image samples through marginal
probability of the class labels which should have high entropy. The Inception model
is trained on ImageNet (Russakovsky et al., 2015) and the evaluation of these models
on any other dataset is not ideal as the Inception model would provide wrong
estimates of the marginal distribution of the class labels (Barratt and Sharma, 2018).
Furthermore, IS assumes a low entropy for the conditional distribution of the class
labels. This does not hold for datasets like CIFAR10 (Krizhevsky and Hinton, 2009)
where the average entropy of the conditional class distribution given an image from
the CIFAR10 training set is closer to the conditional class distribution given uniformly
random image (high entropy) compared to the average entropy of the conditional
class distribution given an image from the ImageNet training set with low entropy. To
better capture the similarity of the synthesized images to the real images, FID metric
is introduced. The FID metric compares the distribution of the generated samples
with that of the training distribution. The distribution for both, of the generated
images as well as the training images, corresponds to the feature activation from the
last pooling layer of the Inception V3 model. It is based on the assumption that the
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feature activations follow a multidimensional Gaussian distribution. The FID metric
then computes the squared Wasserstein metric between the two multivariate Gaussian
distributions.
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One of the key challenges in learning joint embeddings of multiple modalities,
e. g. of images and text, is to ensure coherent cross-modal semantics that generalize
across datasets. We propose to address this through joint Gaussian regularization of
the latent representations. Building on WAEs to encode the input in each domain,
we enforce the latent embeddings to be similar to a Gaussian prior that is shared
across the two domains, ensuring compatible continuity of the encoded semantic
representations of images and texts. Semantic alignment is achieved through supervision from matching image-text pairs. To show the benefits of our semi-supervised
representation* , we apply it to cross-modal retrieval and phrase localization. We not
only achieve state-of-the-art accuracy, but significantly better generalization across
datasets, owing to the semantic continuity of the latent space. This chapter is based
on Mahajan et al. (2019).
3.1

introduction

The availability of significant amounts of image-text data on the internet (e. g., images with their captions) has posed the question whether it is possible to leverage
information from both visual and textual sources. To take advantage of such heterogeneous data, one of the fundamental challenges is the joint representation of multiple
* Code available at https://github.com/visinf/jwae
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domains (Baltrušaitis et al., 2019). Powerful multimodal representations are integral
to the accuracy of models on cross-domain tasks, such as image captioning (Karpathy
and Fei-Fei, 2017) or cross-domain retrieval (Andrew et al., 2013; Eisenschtat and
Wolf, 2017; Faghri et al., 2018a; Klein et al., 2015; Lee et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2019).
Multimodal embeddings of images and texts can be obtained by mapping input
image and text representations into a common latent space (Faghri et al., 2018a;
Wang et al., 2019). Learning such representations is often formulated as an image-text
matching problem in a fully supervised setup. An alternative approach is to first learn
separate latent spaces and to align them later through constraints, e. g., supervised
information (Tsai et al., 2017). The benefit is that the latent representations of each
modality are learned independently, allowing to take advantage of unsupervised
(i. e. unpaired) data.
One of the main challenges in multimodal learning is to obtain meaningful latent
representations such that they capture semantics that are present across modalities,
even if the paired training data does not extensively cover all relevant semantic
concepts. For example, the Flickr30k (Young et al., 2014) and COCO (Lin et al., 2014)
image captioning datasets do not contain matching image pairs. Lacking withindomain structural constraints, semantic similarity within each modality may not be
preserved in the embedding space (Figs. 3.1b and 3.2a).
We address this problem by learning semantically continuous latent representations
of images and texts in their respective embedding spaces, i. e.multimodal embeddings
that encourage a smooth change in the semantics of the input modalities. We adopt
a semi-supervised setting and propose a joint Wasserstein autoencoder (jWAE) model,
leveraging that regularized autoencoders are known to yield semantically meaningful
latent spaces (Kingma and Welling, 2014; Tolstikhin et al., 2018). Specifically, we adopt
Gaussian regularization to ensure semantically continuous latent representations of
each input modality (cf. Fig. 3.2b). In contrast to standard WAEs, we share the Gaussian prior across modalities to encourage comparable levels of semantic continuity in
both modalities. Unlike VAEs (Kingma and Welling, 2014), WAEs map the input data
to a point in the latent space, which allows for the co-ordination of the two modalities
through a supervised loss based on matching image-text pairs. The advantage of the
shared Gaussian prior on the two modalities is that their semantic representations
are comparable and can be better aligned with supervision as illustrated in Fig. 3.1c.
We first evaluate our multimodal embeddings of images and texts on cross-modal
retrieval and show that they yield state-of-the-art accuracy on the Flickr30k and COCO
datasets. One of the crucial advantages of the semantically continuous representation
from our semi-supervised approach is its generalization capability across datasets.
The benefit over the state of the art widens when embeddings of one dataset are
evaluated on a related previously unseen dataset. Finally, we demonstrate the advantage
of our jWAE on phrase localization on the Flickr30k Entities dataset (Plummer et al.,
2017a), where we again outperform recent methods from the literature.

3.2 related work

A stove top oven topped with
lots of fresh fruits and vegetables.

A stove top oven topped with
lots of fresh fruits and vegetables.

A stove top oven topped with
lots of fresh fruits and vegetables.

Several fruits with Chinese
characters written on them.

Several fruits with Chinese
characters written on them.

Several fruits with Chinese
characters written on them.

(b) Joint representation
(c) Co-ordinated representation of
(a) Input embeddings for images of image-text embedimage-text embeddings of the pro(left) and text (right).
dings based on negative
posed jWAE.
sampling (Wang et al.,
2019).

Figure 3.1. From input embeddings to co-ordinated embeddings with semantic continuity: (a) Semantic
similarity in the input modalities does not imply proximity in the embedding space. (b) Joint
representations align the modalities, but the sparsity of supervised information does not
achieve continuity of the semantic space. (c) Our jWAE based on joint Gaussian regularization
leads to semantic continuity.

(a) Matching images in the joint embedding space
of Wang et al. (2019).

(b) Matching images in the co-ordinated embedding space with the proposed jWAE.

Figure 3.2. Semantic continuity with Gaussian regularization. Each row shows images that are
close in the learned embedding space. (a) Without prior knowledge of matching image pairs,
supervised cross-modal methods do not achieve semantic continuity. (b) Our jWAE based
on Gaussian regularization achieves semantic continuity in the co-ordinated image space in
absence of within-domain supervision.

3.2

related work

supervised multimodal learning. Deep Canonical Correlation Analysis
(DCCA) aims to maximize correlation to learn projections of joint embeddings using
neural networks (Andrew et al., 2013) and overcome the scalability issue of Canonical
Correlation Analysis (CCA) (Hardoon et al., 2004) and kernel CCA (KCCA) (Lai
and Fyfe, 2000). Yet, optimization is challenging as the covariance matrix has to be
estimated during training and is prone to over-fitting.
Many recent works formulate embedding multiple domains into a joint space as
a learning-to-rank problem Faghri et al., 2018a; Frome et al., 2013; Gu et al., 2018a;
Guo et al., 2018; Kiros et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2019; Weston et al., 2011. A ranking
hinge loss with a margin is used such that matching cross-domain pairs are ranked
higher (i. e. are closer in the latent space) than non-matching pairs. Wang et al.
(2019) additionally incorporate structural information on the input representations
themselves with a domain-specific ranking loss. This requires prior knowledge about
within-domain matching pairs, which was only available for text. Image-text matching
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Text

Supervised approach
(Wang et al., 2019)

Ours (jWAE-MSE)

Two tan dogs play on the grass near the
wall.

A tennis player wearing white is jumping up to hit a ball.

Table 3.1. Examples of images retrieved for a given sentence on Flickr30k based on embeddings
trained on COCO.

has also been studied in a classification setting, employing logistic regression or a
softmax with cross-entropy (Fukui et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2019).
Gu et al. (2018a) augment the ranking loss with a conditional generative model
framework for cross-modal generation to obtain fine-grained multimodal features.
Harada et al. (2017) learn an image-text embedding space with a Gaussian prior
using generative adversarial networks. However, the Gaussian latent prior is applied
only on the image modality, and the text distribution is matched to the latent image
distribution. Moreover, the adversarial framework can suffer from mode collapse. Chi
and Peng (2018) match image and text embeddings to the label representation. They
assume that image and text have same label, which is limited to tasks where only one
concept is required per image.
Wehrmann and Barros (2018) improve sentence representations with a character
level inception module and Huang et al. (2018) and Lee et al. (2018) improve image
representations for image-text matching models. Huang et al. (2018) use multi-label
classification to extract various concepts in images, requiring additional image annotations. Lee et al. (2018) propose an attention mechanism for aligning image regions
with words in a sentence. This is orthogonal to the underlying multimodal embedding
and can be combined with the proposed jWAE framework.
semi- and unsupervised multimodal learning. Various approaches (Ngiam
et al., 2011; Tsai et al., 2017) use autoencoders to obtain latent representations. Embeddings of the two domains can be aligned using distribution matching constraints (Tsai
et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2017a). Unlike previous work, which does not encourage any
continuity in the latent semantic space across modalities, we use regularized autoencoders based on generative models, which enforce the latent embeddings from the
encoders to match a prior distribution, thereby yielding continuity in the embedding
space. We use the latent representations obtained from these models as a basis for
our multimodal approach.

3.3 motivation & background

deep generative models. Deep generative models aim to minimize the difference between the model and the empirical data distribution, and have been successfully applied, e. g., to image generation tasks. GANs (Goodfellow et al., 2014) generate
the model distribution in a one step procedure where decoders are input with random
(Gaussian) noise to construct the data distribution. Regularized autoencoders such
as VAEs (Kingma and Welling, 2014) model the data distribution through a two step
procedure. The empirical distribution is first mapped to a latent space via encoders
and then mapped back to the data space via decoders.
VAEs minimize the reconstruction error between the input and output representation and balance this with the discrepancy between the encoded representation
in the latent space and a prior distribution, e. g. a Gaussian, for each input. Recently, Makhzani et al. (2016) and Tolstikhin et al. (2018) proposed autoencoder-based
frameworks where the discrepancy between the encoded distribution of all input
representations and the prior distribution is minimized. This forces the entire encoded distribution to match the prior. Such regularization captures the semantics of
entire input distribution in a continuous latent representation, which is desirable for
encoding each modality in multimodal learning.
3.3

motivation & background

Current approaches formulate the task of learning multimodal representations of
images and text in an image-text matching framework (Faghri et al., 2018a; Wang
et al., 2016a), in which a ranking loss is minimized in a fully supervised setting.
For matching image-text pairs ( xl , yl ) and non-matching images xl 0 or texts yl 0 with
similarity function s( x, y), the ranking formulation based on the max-margin hinge
loss with margin m is defined as



LMH = ∑Ψ max 0, m + s( xl , yl 0 ) − s( xl , yl )
l



+Ψ max 0, m + s( xl 0 , yl ) − s( xl , yl )




(3.1)
.

Here, Ψ is either the sum of hinge losses over all the negative samples for a given
matching pair, or the maximum over all hinge losses. The dependence on the choice
of negative examples limits the robustness and generalization of the obtained multimodal embeddings; they fit to the particularities of a dataset, which can be seen from
the example retrievals in Tabs. 3.1 and 3.2 on the Flickr30k dataset for an embedding
space trained on the COCO dataset. While methods like domain adaptation rely on
data from source and target datasets to adapt a model to perform better on a specific
target dataset (Hoffman et al., 2018; Tzeng et al., 2017), in this work we show the
performance of the embeddings where both supervised and unsupervised losses are
trained only on the source dataset, commonly referred to as generalization.
To overcome the limitation of existing methods in expressing semantic coherence
within a domain and across multiple domains, we propose to employ Gaussian regularization on the latent distribution. By virtue of the autoencoder framework, struc-
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Supervised approach (Wang et al., 2019)

Image

•
•
•
•

Chevrolet car on display at a convention.
Construction in the city at night.
Two firemen beside their fire engine.
An escalator with many people on it,
leading out of a tunnel.

• The dog is running around the cow.
• A person laying on the ground next to a
cow.
• Two children pet horses in a field.
• Girl atop horse that is chasing a small
longhorn.

Ours (jWAE-MSE)
•
•
•
•

Two firemen beside their fire engine.
BSR trucks and machinery and workers.
An old, beat-up jeep being towed away.
Construction in the city at night.

• A lioness is chasing a black bison across
a grassy plain.
• A lioness chases a black animal with
horns.
• Two brown dogs play.
• Horse jockeys racing on horses in a race.

Table 3.2. Examples of the top-4 captions retrieved for a given image on Flickr30k based on
embeddings trained on COCO.

turally similar input representations are close to each other in the low-dimensional
latent space; Gaussian regularization encourages continuity in the space of encoded
representations. Semantic alignment of these spaces is further obtained with supervision. We refer to the resultant embeddings as semantically continuous. Our model
consists of three main components. First, each input distribution is mapped to a
Gaussian distribution where semantically similar representations are close to each
other within the domain. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.2b, where images that are close in
the embedding space are semantically related. Second, we share this Gaussian prior
across domains, leading to compatible levels of continuity in both domains. Third, the
latent representations of images and text are semantically aligned with supervised
information. As shown in Fig. 3.1c, images and texts representing similar semantics
come closer in the proposed joint embedding space. Moreover, this offers significantly
better generalization across datasets as seen in Tabs. 3.1 and 3.2, where the example
captions retrieved with our semi-supervised approach are semantically more related
to the given image than when only employing supervised ranking.
3.4

approach

We propose a semi-supervised approach for improving the semantic alignment
Y
between two modalities, such as images and texts. Let X = { xi }iN=X1 and Y = {y j } N
j =1

denote unpaired input images and texts, respectively. Further, let S = {( xl , yl )}lN=S1 be
matching image and text pairs. We assume the latent space of each domain to be of
dimension d. Encoders f v : Rdv → Rd and f t : Rdt → Rd map visual data (images) and
text to their respective d-dimensional latent spaces. gv : Rd → Rdv and gt : Rd → Rdt
are the decoders that map the latent representations back to images and text. We
denote the latent representations of images and texts by ṽ and t̃, respectively. Next,
we let PL ∼ N (0, Id ) be a unit Gaussian prior in the d-dimensional space with identity
covariance matrix Id and denote the encoded image and text distributions as Fv and
Ft , respectively. Similarly, we define the output (reconstructed) model distributions as
Gv and Gt .

3.4 approach

3.4.1 Wasserstein autoencoder backbone
We build the latent representation of each domain, images or text, on WAEs. We first
describe the WAE backbone for the image pipeline and then extend it to text.
Generative models such as VAEs and WAEs minimize the discrepancy between
the true data distribution X and the model (reconstructed) distribution Gv . In such
models, latent variables z, sampled from a fixed prior distribution PL in the latent
space, are mapped to the space of the original data with parameterized functions
gv , and f -divergences, such as the KL-divergence or the Jenson-Shannon divergence,
between the distributions are minimized. In high-dimensional spaces, estimating
the model distribution directly by sampling in the latent domain would require a
large number of samples from the latent distribution. Therefore, representing the
model distribution by random sampling of the latent distribution is computationally
expensive.
VAEs make sampling efficient by introducing a proposal distribution for each xi .
Specifically, Fv ( xi ) is a latent distribution that generates latent representations likely
to produce xi and Gv (ṽi ) is the distribution over the outputs which are produced by
ṽi . The VAE minimizes



LVAE = DKL Fv ( xi )|| PL − EFv (xi ) log Gv (ṽi ) ,

(3.2)

where the first term encourages the latent variables over each xi to match the prior
distribution PL . While this helps latent samples to be representative of a data point, it
does not capture the full underlying true data distribution. As has been pointed out
by Tolstikhin et al. (2018) for a Gaussian prior, this results in overlapping Gaussians
in the latent space from different input data points. This also is the cause of blurry
images from VAEs in image generation tasks. Moreover, mapping the input to a latent
distribution is problematic when using supervision in the latent space, as intended
here.
To modelR the entire data distribution in the latent space, minimizing D( Fv || PL )
with Fv = Fv ( x ) dX is thus desirable (Tolstikhin et al., 2018). To that end, given
the input distribution X and the model distribution Gv , Wasserstein autoencoders
(WAEs) minimize the optimal transport cost Wc ( X, Gv ) between the two distributions.
Optimal transport with a cost function c (s, t) : Rd × Rd → R+ is defined as
Wc ( X, Gv ) =

inf

γ∈Γ( X,Gv )



E(s,t)∼γ c(s, t) ,

(3.3)

where Γ( X, Gv ) is the set of all possible joint distributions (couplings) of (s, t) whose
marginals are X and Gv , respectively. In generative models with a deterministic
mapping from the latent distribution PL to Gv , the optimal transport cost
R between
X and Gv reduces to finding a conditional distribution Fv such that Fv ( x )dX =
PL (Bousquet et al., 2017; Tolstikhin et al., 2018). This constraint is enforced as a
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Figure 3.3. Architecture of our joint Wasserstein Autoencoder.

regularization term by minimizing D ( Fv || PL ). This yields Wasserstein autoencoders
as



LWAE = inf EX EFv c( x, gv ( x )) + λD Fv || PL .
Fv ∈F

(3.4)

Here, c (s, t) : Rd × Rd → R+ is a cost function and F is a set of probabilistic encoders
without any constraints (non-parametric), which model p(z| x ). We take it to be the
set of all fully-connected networks with fixed size.
Choosing D as the KL-divergence between Fv and PL would require closed forms of
Fv and PL . Since the closed form of Fv is not available, we instead minimize the JensonShannon divergence between the prior and encoded latent distributions DJS ( Fv || PL )
using a GAN-based formulation, which allows to conveniently use samples from the
distribution. We refer to DJS as Gaussian regularization since we consider the prior to
be a unit Gaussian.
Note that the popular WAEs (Arjovsky et al., 2017) minimize the optimal transport
cost (Eq. 3.3) between the data distribution and the model distribution using the
dual formulation of the optimal transport cost directly from the latent space to
the data space. That is, they do not have an encoder that maps the input to latent
representations. However, for learning co-ordinated representations of two input data
distributions with a shared prior, an encoder that maps data points to the latent space
is desirable. We thus build on WAEs here.
3.4.2 Joint WAE
For learning co-ordinated representations, we are now interested in formulating
continuous d-dimensional embedding spaces for each modality, which are aligned
through constraints. To this end, we propose to share the prior on the latent representations. Specifically, the latent representations of each domain are constrained to
be close to the same unit Gaussian distribution; that is we minimize the discrepancy
D ( Fv || PL ) and D ( Ft || PL ) between the encoded representations of each modality and
the Gaussian prior PL .
We now formulate our joint Wasserstein autoencoder in terms of a classical encoderdecoder setting. To that end, we first note that when f v and gv in a regular WAE
(Eq. 3.4) are parameterized with encoders and decoders in a deep neural network

3.4 approach

framework, the first term of Eq. (3.4) reduces to minimizing the reconstruction error
between the true input representation and the decoded representation.
To apply the WAE formulation to sentences, we first extend it to GRUs (Schuster
and Paliwal, 1997) where f t is the encoded output of the GRU encoder and Gaussian
regularization is applied to the encoded distribution, Ft , of all the sentences. f t serves
as the input hidden state to the GRU decoder and the reconstruction loss for the
sentence is

LGRU = −

M −1

∑

m =0



j
j
log p gt wm w0:m−1 , f t (y j ); gt ,

j

j

(3.5)

j

where wm is the ground truth word and p gt (wm |w0:m−1 , f t ) is the output probability
j

of word wm in sentence y j given the decoder gt and hidden state f t .
Recalling that Fv and Ft denote the encoded distribution of images and text, respectively, we formulate the unsupervised part of our joint WAE loss as
NX

LjWAE = λ1 ∑ xi − gv f v ( xi )
i =1



NY M −1

− λ2 ∑

∑

j =1 m =0



j
j
log p gt wm w0:m−1 , f t (y j ); gt

(3.6)

+ λ3 DJS ( Fv || PL ) + λ4 DJS ( Ft || PL ).
Here, {λ1 , . . . , λ4 } are the regularization parameters and k.k is `1 or `2 norm. Modality
specific reconstruction error terms are crucial components in preventing mode collapse
and encouraging diversity in the latent representations of each domain. For sentences
encoded with fully connected encoders using pre-trained sentence encodings like
average of word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013), we use an analogous formulation with the
mean-squared error as the reconstruction loss.
Gaussian regularization itself does not induce any semantic coupling between the
cross-modal distributions. To ensure that the latent spaces not only have a compatible
continuity but rather align semantic concepts across modalities, we add a supervised
loss minimizing the distance between latent representations of matching imagetext pairs. Embeddings of the two domains can now be directly aligned with the
mean-squared error
1 NS
2
LMSE =
f v ( xl ) − f t (yl ) .
(3.7)
NS l∑
=1
The overall loss function of our approach is then given as

LjWAE-MSE = LjWAE + LMSE .

(3.8)

Alternatively, we also show the effect of Gaussian regularization with the max-margin
hinge loss (Faghri et al., 2018a) from Eq. (3.1) as supervised loss function

LjWAE-MH = LjWAE + LMH .
The overall model architecture is illustrated in Fig. 3.3.

(3.9)
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Recall on Flickr30k
Image-to-text

Without
Negative
Sampling

With
Negative
Sampling

@5

Recall on COCO

Text-to-image

@10 @1

@5

Image-to-text

Method (Features)

@1

CCA (VGG+HGLMM)

34.4 61.0 72.3 24.4 52.1 65.6 37.7 66.6 79.1 24.9 58.8

76.5

CCA (Mean Vector)

24.8 52.5 64.3 20.5 46.3 59.3 33.2 61.8 75.1 24.2 56.4

72.4

Sim. Net. (VGG+HGLMM)

16.6 38.8 51.0

7.4 23.5 33.3 30.9 61.1 76.2 14.0 30.0

37.8

MMD-MSE (VGG+w2v)

35.3 60.8 72.8 16.5 40.2 52.9 42.9 73.8 84.4 19.6 50.2

66.6

Emb. Net. (VGG+w2v)

35.7 62.9 74.4 25.1 53.9 66.1 40.7 74.2 85.3 33.5 68.7

83.2

Emb. Net. (VGG+HGLMM)

40.3 68.9 79.9 29.7 60.1 72.1 50.1 79.7 89.2 39.6 75.2

86.9

2WayNet (VGG+HGLMM)

49.8 67.5 –

–

VSE++ (Resnet+GRU)

52.9 80.5 87.2 39.6 70.1 79.5 64.6 90.0 95.7 52.0 84.3

92.0

GXN (ResNet+GRU)

56.8 –

94.5

SCO (Resnet+GRU)

55.5 82.0 89.3 41.1 60.5 80.1 69.9 92.9 97.5 56.7 87.5

94.8

SCAN t-i (ResNet+GRU)

61.8 87.5 93.7 45.8 74.4 83.0 70.9 94.5 97.8 56.4 87.0

93.9

SCAN i-t (ResNet+GRU)

67.9 89.0 94.4 43.9 74.2 82.8 69.2 93.2 97.5 54.4 86.0

93.6

MSE (VGG+w2v)

33.9 61.3 73.2 15.9 40.3 52.8 45.0 76.5 87.0 21.3 52.3

68.1

jWAE-MSE (VGG+w2v)

35.7 61.6 73.6 17.3 41.8 55.3 43.2 75.1 85.7 21.5 53.5

69.3

jWAE-MH (VGG+w2v)

35.4 62.5 74.4 24.1 50.4 62.6 44.2 77.4 87.7 31.3 66.0

81.3

jWAE-MSE (VGG+HGLMM)

40.3 66.3 77.2 20.3 46.5 58.9 50.3 79.4 88.3 25.2 57.5

73.3

jWAE-MH (ResNet+GRU)

53.9 82.2 87.4 40.7 72.4 81.9 66.6 91.4 96.6 53.1 84.5

92.0

jWAE-MH+SCAN t-i (ResNet+GRU)

64.0 89.4 95.2 47.1 75.9 84.0 72.0 94.5 98.3 57.1 87.5

94.1

jWAE-MH+SCAN i-t (ResNet+GRU)

68.5 89.6 94.2 44.2 74.2 83.2 69.8 93.3 98.1 54.6 86.1

93.2

36.0 55.6

89.6 41.5 –

@10 @1

–

@5

Text-to-image

@10 @1

55.8 75.2 –

80.1 68.5 –

@5

39.7 63.3

97.9 56.6 –

@10

Table 3.3. Cross-modal retrieval results (in %) on the Flickr30k dataset (Young et al., 2014) as
well as the COCO dataset (Lin et al., 2014) with 1000 test images.

implementation. The outputs from the encoders (i. e. the encoded distributions
Fv and Ft ) along with z ∼ PL are input to the discriminator. The number of samples
from the prior distribution PL equals the sum of the samples output by the two
encoders. The discriminator distinguishes between the encoded distributions and the
joint Gaussian prior. Note that we implement a single discriminator network for two
generator networks, which makes our architecture computationally efficient. This is
possible as the same prior distribution is used for images and texts. The discriminator
is a fully-connected three layer neural network with leaky ReLU non-linearities after
the first two layers, which enables a better flow of gradients during optimization
(Salimans et al., 2016). The generator network (the encoder) of each pipeline tries to
“fool" the discriminator network by generating encodings close to the Gaussian prior
distribution.
In general, both encoders and decoders consist of two fully connected layers;
ReLU nonlinearities are applied after the first layers. For the text pipeline based on
GRUs, the encoder is a bi-directional GRU with two layers. The output of the GRU
is encoded in the latent space after application of a linear fully-connected layer. The
decoder is a uni-directional GRU with word dropout encouraging meaningful latent
representations of sentences.

3.5 experiments

3.5

experiments

To show the applicability of our jWAE framework across different tasks, we evaluate
the learned multimodal embeddings on cross-modal retrieval and phrase localization.
3.5.1 Cross-modal retrieval
visual input. We consider pre-trained VGG-19 (Simonyan and Zisserman, 2015)
and ResNet-152 (He et al., 2016) models for image features. For VGG-19, we extract
the 4096-dimensional feature vector from the first fully connected layer and for
ResNet-152 the 2048-dimensional activations from the fully connected layer.
textual input. Following Wang et al. (2019), we use the mean of 300-dimensional
word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) features of the words in the sentence. Alternatively,
we use nonlinear Fisher vectors from a hybrid Gaussian-Laplacian mixture model
(HGLMM) (Klein et al., 2015). For GRU, one-hot encodings of the words are projected
with an embedding layer, which is initialized either randomly or with pre-trained
word2vec embeddings.
datasets. Two popular benchmark datasets for evaluating multimodal visual and
textual representations are Flickr30k and COCO (Faghri et al., 2018a; Klein et al., 2015;
Wang et al., 2019). Flickr30k (Young et al., 2014) is comprised of 31783 images with
five captions per image. We use the splits of Karpathy and Fei-Fei (2017) and Wang
et al. (2016a); validation and test splits consist of 1000 images with 5 captions each.
The remaining images are used for training. COCO (Lin et al., 2014) is larger and
more diverse than Flickr30k. It consists of 82783 training images with five captions
each. 5000 images from the validation set are retained for validation purposes and the
remaining 30504 images are used for training. Similar to Karpathy and Fei-Fei (2017),
Klein et al. (2015), and Wang et al. (2016a), we use 1000 images with their captions in
the test split.
network training. We train the network (see supplemental material for architectural details) using the Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 1E-4. The
discriminator is trained with a learning rate of 5E-5. The batch size is taken as 64 or
128. For jWAE-MSE, the regularization parameters are set to λ1 = λ2 = 1.0 for the
reconstruction terms in Eq. (3.6) and λ3 = λ4 = 0.2 for the Gaussian regularization.
For jWAE-MH, the parameters are λ1 = 0.5, λ2 = 0.005, λ3 = λ4 = 0.01 for most of
the experiments.
evaluation metric. In cross-modal retrieval tasks, Recall@K is a standard
performance measure and defined as the fraction of instances for which their ground
truth is in the top-K based on a similarity score (cosine similarity).
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Image-to-text

Text-to-image

Method (all ResNet+GRU)

R@1

R@5

R@1

R@5

VSE++ (Faghri et al., 2018a) (baseline)

64.6

90.0

52.0

84.3

VAE-MH

57.8

86.9

46.3

80.3

jWAE-MH

66.6

91.4

53.1

84.5

Table 3.4. Comparison of jWAE with VAE on the COCO dataset.
Flickr30k(Train) ⇒ COCO(Test)
Image-to-text

Text-to-image

Method

R@5

R@10

R@5

R@10

CCA( VGG+w2v) (Klein et al., 2015)

13.3

20.1

10.3

16.0

Embed. Network (VGG+w2v) (Wang et al., 2019)

37.6

49.5

32.5

45.8

MSE (VGG+w2v)

40.1

52.9

21.7

33.8

SCAN (ResNet+GRU) (Lee et al., 2018)

59.2

70.0

53.2

66.6

jWAE-MSE (VGG+w2v)

42.8

55.3

28.3

40.9

jWAE-MH (VGG+w2v)

43.4

58.4

34.5

49.2

jWAE-MH+SCAN (ResNet+GRU)

64.4

76.9

55.2

68.7

Table 3.5. Generalization results of models trained only on the Flickr30k training set and
evaluated on the COCO test set.

baselines & methods. We compare the accuracy of our approach against several
state-of-the-art methods for image-to-text and text-to-image retrieval, particularly
the Embedding Network of (Wang et al., 2016a; 2019) and VSE++ (Faghri et al.,
2018a), which use different formulations of the ranking loss, and the attention-based
Stacked Cross Attention Network (SCAN) (Lee et al., 2018). For evaluation with
SCAN, we integrate the jWAE-MH framework with the best-performing setting on
the respective dataset. To compare our approach against methods without negative
sampling, we also include the Similarity Network of Wang et al. (2019) and the
Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) approach of Klein et al. (2015). For our jWAE
framework, we demonstrate the effect of Gaussian regularization with supervision
through the mean-squared error (jWAE-MSE) as well as a margin-based hinge loss
with negative sampling (jWAE-MH). We extend jWAE for the SCAN method (jWAEMH+SCAN t-i/i-t) where in i-t attention is applied on words with respect to each
image region and in t-i image regions are attended with respect to each word in
the sentence. We also include results from a MMD loss for matching text and image
distributions (MMD-MSE) (Tsai et al., 2017) and an ablation of our method without
the Gaussian regularization (MSE), both with the usual reconstruction error for
autoencoders.
results. In Tab. 3.3, we show the results of our method for cross-modal retrieval
on the Flickr30k and COCO datasets.

3.5 experiments

COCO(Train) ⇒ Flickr30k(Test)
Image-to-text

Text-to-image

Method

R@5

R@10

R@5

R@10

Embed. Network (VGG+w2v) (Wang et al., 2019)

33.7

45.5

8.4

12.2

MSE (VGG+w2v)

43.6

56.9

24.3

34.2

SCAN (ResNet+GRU) (Lee et al., 2018)

73.7

82.6

61.3

72.4

jWAE-MSE (VGG+w2v)

48.5

60.0

29.1

40.7

jWAE-MH (VGG+w2v)

51.1

63.3

37.0

49.1

jWAE-MH+SCAN (ResNet+GRU)

80.0

87.0

66.7

75.9

Table 3.6. Generalization results of model trained only on the COCO training set and evaluated
on the Flickr30k test set.

Our jWAE framework leads to competitive results compared to the current state of
the art in image-to-text retrieval. For example, jWAE-MH outperforms VSE++ with
respect to top-1 recall by 1.0% points on Flickr30k and by 2.0% points on COCO.
For the Embedding Network with VGG+w2v features, jWAE-MH has 3.5% better
accuracy on COCO. Our semi-supervised representations also improve the top-1
recall of SCAN t-i by 2.2% and 2.1% points on Flickr30k and COCO, respectively.
For text-to-image retrieval, improving the top-1 recall is more challenging. Yet, we
also achieve an improvement in top-1 recall of 1.3% and 0.7% points over SCAN t-i
and an improvement of 1.1% for VSE++ on Flickr30k and COCO. This shows that
irrespective of the network architecture and complexity of input features, our jWAE
improves the current state of the art. Upto our knowledge our jWAE framework has
state of the art results for cross-modal retrieval.
We observe that the recall for text-to-image retrieval based on the supervised MSE
loss is not as competitive and is comparable to methods that do not use negative
sampling. This can be attributed to the nature of the datasets, as given a sentence there
can be many images that can be described reasonably well by the sentence (Engilberge
et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2019). jWAE-MH bridges the gap between maximizing top-K
recall by ranking matching image-text pairs higher than non-matching pairs and
improving accuracy of the embeddings by encouraging semantic continuity in the
co-ordinated latent embeddings.
In Tab. 3.4, we additionally compare jWAE-based Gaussian regularization to traditional VAEs using VSE++ as baseline. While jWAE-MH improves the accuracy of
the VSE++ baseline, VAE-MH results in a decrease of top-K recall. The reason is that
VAEs map each input to a Gaussian latent distribution. This hinders the application of
a point-wise supervised loss in the latent space. In order to match the latent representations of two modalities with the MH loss, we instead require mapping to a point
in the latent space. jWAE enforces global Gaussian priors on the latent distributions
while mapping the input to a point in the embedding space. Therefore and unlike
VAEs, jWAEs are suitable for semi-supervised learning of joint embeddings.
To show that our method learns meaningful representations with continuity in
the latent space, we test the cross-dataset generalization capability of our method
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Methods

R@1

R@5

R@10

MCB (Fukui et al., 2016)

48.7

–

–

GroundeR (Rohrbach et al., 2016)

47.8

–

–

Embedding Network (Wang et al., 2019)

51.0

70.4

75.5

Similarity Network (Wang et al., 2019)

51.0

70.3

75.0

SPC (Plummer et al., 2017b)

55.4

–

–

IGOP (Yeh et al., 2017)

53.9

–

–

CITE (Plummer et al., 2018)

59.2

–

–

jWAE-MSE

52.5

75.0

81.5

jWAE-MSE+CITE

60.4

–

–

Table 3.7. Phrase localization on the Flickr30k Entities dataset (Plummer et al., 2017a).

against various retrieval approaches: CCA (Klein et al., 2015), the Embedding Network
(Wang et al., 2019), and SCAN (Lee et al., 2018). For cross-dataset generalization,
the model is trained on the training set of one dataset, e. g. COCO (Flickr30k),
and tested on the test set of another dataset, i. e. Flickr30k (COCO). Note, we do
not train to improve the accuracy on specific target dataset. We find that previous
methods based on global representations (Wang et al., 2019) have low generalization
performance with top-10 recall as low as 12.2% when testing on Flickr30k for a model
trained on COCO. Fine-grained representations based on attention (Lee et al., 2018)
generalize better compared to Wang et al. (2019). From Tabs. 3.5 and 3.6, jWAE-MH
framework significantly improves the generalization across datasets further, owing to
the semantic continuity from the Gaussian regularization. For image-to-text and textto-image retrieval we improve the top-5 recall by 5.2% and 2.0% points, respectively,
generalizing from Flickr30k to COCO and by 6.3% and 5.4% points, respectively, for
generalizing from COCO to Flickr30k.
In Fig. 3.2, we show modality-specific semantic continuity, where e. g.in the third
row, for an image with “a man and a horse”, matching images retrieved by our
approach are of ‘person-animal interaction’ whereas for the supervised approach
(Wang et al., 2019) matching images have the concept ‘person’. Similarly, for crossmodal semantic continuity in Tab. 3.1, Wang et al. (2019) retrieves an image with a
concept ‘two’ while jWAE is able to retrieve the image representative of the given
sentence “Two tan dogs play on grass near the wall".
In the supplemental material, we additionally study the accuracy under limited
supervision. There, we also find favorable generalization properties.
3.5.2 Phrase localization
We next analyze the benefit of our jWAE framework for phrase localization on
the Flickr30k Entities dataset (Plummer et al., 2017a). Phrase localization associates
(grounds) a phrase to a region in the image using bounding boxes (Chen et al., 2018a;
Rohrbach et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2019; Yeh et al., 2017). Following Wang et al. (2019),
we formulate phrase localization as a retrieval problem where given an image and a
phrase from its associated sentence, the phrase is mapped to the regions in the image.

3.6 conclusion

Bounding box proposal regions are extracted with Edge Box (Zitnick and Dollár,
2014). Since we are mainly interested in evaluating the quality of our multimodal
embeddings rather than the specific task, we compared to other embedding-based
approaches (Rohrbach et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2019). Additionally, we integrate our
jWAE framework with Conditional Image Text Embedding (CITE) Plummer et al.,
2018, which builds on top of the embeddings from the Similarity Network. We also
include Plummer et al. (2017b), which uses additional image and language constraints,
and Yeh et al. (2017), which considers all possible bounding boxes based on image
concepts like segmentation, word priors, and detection scores.
dataset and input. The Flickr30k Entities dataset (Plummer et al., 2017a) augments the captions of images in Flickr30k with 244k mentions of distinct entities
across sentences. The mentions are associated with 276k bounding boxes. Similar
to Plummer et al. (2018), Rohrbach et al. (2016), and Wang et al. (2019), we extract
4096-dimensional visual features from Fast R-CNN (Girshick, 2015), finetuned on
the PASCAL VOC 2007–2012 datasets (Everingham et al., 2010). We use proposal
regions with IoU ≥ 0.7 as a positive region for a phrase during training. For encoding
phrases, PCA is applied to HGLMM features to reduce the dimensionality to 6000
(Klein et al., 2015).
results. We compare our method with Fukui et al. (2016), Rohrbach et al. (2016),
and Wang et al. (2019) where multimodal embeddings are evaluated for phrase
localization. Following these methods, we use 200 or 500 Edge Box proposals per
image. An IoU of at least 0.5 is required for a proposal region to match the ground
truth bounding box for a phrase. As shown in Table 3.7, our method outperforms
previous multimodal embedding networks for the phrase localization task by 1.5%
for top-1 recall. The gap compared to Wang et al. (2019) widens to around 5% for the
top-5 and top-10 recall. Moreover, using jWAE as the embedding framework in CITE
(Plummer et al., 2018) similarly improves the top-1 recall by 1.2% with new state of
the art results for phrase localization. This again highlights the improved accuracy
of the embeddings obtained from our semi-supervised jWAE approach. In Tab. 3.8,
we include results of the bounding boxes retrieved by the proposed jWAE for the
given phrase and image. Our method is able to retrieve bounding boxes having high
overlap with the ground truth bounding box.
3.6

conclusion

We presented a novel semi-supervised joint Wasserstein autoencoder framework for
modeling continuous multimodal representations of images and texts with Gaussian
regularization, allowing to better capture the semantic structure in latent representations. Our experiments on cross-modal retrieval and phrase localization tasks show
that our multimodal embeddings push the current state of the art under full supervision. A key advantage of our method is its generalization capability across
datasets, where it significantly outperforms recent methods. We thus believe our
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semi-supervised approach provides an important step toward learning generalizable
multimodal representations, which are a crucial component, e. g., for image captioning
(Frome et al., 2013) in real-world scenarios.

3.6 conclusion

Images with
bounding boxes

Phrases (in red) in sentences
A blue, red, and yellow airplane is flying through the
air.

A young man in a t-shirt is speaking at a podium while
another young man stands by.

A young man in a t-shirt is speaking at a podium while
another young man stands by.

A woman rides her bike by some trees.

A person holding a piece of equipment up to her eyes
is standing in a large meadow near a blue vehicle.

A crowd watches as a woman draws caricatures.

Table 3.8. Examples of the bounding boxes retrieved for a phrase in an image by the proposed
jWAE. (green) Ground truth bounding box; (red) Retrieved bounding box.
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Learned joint representations of images and text form the backbone of several
important cross-domain tasks such as image captioning. Prior work mostly maps
both domains into a common latent representation in a purely supervised fashion.
This is rather restrictive, however, as the two domains follow distinct generative
processes. Therefore, we propose a novel semi-supervised framework, which models
shared information between domains and domain-specific information separately.
The information shared between the domains is aligned with an invertible neural
network. Our model* integrates normalizing flow-based priors for the domain-specific
information, which allows us to learn diverse many-to-many mappings between
the two domains. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our model on diverse tasks,
including image captioning and text-to-image synthesis. This chapter is based on
Mahajan et al. (2020).
4.1

introduction

Joint image-text representations find application in cross-domain tasks such as imageconditioned text generation (captioning; Karpathy and Fei-Fei, 2017; Mao et al., 2015;
Xu et al., 2018) and text-conditioned image synthesis (Reed et al., 2016). Yet, image
and text distributions follow distinct generative processes, making joint generative
modeling of the two distributions challenging.
* Code available at https://github.com/visinf/lnfmm
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Figure 4.1. Joint multimodal latent representation of images and texts of our LNFMM model
for diverse many-to-many mappings.

Current state-of-the-art models for learning joint image-text distributions encode the
two domains in a common shared latent space in a fully supervised setup (Gu et al.,
2018a; Wang et al., 2019). While such approaches can model supervised information in
the shared latent space, they do not preserve domain-specific information. However,
as the domains under consideration, e. g. images and text, follow distinct generative
processes, many-to-many mappings naturally emerge – there are many likely captions
for a given image and vice versa. Therefore, it is crucial to also encode domain-specific
variations in the latent space to enable many-to-many mappings.
State-of-the-art models for cross-domain synthesis leverage VAEs, cVAEs (Kingma
and Welling, 2014) or GANs (Goodfellow et al., 2014) for learning conditional distributions. However, such generative models (e. g., Aneja et al., 2019; Wang et al.,
2017b) enforce a Gaussian prior in the latent space. Gaussian priors can result in
strong regularization or posterior collapse as they impose stringent constraints while
modeling complex distributions in the latent space (Tomczak and Welling, 2018). This
severely limits the accuracy and diversity of the cross-domain generative model.
Recent work (Bhattacharyya et al., 2019; Ziegler and Rush, 2019) has found normalizing flows (Dinh et al., 2015) advantageous for modeling complex distributions
in the latent space. Normalizing flows can capture a high degree of multimodality
in the latent space through a series of transformations from a simple distribution to
a complex data-dependent prior. Ziegler and Rush (2019) apply normalizing flowbased priors in the latent space of unconditional variational autoencoders for discrete
distributions and character-level modeling.
We propose to leverage normalizing flows to overcome the limitations of existing
cross-domain generative models in capturing heterogeneous distributions and introduce a novel semi-supervised Latent Normalizing Flows for Many-to-Many Mappings
(LNFMM) framework. We exploit normalizing flows (Dinh et al., 2015) to capture
complex joint distributions in the latent space of our model (Fig. 4.1). Moreover, since
the domains under consideration, e. g. images and texts, have different generative processes, the latent representation for each distribution is modeled such that it contains
both shared cross-domain information as well as domain-specific information. The
latent dimensions constrained by supervised information from paired data model the
common (semantic) information across images and texts. The diversity within the
image and text distributions, e. g. different visual or textual styles, are encoded in the

4.2 related work

residual latent dimensions, thus preserving domain-specific variation. We can hence
synthesize diverse samples from a distribution given a reference point in the other
domain in a many-to-many setup. We show the benefits of our learned many-to-many
latent spaces for real-world image captioning and text-to-image synthesis tasks on
the COCO dataset (Lin et al., 2014). Our model outperforms the current state of the
art for image captioning w. r. t. the BLEU and CIDEr metrics for accuracy as well as
on various diversity metrics. Additionally, we also show improvements in diversity
metrics over the state of the art in text-to-image generation.
4.2

related work

diverse image captioning. Recent work on image captioning introduces
stochastic behavior in captioning and thus encourages diversity by mapping an
image to many captions. Vijayakumar et al. (2018) sample captions from a very
high-dimensional space based on word-to-word Hamming distance and parts-ofspeech information, respectively. To overcome the limitation of sampling from a
high-dimensional space, Dai et al. (2017), Li et al. (2018), and Shetty et al. (2017) build
on GANs and modify the training objective of the generator, matching generated
captions to human captions. While GAN-based models can generate diverse captions
by sampling from a noise distribution, they suffer on accuracy due to the inability of
the model to capture the true underlying distribution. Aneja et al. (2019) and Wang
et al. (2017b), therefore, leverage cVAE to learn latent representations conditioned on
images based on supervised information and sequential latent spaces, respectively,
to improve accuracy and diversity. Without supervision, cVAEs with conditional
Gaussian priors suffer from posterior collapse. This results in a strong trade-off
between accuracy and diversity; e. g. Aneja et al. (2019) learn sequential latent spaces
with a Gaussian prior to improve diversity, but suffer on perceptual metrics. Moreover,
sampling captions based only on supervised information limits the diversity in the
captions. In this work we show that by learning complex multimodal priors, we can
model text distributions efficiently in the latent space without specific supervised
clustering information and generate captions that are more diverse and accurate.
diverse text-to-image synthesis. State-of-the-art methods for text-to-image
synthesis are based on conditional GANs (Reed et al., 2016). Much of the research
for text-conditioned image generation has focused on generating high-resolution
images similar to the ground truth. Zhang et al. (2017, 2019b) introduce a series of
generators in different stages for high-resolution images. AttnGAN (Xu et al., 2018)
and MirrorGAN (Qiao et al., 2019) aim at synthesizing fine-grained image features
by attending to different words in the text description. Dash et al. (2017) condition
image generation on class information in addition to texts. Guojun Yin et al. (2019)
use a Siamese architecture to generate images with similar high-level semantics but
different low-level semantics.In this work, we instead focus on generating diverse
images for a given text with powerful latent semantic spaces, unlike GANs with
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Gaussian priors, which fail to capture the true underlying distributions and result in
mode collapse.
normalizing flows & variational autoencoders. Normalizing flows
(NF) are a class of density estimation methods that allow exact inference by transforming a complex distribution to a simple distribution using the change-of-variables
rule. Dinh et al. (2015) develop flow-based generative models with affine transformations to make the computation of the Jacobian efficient. Recent works (Ardizzone
et al., 2019a; Behrmann et al., 2019; Dinh et al., 2017; Kingma and Dhariwal, 2018)
extend flow-based generative models to multi-scale architectures to model complex
dependencies across dimensions. Vanilla VAEs (Kingma and Welling, 2014) consider
simple Gaussian priors in the latent space. Simple priors can provide very strong
constraints, resulting in poor latent representations (Hoffman and Johnson, 2016).
Recent work has, therefore, considered modeling complex priors in VAEs. Particularly,
Tomczak and Welling (2018) and Wang et al. (2017b) propose mixtures of Gaussians
with predefined clusters, Chen et al. (2017) use neural autoregressive model priors,
and Oord et al. (2017) use discrete models in the latent space, which improves results
for image synthesis. Ziegler and Rush (2019) learn a prior based on normalizing
flows to model multimodal discrete distributions of character-level texts in the latent
spaces with nonlinear flow layers. However, this invertible layer is difficult to be
optimized in both directions. Bhattacharyya et al. (2019) learn conditional priors
based on normalizing flows to model conditional distributions in the latent space of
cVAEs. In this work, we learn a conditional prior using normalizing flows in the latent
space of our variational inference model, modeling joint complex distributions in the
latent space, particularly of images and texts for diverse cross-domain many-to-many
mappings.
4.3

method

To learn joint distributions pµ ( xt , xv ) of texts and images that follow distinct generative
processes with ground-truth distributions pt ( xt ) and pv ( xv ), respectively, in a semisupervised setting, we formulate a novel joint generative model based on variational
inference: Latent Normalizing Flows for Many-to-Many Mappings (LNFMM). Our model
defines a joint probability distribution over the data { xt , xv } and latent variables z
with a distribution pµ ( xt , xv , z) = pµ ( xt , xv |z) pµ (z), parameterized by µ. We maximize
the likelihood of pµ ( xt , xv ) using a variational posterior qθ (z| xt , xv ), parameterized
by variables θ. As we are interested in jointly modeling distributions with distinct
generative processes, e. g. images and texts, the choice of the latent distribution is
crucial. Mapping to a shared latent distribution can be very restrictive (Xu et al.,
2018). We begin with a discussion of our variational posterior qθ (z| xt , xv ) and its
the factorization in our LNFMM model, followed by our normalizing flow-based
priors, which enable qθ (z| xt , xv ) to be complex and multimodal, allowing for diverse
many-to-many mappings.

4.3 method

factorizing the latent posterior. We choose a novel factorized posterior
distribution with both shared and domain-specific components. The shared component zs is learned with supervision from paired image-text data and encodes
information common to both domains. The domain-specific components encode information that is unique to each domain, thus preserving the heterogeneous structure
of the data in the latent space. Specifically, consider zt and zv as the latent variables
to model text and image distributions. Recall from above that zs denotes the shared
latent variable for supervised learning, which encodes information shared between
the data points xt and xv . Given this supervised information, the residual information
specific to each domain is encoded in z0t and z0v . This leads to the factorization of the
variational posterior of our LNFMM model with zt = [zs z0t ] and zv = [zs z0v ],
log qθ (zs , z0t , z0v | xt , xv ) = log qθ1 (zs | xt , xv ) + log qθ2 (z0t | xt , zs ) + log qθ3 (z0v | xv , zs ). (4.1)
Next, we derive our LNFMM model in detail. Since directly maximizing the
log-likelihood of pµ ( xt , xv ) with the variational posterior is intractable, we derive
the log-evidence lower bound for learning the posterior distributions of the latent
variables z = {zs , z0t , z0v }.
4.3.1 Deriving the log-evidence lower bound
Maximizing the marginal likelihood pµ ( xt , xv ) given a set of observation points
{ xt , xv } is generally intractable. Therefore, we develop a variational inference framework that maximizes a variational lower bound on the data log-likelihood – the
log-ELBO with the proposed factorization in Eq. (4.1),




log pµ ( xt , xv ) ≥ Eqθ (z| xt ,xv ) log pµ ( xt , xv |z) + Eqθ (z| xt ,xv ) log pφ (z) − log qθ (z| xt , xv ) ,
(4.2)
where z = {zs , z0t , z0v } are the latent variables. The first expectation term is the
reconstruction error. The second expectation term minimizes the KL-divergence
between the variational posterior qθ (z| xt , xv ) and a prior pφ (z). Taking into account
the factorization in Eq. (4.1), we now derive the ELBO for our LNFMM model. We
first rewrite the reconstruction term as


Eqθ (zs ,z0t ,z0v | xt ,xv ) log pµ ( xt |zs , z0t , z0v ) + log pµ ( xv |zs , z0t , z0v ) ,

(4.3)

which assumes conditional independence given the domain-specific latent dimensions
z0t , z0v and the shared latent dimensions zs . Thus, the reconstruction term can be further
simplified as
Eq θ

(z | x ,x )q (z0 | x ,z )
1 s t v θ2 t t s




log pµ ( xt |zs , z0t ) + Eqθ

(z | x ,x )q (z0 | x ,z )
1 s t v θ3 v v s




log pµ ( xv |zs , z0v ) .

(4.4)
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Next, we simplify the KL-divergence term on the right of Eq. (4.2). We use the
chain rule along with Eq. (4.1) to obtain


DKL qθ (zs , z0t , z0v | xt , xv ) pφ (zs , z0t , z0v ) = DKL qθ1 (zs | xt , xv ) pφs (zs ) +
(4.5)


0
0
0
0
DKL qθ2 (zt | xt , zs ) pφt (zt |zs ) + DKL qθ3 (zv | xv , zs ) pφv (zv |zs ) .
This assumes a factorized prior of the form pφ (zs , z0t , z0v ) = pφs (zs ) pφt (z0t |zs ) pφv (z0v |zs ),
consistent with our conditional independence assumptions, given that information
specific to each distribution is encoded in {z0t , z0v }. The final ELBO can then be
expressed as

log pµ ( xt |zs , z0t )



+Eqθ (zs |xt ,xv )qθ (z0v |xv ,zs ) log pµ ( xv |zs , z0v ) − DKL qθ1 (zs | xt , xv ) pφs (zs )
3
1

 (4.6)
− DKL qθ2 (z0t | xt , zs ) pφt (z0t |zs ) − DKL qθ3 (z0v | xv , zs ) pφv (z0v |zs ) .

log pµ ( xt , xv ) ≥ Eqθ

(z | x ,x )q (z0 | x ,z )
1 s t v θ2 t t s



In the standard VAE formulation (Kingma and Welling, 2014), the priors corresponding to pφt (z0t |zs ) and pφv (z0v |zs ) are modeled as standard normal distributions.
However, Gaussian priors limit the expressiveness of the model in the latent space
since they result in strong constraints on the posterior (Razavi et al., 2019b; Tomczak
and Welling, 2018; Ziegler and Rush, 2019). Specifically, optimizing with a Gaussian
prior pushes the posterior distribution towards the mean, limiting diversity and hence
generative power (Tomczak and Welling, 2018). This is especially true for complex
multimodal image and text distributions. Furthermore, alternatives like Gaussian
mixture model-based priors (Wang et al., 2017b) also suffer from similar drawbacks
and additionally depend on predefined heuristics like the number of components
in the mixture model. Analogously, the VampPrior (Tomczak and Welling, 2018)
depends on a predefined number of pseudo-inputs to learn the prior in the latent
space. Similar to Bhattacharyya et al. (2019) and Ziegler and Rush (2019), which
learn priors based on exact inference models, we propose to learn the conditional
priors pφt (z0t |zs ) and pφv (z0v |zs ) jointly with the variational posterior in Eq. (4.1) using
normalizing flows.
4.3.2 Variational inference with normalizing flow-based priors
Normalizing flows are exact inference models, which can map simple distributions to
complex densities through a series of Kt invertible mappings,
f φt = f φKtt ◦ f φKtt −1 ◦ · · · ◦ f φ1t .
This allows us to transform a simple base density e ∼ p(e) to a complex multimodal
conditional prior pφt (z0t |zs ) (and correspondingly to pφv (z0v |zs )). The likelihood of the
latent variables under the base density can be obtained using the change-of-variables
formula. A composition of invertible mappings f φi t , parameterized by parameters φt ,

4.3 method
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Figure 4.2. Our LNFMM architecture.

is learned such that e = f φ−t 1 (z0t |zs ). The log-likelihood with Jacobian Jφi t =
assuming f φ0t = I is the identity, can be expressed as

∂z0
log pφt (z0t |zs ) = log p f φ−t 1 (z0t |zs ) − log det ∂et
 Kt
= log p f φ−t 1 (z0t |zs ) − ∑ log det Jφi t .

∂ f φi /∂ f i−1 ,
t

φt

(4.7)

i =1

Using data-dependent and non-volume preserving transformations, multimodal
priors can be jointly learned in the latent space, allowing for more complex posteriors
and better solutions of the evidence lower bound. Using Eq. (4.7), the ELBO with
normalizing flow-based priors can be expressed by rewriting the KL-divergence terms
in Eq. (4.6) as (analogously for the other term)

DKL qθ2 (z0t | xt , zs ) pφt (z0t |zs ) = − Eqθ

h
(z0 | x ,z )
2 t t s

i
 Kt
log p f φ−t 1 (z0t |zs ) − ∑ log det Jφi t
i =1

+ Eqθ (z0t |xt ,zs ) log qθ2 (z0t | xt , zs )
2




.

(4.8)

Next, we describe our complete model for learning joint distributions with latent
normalizing flows using Eqs. (4.6) and (4.8), which enables many-to-many mappings
between domains.
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We illustrate our complete model in Fig. 4.2. It consists of two domain-specific
encoders to learn the domain-specific latent posterior distributions qθ2 (z0t | xt , zs ) and
qθ3 (z0v | xt , zs ). As the shared latent variable zs encodes information common to both
domains, it holds that qθ1 (zs | xt , xv ) = qθ1 (zs | xt ) = qθ1 (zs | xv ) for a matching pair of
data points ( xt , xv ). Therefore, each encoder must be able to model the common
supervised information independently for every matching pair ( xt , xv ). We enforce
this by splitting the output dimensions of each encoder into zv = [zs z0v ] and zt =
[zs z0t ], respectively (cf. Eq. 4.1), and constraining the supervised latent dimensions
to encode the same information. We assume that the shared latent code zs has d0
dimensions. We propose to learn the posterior distribution qθ1 (zs | xt , xv ) as the shared
latent space between two domain-specific autoencoders. One simple method to induce
sharing is by minimizing the mean-squared error between the encodings. However,
this is not ideal given that xt and xv follow different highly multimodal generative
0
0
processes. We, therefore, learn an invertible mapping f φs : Rd → Rd with invertible
neural networks such that the d0 -dimensional latent code zs can be transformed
between the domains v and t. Let zv with d ≥ d0 dimensions be the encoded latent
variable for distribution pv ( xv ). A bijective mapping f φs : (zv )d0 7→ (zt )d0 is learned
with an invertible mapping analogous to Eq. (4.7) as
K


log qθ1 (zs | xt , xv ) = log qθ1 (zv )d0 | xt , xv = log qθ1 f φs ((zv )d0 )| xt + ∑ log det Jφi s .
i =1

(4.9)
Here, (·)d0 denotes restricting the latent code to the d0 -dimensional shared part.
f φs is an invertible neural network with affine coupling layers (Dinh et al., 2015),
i. e. f φs = f φKs ◦ f φKs−1 ◦ · · · ◦ f φ1s . This makes it easy to compute Jacobians Jφi s = ∂ f φi s/∂ f φi−s 1
formulated as triangular matrices for the layers of the invertible neural network.
Again, we assume that f φ0s = I is the identity.
The number of dimensions for domain-specific information, i. e. the dimensionality
of z0t and z0v , can be different for the two domains, depending on the complexity of each
distribution. Note that by conditioning on the dimensions with a supervision signal,
we minimize the redundancy in the dimensions for unsupervised information without
disentangling the dimensions. The multimodal conditional prior in qθ2 (z0t |zs , xt ) and
qθ3 (z0v |zs , xv ) is modeled with non-volume-preserving normalizing flow models with
Eq. (4.7) (Dinh et al., 2017), parameterized by φt and φv , respectively.
The data log-likelihood terms in Eqs. (4.4) and (4.6) are defined as the (negative)
reconstruction errors. Let gθv : xv 7→ zv with θv = {θ1 , θ3 } and gθt : xt 7→ zt with
θt = {θ1 , θ2 } denote the image and text encoders, respectively. Further, hωv : zv 7→ xv
and hωt : zt 7→ xt are the decoders with parameters ωv and ωt corresponding
to images and texts, respectively, with x̃v = hωv ( gθv ( xv )) and x̃t = hωt ( gθt ( xt ))
denoting the decoded image and text samples. For texts, we consider the output
probability of the jth word ( xt ) j of the ground-truth sentence xt given the previous
reconstructed words ( x̃t )0:j−1 from the text decoder, and define the reconstruction

error as Lrec
t ( xt , x̃t ) = − ∑ j log pµ ( xt ) j |( x̃t )0:j−1 . For images, the reconstruction loss
between the input image xv and reconstructed image x̃v from the image decoder is
taken as Lrec
v ( xv , x̃v ) = k xv − x̃v k, where k · k is either the `1 or `2 norm. Furthermore,

4.4 experiments


in Eq. (4.9) we define log qθ1 f φs ((zv )d0 )| xt as the cost of mapping (zv )d0 to the latent
space of texts under the transformation f φs ; we use the mean-squared error between
the encoded text representations (zt )d0 and the transformed image representation
f φs ((zv )d0 ) of the paired data ( xt , xv ) (see Ardizzone et al., 2019a).
Starting from the ELBO on the right-hand side of Eq. (4.6), the learned latent priors
in Eq. (4.8), the invertible mapping from Eq. (4.9), and plugging in the reconstruction
terms as just defined, the overall objective of our semi-supervised generative model
framework to be minimized is given by


Lµ ( xt ,xv ) = λ1 DKL (qθ1 zs | xt , xv ) pφs (zs ) + λ2 DKL (qθ2 z0t | xt , zs ) pφt (z0t |zs )

(4.10)
rec
+ λ3 DKL qθ3 (z0v | xv , zs ) pφv (z0v |zs ) + λ4 Lrec
t ( xt , x̃t ) + λ5 Lv ( xv , x̃v ).
Here, µ = {θ, φs , φv , φt , ωv , ωt } are all parameters to be learned; λi , i = {1, . . . , 5} are
regularization parameters. Recall that x̃t and x̃v are decoded text and image samples,
respectively. We assume the prior pφs (zs ) on the shared latent space to be uniform.
The strength of this uniform prior on the shared dimensions can be controlled with
the regularization parameter λ1 .
Our model allows for bi-directional many-to-many mappings. In detail, given a
data point xv from the image domain with latent encoding zv , we first map it to
the text domain through the invertible transformation zs = f φs ((zv )d0 ). We can now
generate diverse texts by sampling from the learned latent prior pφt (z0t |zs ). A similar
procedure is followed for sampling images given text through the learned prior
pφv (z0v |zs ). For conditional generation tasks, as we do not have to sample from the
supervised latent space, we find a “uniform” prior pφs (zs ) to be advantageous in
practice as it loosens the constraints on the decoders. Alternatively, a more complex
flow-based prior could also be used here to enable sampling of the shared semantic
space. We show the effectiveness of our joint latent normalizing flow-based priors on
real-world tasks, i. e. diverse image captioning and text-to-image synthesis.
4.4

experiments

To validate our method for learning many-to-many mappings to provide latent joint
distributions, one of the important real-world tasks is that of image-to-text or text-toimage synthesis. To that end, we perform experiments on the COCO dataset (Lin et al.,
2014). It contains 82,783 training and 40,504 validation images, each with five captions.
Following Mao et al. (2015) and Wang et al. (2016b) for image captioning, we use
118,287 data points for training and evaluate on 1,000 test images. For text-to-image
synthesis, the training set contains 82,783 images and 40,504 validation data points at
test time (Huang et al., 2017; Reed et al., 2016). Architecture details can be found in
the Appendix.
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Method

B-4

B-3

B-2

B-1

C

R

M

S

CVAE (baseline)*

0.309

0.376

Div-BS (Vijayakumar et al., 2018)

0.402

0.555

0.527

0.696

0.950

0.538

0.252

0.176

0.698

0.846

1.448

0.666

0.372

POS (Deshpande et al., 2019)

0.550

0.290

0.672

0.787

0.909

1.661

0.725

0.409

AG-CVAE (Wang et al., 2017b)

0.311

0.557

0.654

0.767

0.883

1.517

0.690

0.345

0.277

Seq-CVAE (Aneja et al., 2019)

0.575

0.691

0.803

0.922

1.695

0.733

0.410

0.320

LNFMM-MSE (pre-trained)

0.606

0.686

0.798

0.915

1.682

0.723

0.400

0.306

LNFMM (pre-trained)

0.600

0.695

0.804

0.917

1.697

0.729

0.400

0.311

LNFMM

0.597

0.695

0.802

0.920

1.705

0.729

0.402

0.316

Table 4.1. Oracle performance for captioning on the COCO dataset with different metrics.
Method

B-4

B-3

B-2

B-1

C

R

M

Div-BS (Vijayakumar et al., 2018)

0.325

0.430

POS (Deshpande et al., 2019)

0.316

0.425

0.569

0.734

0.569

0.739

AG-CVAE (Wang et al., 2017b)

0.311

0.417

0.559

LNFMM

0.318

0.433

LNFMM-TXT (semi-supervised, 30% labeled)

0.276

LNFMM-MSE (semi-supervised, 30% labeled)

0.277

LNFMM (semi-supervised, 30% labeled)

0.300

S

1.034

0.538

0.255

0.187

1.045

0.532

0.255

0.188

0.732

1.001

0.528

0.245

0.179

0.582

0.747

1.055

0.538

0.247

0.188

0.384

0.529

0.706

0.973

0.511

0.241

0.171

0.388

0.531

0.704

0.910

0.509

0.231

0.169

0.413

0.559

0.729

0.984

0.538

0.242

0.172

Table 4.2. Consensus re-ranking for captioning on the COCO dataset using CIDEr.

4.4.1 Image captioning
We evaluate our approach against methods that generate diverse captions for a given
image. We compare against methods based on (conditional) variational autoencoders,
AG-CVAE (Wang et al., 2016b), which uses additional supervision based on information about objects in the images for a Gaussian mixture model in the latent space, and
Seq-CVAE (Aneja et al., 2019), which models sequential latent spaces with Gaussian
priors. We also include Div-BS (Vijayakumar et al., 2018) based on beam search and
POS (Aneja et al., 2018), which uses additional supervision from images. Additionally,
we include different ablations to show the effectiveness of various components of our
approach. LNFMM-MSE does not contain the invertible neural network f φs , i. e. we
directly minimize the mean squared error between (zt )d0 and (zv )d0 in Eq. (4.10). We
fix the image encodings of a VGG-16 encoder in LNFMM (pre-trained) for comparison to image captioning methods with pre-trained image features. Furthermore,
LNFMM-TXT contains the latent flow for unsupervised information f φt only for the
text distribution. In this setting, we have zv = zs and thus zv is transformed through
the invertible neural network as f φs (zv ). To show that our framework can be applied
in the semi-supervised setting, we also consider limited labeled data with only 30%
of the paired training data for supervision. The remaining training data is included
as unpaired data for modeling domain-specific information.

* Our implementation

4.4 experiments

Method
Div-BS

Unique ↑

Novel ↑

mBLEU ↓

Div-1 ↑

Div-2 ↑

100

3421

0.82

0.20

Method

B-1

B-4

CIDEr

0.25

M3 D-GAN

0.652

0.238

-

0.571

0.149

0.611

0.747

0.315

1.055

POS

91.5

3446

0.67

0.23

0.33

GXN

AG-CVAE

47.4

3069

0.70

0.23

0.32

LNFMM

Seq-CVAE

84.2

4215

0.64

0.33

0.48

LNFMM

97.0

Table 4.4. Comparison to the
state of the art for bi-directional
Table 4.3. Diversity evaluation on at most the best-5 sen- generation.
tences after consensus re-ranking.
Image

4741

0.60

0.37

Caption
• Two elephants standing
next to each other in a
river.
• A herd of elephants in a
grassy area of water.
• Two elephants walking
through a river while
standing in the water.
• Two elephants are walking
and baby in the water.
• A group of elephants walking around a watering
hole.

Image

0.51

Caption
• A living room filled with
furniture and a large window.
• A room with a couch and
a large wooden table.
• A living room filled area
with furniture and a couch
and chair.
• A room with a couch,
chair, and a lamp.
• This is a room with furniture on the floor.

Table 4.5. Example captions generated by our model.

evaluation. We evaluate the accuracy with BLEU (B) 1-4 (Papineni et al., 2002),
CIDEr (C; Vedantam et al., 2015), ROUGE (R; Lin, 2004), METEOR (M; Denkowski
and Lavie, 2014), and SPICE (S; Anderson et al., 2016). For evaluating diversity, we
consider the metrics of Aneja et al. (2019) and Wang et al. (2017b). Uniqueness is
the percentage of unique captions generated on the test set. Novel sentences are the
captions that were never observed in the training data. m-Bleu-4 computes Bleu-4
for each diverse caption with respect to remaining diverse captions per image. The
BLEU-4 obtained is averaged across all images. Div-n is the ratio of distinct n-grams
to the total number of words generated per set of diverse captions.
results. In Table 4.1 we show the caption evaluation metrics in the oracle setting,
i. e. taking the maximum score for each accuracy metric over all the candidate captions.
We consider 100 samples z, consistent with previous methods. The cVAE baseline with
an image-conditioned Gaussian prior does not perform well on all metrics, showing
the inability of the Gaussian prior to model meaningful latent spaces representative
of the multimodal nature the underlying data distribution. The overall trend across
metrics is that our LNFMM model improves the upper bound on BLEU and CIDEr
while being comparable on the ROUGE and SPICE metrics.
Comparing the accuracy of the baseline LNFMM-MSE with LNFMM, we can
conclude that learning the shared posterior distribution of zs with our invertible
mapping is better than directly minimizing the mean squared error in the latent space
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due to differences in the complexity of the distributions. Also note that LNFMM (pretrained) with fixed image-encoded representations has better performance compared
to AG-CVAE and Seq-CVAE, in particular. This highlights that the LNFMM learns
representations in the latent space that are representative of the underlying data
distribution even for pre-trained features.
Table 4.2 considers a more realistic setting (as ground-truth captions are not always
available) where, instead of comparing against the reference captions of the test set,
reference captions for images from the training set most similar to the test image
are retrieved. The generated captions are then ranked with the CIDEr score (Mao
et al., 2015). While Div-BS has very good accuracy across metrics due to the wide
search space, our LNFMM model gives state-of-the-art accuracy on various BLEU
metrics and especially the CIDEr score, which is known to correlate well with human
evaluations. More interestingly, compared to AG-CVAE with conditional Gaussian
mixture priors based on object (class) information, our LNFMM model, which does
not encode any additional supervised information in the latent space, outperforms
the former on all accuracy metrics by a large margin. Moreover, the recent GXN
(Gu et al., 2018a) and M3 DGAN (Ma et al., 2019a) also study bi-directional synthesis
with joint models in Gaussian latent spaces. Ma et al. (2019a) additionally model
attention in the latent space. From Table 4.4, we see that our method considerably
outperforms the competing methods, validating the importance of complex priors in
the latent space for image-text distributions. This again highlights that the complex
joint distribution of images and texts captured by our LNFMM model is more
representative of the ground-truth data distribution. We additionally experiment with
limited labelled training data (30% labeled), which shows that our approach copes
well with limited paired data. We finally compare LMFMM against LNFMM-TXT to
show the importance of joint learning of image and text generative models. With a
generative model only for texts, the joint distribution cannot be captured effectively
in the latent space.
With diversity being an important goal here, we show in Table 4.3 that our LNFMM
method improves diversity across all metrics, with a 6.5% improvement in unique
captions generated in the test set and 4741/5000 captions not previously seen in the
training set. Our generated captions for a given image also show more diversity with
low mutual overlap (mBLEU) compared to the state of the art. We, moreover, observe
high n-gram diversity for the generated captions of each image. Div-BS with high
accuracy has limited diversity as it can repeat the n-grams in different captions. POS
and AG-CVAE, due to guided supervision in the latent space, offer diversity but
model only syntactic or semantic diversity, respectively (Wang and Chan, 2019). Our
proposed LNFMM model in Table 4.5 shows a range of diverse captions with different
semantics and syntactic structure. Therefore, we conclude that the proposed LNFMM
can effectively learn semantically meaningful joint latent representations without any
additional object or text-guided supervision. The data-dependent learnt priors are
thus promising for synthesizing captions with high human-correlated accuracy as
well as diversity.

4.4 experiments

Text

Sample #1

Sample #2

A close up
of a pizza
with
toppings

Sample #3

Sample #4

Groundtruth

Our
LNFMM

AttnGAN

A baseball
player
swinging
a bat
during a
game

Figure 4.4. Text-conditioned samFigure 4.3. Example images generated by our LNFMM
ples closest to test image with
model highlighting diversity.
IoVM.
IS ↑

IvOM ↓

LPIPS ↑

25.89±0.47

1.101∗

0.472∗

7.88± 0.07

–

–

–

–

HD-GAN

8.45±0.03

11.86±0.18

–

–

LNFMM

12.10 ±0.18

0.430

0.481

Method
AttnGAN
GAN-INT-CLS
Stack-GAN

Table 4.6. Evaluation on text-to-image synthesis.

4.4.2

Text-to-image synthesis

Given a text description, we are now interested in generating diverse images representative of the domain-specific structure of images. To that end, we include a
discriminator to improve the image quality of our image decoder. Note that this does
not affect the joint latent space of the LNFMM model. We evaluate our method against
state-of-the-art approaches such as AttnGAN (Xu et al., 2018), HD-GAN (Zhang et al.,
2018b), StackGAN (Zhang et al., 2017), and GAN-INT-CLS (Reed et al., 2016). While
our main goal is to encourage text-conditioned diversity in the generated samples,
the current state-of-the-art for text-to-image generation aims at improving the realism
of the generated images. Note that various GANs can be integrated with the image
decoder of our framework as desired.
evaluation. As we are interested in modeling diversity, we study the diversity
in generated images using the Inference via Optimization (IvOM; Srivastava et al.,
2017) and LPIPS (Zhang et al., 2018a) metrics against the state-of-the-art AttnGAN.
Given the text, for each matching image, IvOM finds the closest image the model
is capable of generating. Thus, it shows whether the model can match the diversity
of the ground-truth distribution. LPIPS (Zhang et al., 2018a) evaluates diversity by
computing pairwise perceptual similarities using a deep neural network. Additionally,
we also report the IS (Salimans et al., 2016).
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results. In Table 4.6, our method improves over AttnGAN for both IvOM and
LPIPS scores, showing that our method can effectively model the image semantics
conditioned on the texts in the latent space, as well as generate diverse images for a
given caption. Note that AttnGAN uses extra supervision to improve the IS. However,
it is unclear if this improves the visual quality of the generated images as pointed
out by Zhang et al. (2018b). We improve the IS over HD-GAN, which does not use
additional supervision. Qualitative examples in Fig. 4.3 show that our LNFMM model
generates diverse images, e. g., close-up images of food items as well as different
orientations of the baseball player in the field. In Fig. 4.4 we additionally see that
given a caption, images generated by our LNFMM model capture detailed semantics
of the test images compared to that of AttnGAN, showing the representative power
of our latent space.
4.5

conclusion

We present a novel and effective semi-supervised LNFMM framework for diverse
bi-directional many-to-many mappings with learnt priors in the latent space, which
enables modeling joint image-text distributions. Particularly, we model domainspecific information conditioned on the shared information between the two domains
with normalizing flows, thus preserving the heterogeneous structure of the data in
the latent space. Our extensive experiments with bi-directional synthesis show that
our latent space can effectively model data-dependent priors, which enable highly
accurate and diverse generated samples of images or texts.
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Diverse image captioning models aim to learn one-to-many mappings that are
innate to cross-domain datasets, such as of images and texts. Current methods for
this task are based on generative latent variable models, e. g. VAEs with structured
latent spaces. Yet, the amount of multimodality captured by prior work is limited
to that of the paired training data – the true diversity of the underlying generative
process is not fully captured. To address this limitation, we leverage the contextual
descriptions in the dataset that explain similar contexts in different visual scenes. To
this end, we introduce a novel factorization of the latent space, termed context-object
split, to model diversity in contextual descriptions across images and texts within the
dataset. Our framework* not only enables diverse captioning through context-based
pseudo supervision, but extends this to images with novel objects and without paired
captions in the training data. We evaluate our COS-CVAE approach on the standard
COCO dataset and on the held-out COCO dataset consisting of images with novel
objects, showing significant gains in accuracy and diversity. This chapter is based on
Mahajan and Roth (2020).
5.1

introduction

Modeling cross-domain relations such as that of images and texts finds application
in many real-world tasks such as image captioning Aneja et al. (2018), Chen and
* Code available at https://github.com/visinf/cos-cvae
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Input image
Annotated paired data
A couple of
mountain bikers
sitting on a
bench in front of
a forest
A dog on leash
sitting in a park

Context-object split
latent space
A bear sitting on a
chair in a park

A couple of <s> sitting on
a <s> in front of a forest
A <s> on leash sitting in
a park

Contextual descriptions
in training data

A black bear
sitting on a chair in
front of a forest

Diverse captions

Figure 5.1. Context-object split latent space of our COS-CVAE to exploit similarities in the contextual
annotations for diverse captioning.

Zitnick (2015), Johnson et al. (2016), Karpathy and Fei-Fei (2017), Kulkarni et al.
(2013), Lu et al. (2018), Mao et al. (2015), and Ting Yao et al. (2019). Many-to-many
relationships are innate to such cross-domain tasks, where a data point in one domain
can have multiple possible correspondences in the other domain and vice-versa. In
particular for image captioning, given an image there are many likely sentences that
can describe the underlying semantics of the image. It is thus desirable to model this
multimodal conditional distribution of captions (texts) given an image to generate
plausible, varied captions.
Recent work has, therefore, explored generating multiple captions conditioned
on an image to capture these diverse relationships in a (conditional) variational
framework (Aneja et al., 2019; Deshpande et al., 2019; Mahajan et al., 2020; Wang et al.,
2017b). These variational frameworks encode the conditional distribution of texts
given the image in a low-dimensional latent space, allowing for efficient sampling.
However, the diversity captured by current state-of-the-art latent variable models,
e. g. Aneja et al. (2019) and Wang et al. (2017b), is limited to the paired annotations
provided for an image. While the recently proposed LNFMM approach Mahajan et al.
(2020) allows for additional unpaired data of images or texts to be incorporated, the
amount of diversity for a given image is again limited to the paired annotated data.
Since standard learning objectives reward only the generated captions that belong
to ground-truth annotations, the underlying multimodality of the conditional image
and text distributions in the latent space can be better captured with access to
more annotated paired data. To this end, the initial work of Kalyan et al. (2018)
improves multimodality of the input-output mappings with additional supervision
from annotations of ‘nearby’ images. However, Kalyan et al. (2018) model one-tomany relationships in the posterior distribution, where the sampling time grows
exponentially in the sequence length. Thus beam search is required for sampling
diverse captions, which makes it computationally inefficient (Aneja et al., 2018).
In this work, we propose a novel factorized latent variable model, termed contextobject split conditional variational autoencoder (COS-CVAE), to encode object and contextual information for image-text pairs in a factorized latent space (Fig. 5.1). We
make the following contributions: (i) Our COS-CVAE framework exploits contextual
similarities between the images and captions within the dataset in a pseudo-super-

5.2 related work

vised setup. Specifically, the COS factorization in addition to annotated paired data
leverages diverse contextual descriptions from captions of images that share similar
contextual information, thus encoding the differences in human captions that can be
attributed to the many ways of describing the contexts. (ii) This additionally allows
extending COS-CVAE to previously unseen (novel) objects in images. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first (variational) framework that allows to describe
images with novel objects in a setup for diverse caption generation. (iii) We show the
benefits of our approach on the COCO dataset (Lin et al., 2014), with a significant
boost in accuracy and diversity. Moreover, varied samples can be efficiently generated
in parallel.
5.2

related work

image captioning. Classical approaches for image captioning are framed as
sequence modeling task, where image representations from CNNs are input to RNNs
to generate a single caption for an image (Donahue et al., 2017; Huang et al., 2019;
Karpathy and Fei-Fei, 2017; Lu et al., 2017; Mao et al., 2015; Vinyals et al., 2015;
Xu et al., 2015). Instead of RNNs, recent work uses convolutional networks (Aneja
et al., 2018) or transformer-based networks (Cornia et al., 2020) for caption generation.
Anderson et al. (2016) have proposed an attention-based architecture, which attends to
objects for generating captions. Lu et al. (2018) generate caption templates with slots
explicitly tied to image regions, which are filled with objects from object detectors
(Ren et al., 2015). These methods optimize for single accurate captions for an image
and, therefore, cannot model one-to-many relationships.
diverse image captioning. Recent work on image captioning has focused on
generating multiple captions to describe an image. Vijayakumar et al. (2018) generate
diverse captions based on a word-to-word Hamming distance in the high-dimensional
output space of captions. Kalyan et al. (2019) improve the accuracy of (Vijayakumar
et al., 2018) by optimizing for a set of sequences. Cornia et al. (2018) predict saliency
maps for different regions in the images for diverse captioning. Qingzhong Wang and
Chan (2019) encourage diversity using a determinantal point process. To mitigate the
limitations of sampling in high-dimensional spaces, recent work leverages generative
models such as GANs (Shetty et al., 2017) or VAEs. Since GANs for diverse caption
generation have limited accuracy, recent works (Aneja et al., 2019; Mahajan et al., 2020;
Wang et al., 2016b) have used VAEs to learn latent representations conditioned on
images to sample diverse captions. Wang et al. (2016b) learn latent spaces conditioned
on objects whereas Chen et al. (2019a) leverage syntactic or lexical domain knowledge.
Aneja et al. (2019) enforce sequential Gaussian priors and Mahajan et al. (2020) learn
domain-specific variations in a latent space based on normalizing flows. In all cases,
the amount of diversity that can be modeled is limited to the availability of paired
training data. Here, in contrast, we extend the task of diverse image captioning to
exploit information from the annotations in the dataset through context-based pseudo
supervision.
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Table 5.1. Context-based pseudo supervision from captions of the COCO dataset.
Image

Human annotations

Retrieved contexts

Generated pseudo captions

• a man taking a picture of people on
a bench near a beach
• there are many kites that are being
flown on the beach
• a man is taking photos of kites in the
air
• a man is taking a picture of people
flying kites
• a person taking a photo of a kite in
the sky

• a <s> holding on to a <s> while <s>
sail in the background
• a <s> flying a <s> in the blue cloud
filled sky
• large <s> are being flown in the air
• several octopus <s> are being flown
in a blue sky
• two <s> flying in the sky next to a
smoke stack

• a person holding on to a bench while
kites sail in the background
• a person flying a kite in the blue
cloud filled sky
• large kite are being flown in the air
• several octopus kites are being flown
in a blue sky
• two kites flying in the sky next to a
smoke stack

novel object captioning. Recent work (Anderson et al., 2018b; Csurka, 2017;
Hendricks et al., 2016; Li et al., 2019; Lu et al., 2018; Venugopalan et al., 2017; Wu
et al., 2018; Yao et al., 2017) has focused on generating a single accurate caption
containing novel objects, for which no paired training data is provided. Many proposed approaches (Li et al., 2019; Lu et al., 2018; Yao et al., 2017) explicitly use object
detectors at test time to generate captions with novel objects. Lu et al. (2018) generate
slotted captions, where the slots are filled with novel objects using object detectors. Li
et al. (2019) extend the copying mechanism of Yao et al. (2017) with pointer networks
to point where to copy the novel objects in the caption and Cao et al. (2020b) use
meta learning for improved accuracy. In contrast, our framework does not require
class labels of novel objects at test time. Constrained beam search (Peter Anderson
et al., 2017) based on beam search enforces the generated sequence to contain certain
words. Anderson et al. (2018b) use constrained beam search where objects detected
from images serve as constraints to be included in the generated captions for novel
objects, which are then used for training to generate a single caption. In this work, we
extend novel object captioning to the task of diverse captioning with our COS-CVAE
through context-based pseudo supervision.
5.3

approach

Consider the example in Tab. 5.1. As shown, the COCO dataset (Lin et al., 2014) provides provides five human annotations for the image (1st and 2nd column). However,
there are multiple possible contextual descriptions in the dataset that can describe the
image similarly well. For example, the training dataset contains a caption “a woman
holding onto a kite while sailboats sail in the background” for an image (distinct from
that in Tab. 5.1). The contextual description for this caption (3rd column) – where the
objects in the caption are replaced with a placeholder – can describe the context of the
image in Tab. 5.1, combining it with the concepts “person”, “bench”, and “kite”. In
this work, we aim to utilize these contexts in the latent space to capture one-to-many
relationships for image captioning. Our novel COS-CVAE framework is able to better
capture diversity through generated context-based pseudo supervision (4th column).
preliminaries. We first split each ground-truth caption from the paired data as
x = { xm , xo }, where xo represents the objects in the visual scene that are described in
the caption while xm is the contextual description in the caption. Note that contextual
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description here refers to the scene information of the image excluding the objects
or visible concepts. This can include the scene background, (spatial) relationships
between the objects, or attributes descriptive of the objects in the image (Tab. 5.1,
3rd column). To provide context-based pseudo supervision, in a first step we use
the method of Faghri et al. (2018b) to learn a joint embedding of the paired image(con)text data { xm , I } on the training set. Importantly, we encode these similarities
using contextual descriptions xm instead of the caption x itself. For an image I 0 in
the training set, with or without human annotated captions, this contextual embedding
allows us to then find the nearest neighboring contextual descriptions ym ∈ N ( I 0 ).
Equipped with these additional descriptions, we can eventually overcome the limited
expressiveness and variability of the annotated paired data in the dataset.
problem formulation. To train a conditionally generative model for image captioning, one typically aims to maximize the conditional likelihood† of the conditional
distribution pφ ( x | I ), parameterized by φ, for the caption sequence x = ( x1 , . . . , x T )
of length T given an image I. As one of our principal aims here is to ensure diverse
image-text mappings, we need to capture the multimodality of this generative process.
To that end, we introduce explicit sequential latent variables z = (z1 , . . . , z T ) and
define the latent variable model over the data { x, I } as
pφ ( x, z | I ) =

∏ p φ ( x t | x < t , z ≤ t , I ) p φ ( z t | z < t , x < t , I ),

(5.1)

t

where we have applied the product rule to obtain the temporal factorization (w.l.o.g.).
The formulation of the latent distribution is crucial for encoding and capturing the
multimodality of the underlying distribution, hence we introduce a novel factorization
of the latent space that can leverage variations in the contextual representations within
o
the dataset. Specifically, we factorize the latent variable zt = [zm
t , zt ] at each timestep
t to separately encode the contextual and object information, conditioned on the
o
given image, where zm
t is encoded independently of x . This allows our framework
to utilize contextual descriptions from captions explaining similar contexts but not
necessarily the same objects in a visual scene. We use an attention-based decoder
(Anderson et al., 2018a) to model the posterior pφ ( xt | x<t , z≤t , I ). With this attentionbased posterior, the latent vector zt encoding the contextual and object information at
each timestep guides the attention module of the decoder (Anderson et al., 2018a)
to attend to regions in the image when modeling the distribution of xt . The benefit
of our proposed factorization is two-fold: First, we can exploit different contextual
descriptions describing similar contexts in images within the dataset to improve the
diversity of the generated captions. Second, this allows us to extend our model to
captions for novel objects with zot guiding the attention module to attend to regions
in the image containing novel objects given the context zm
t . Next, we formalize our
proposed context-object split (COS) factorization of the latent space in a variational
framework.

† For simplicity of notation, written for a single data point. We assume the training dataset is i. i. d.
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5.3.1 The log-evidence lower bound
We maximize the log-likelihood under the conditional distribution pφ ( x | I ) from
Eq. (5.1) in a variational framework (Kingma and Welling, 2014). The log-ELBO
consists of the data log-likelihood term and the KL-divergence between the posterior
and a conditional prior at each timestep,
"
#
log pφ ( x | I ) ≥ Eqθ (z| x,I )

∑ log pφ (xt | x<t , z≤t , I )
t

− ∑ DKL qθ (zt | z<t , x, I ) k pφ (zt | z<t , x<t , I ) .

(5.2)



t

Next, we introduce our posterior distribution qθ and conditional prior distribution
o
pφ , parameterized by θ and φ respectively, for the latent variables zt = [zm
t , zt ] in our
variational inference framework.
the context-object split posterior. The posterior qθ (z | x, I ) in the latent
space is factorized into qθ m and qθ o , encoding contextual description xm and object
description xo at each timestep, parameterized by θ m and θ o respectively, with θ =
{ θ m , θ o },
qθ (z | x, I ) =

∏ qθ (zt | z<t , x, I )

(5.3a)

t

o
m
= ∏ qθ (zot , zm
t | z<t , z<t , x, I )

(5.3b)

o
m
m
m
= ∏ qθo (zot | zo<t , zm
≤ t , x , I ) q θ m ( z t | z < t , x , I ).

(5.3c)

t

t

o
o
In Eq. (5.3c), we assume that zm
t is conditionally independent of z<t and x given
m
o
m
m
x . Similarly, zt is assumed to be conditionally independent of x given z≤t and zo<t .
This factorization of the posterior is chosen such that we can encode the contextual
information in the scene conditionally independently of the object information in the
m
m
scene. Specifically, the posterior qθ m (zm
t | z<t , x , I ) at each timestep is conditioned on
m
the contextual description x , allowing to encode the contexts of the scene (cf. Tab. 5.1)
directly in the latent space, independently of the objects described in the particular
m
scene. The dependence of qθ m on zm
<t and x implies that the posterior encodes the
likely (future) contexts for a visual scene given the previously observed context. The
o
posterior qθ o (zot | zo<t , zm
≤t , x , I ) at each timestep encodes the likely object information
in the scene. As we will see in Sec. 5.3.2, this factorization of the posterior enables us
to leverage contextual descriptions for an image beyond human annotations (Tab. 5.1,
3rd column) by encoding retrieved contextual descriptions in qθ m .

5.3 approach
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the context-object split prior. Equipped with the context-object split factoro
ization of the latent variable zt = [zm
t , zt ] and the latent variable model from Eq. (5.1),
our COS conditional prior at each timestep, pφ (zt | z<t , x<t , I ), factorizes as
m
m
pφ (zt | z<t , x<t , I ) = pφo (zot | zo<t , zm
≤ t , x < t , I ) p φm ( z t | z < t , x < t , I ).

(5.4)

Here, φ = {φm , φo } are the parameters of the conditional priors pφm and pφo , reo
m
spectively. Note that we assume conditional independence of zm
t from z<t given z<t ,
i. e. we do not need latent object information to specify the context prior. That is, the
m
conditional prior pφm (zm
t | z<t , x<t , I ) autoregressively encodes at each timestep the
likely contextual information of the observed scenes based on the words sampled
at previous timesteps (and the image). Given the contextual information zm
t , the
o
o
m
conditional prior pφo (zt | z<t , z≤t , x<t , I ) encodes the object information required to
generate the word at the particular timestep.
Under our factorization of the posterior and conditional priors from Eqs. (5.3)
and (5.4), the KL-divergence term decomposes at every timestep as

m
m
pφ (zt |z<t ,x<t , I ) = DKL qθ m (zm
t | z<t , x , I )

DKL qθ (zt |z<t , x, I )

o
+ DKL qθo (zot |zo<t , zm
≤t , x , I )

m
p φm ( z m
t | z<t , x<t , I )

pφo (zot |zo<t , zm
≤t , x<t , I ) .
(5.5)



o
With zt = [zm
t , zt ] and using Eqs. (5.2) and (5.5), the final ELBO, L ( x, I ), with our
sequential context-object split decomposition of the latent space is given as
"
#

log pφ ( x | I ) ≥ Eqθ (z| x,I )

∑ log pφ (xt | x<t , z≤t , I )
t

m
m
− ∑ DKL qθm (zm
t | z<t , x , I )

m
p φm ( z m
t | z<t , x<t , I )

t

−∑
t

DKL qθ o (zot

|

o
zo<t , zm
≤t , x ,

I)

pφo (zot

|



zo<t , zm
≤t , x<t ,

(5.6)
I ) = L( x, I ).


5.3.2 Context-based pseudo supervision
Next, we show how our COS-CVAE equipped with our context-object split latent
space leverages annotations of captions N ( I ), where N ( I ) are the “neighboring”
contextual descriptions explaining similar contexts retrieved from the joint contextual
embedding space (see Preliminaries, above). Consider an image I with paired caption
x and let ym ∈ N ( I ) be a contextual description of sequence length T such that ym
contains contextual information at timesteps t0 and the placeholders <s> at timesteps
t00 (see Tab. 5.1, 3rd column). For supervised learning using the ELBO (Eq. 5.6), we
require object information at timesteps t00 . Therefore, we construct a context-based
pseudo-supervision signal ŷ = {ym , ŷo } from the retrieved neighboring context. To
obtain the object information ŷo , we leverage C ( I ), the set of objects in the image I
corresponding to the image regions from Faster R-CNN (Ren et al., 2015), and design
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diverse image captioning with context-object split latent spaces
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(b) Generative model with our
COS latent space.
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(a) Architecture of our COS-CVAE model

Figure 5.2. Diverse image captioning with our COS-CVAE model. (a) Neural network architecture with posteriors and conditional priors in two sequential latent spaces for encoding objects
or contexts in a visual scene. (b) The generative model allowing for sequential sampling in
the contextual latent space of zm and the object-based latent space zo for generating a caption
sequence.
m
the following procedure to construct ŷot00 ∈ C ( I ). We encode zm
t directly from y
independent of the object information, facilitated by the conditional independence
assumptions of COS, and leverage the conditional prior pφo to obtain zot . Note that,
o
when training on paired training data, given zt = [zm
t , zt ] our model learns to point
to regions in the image relevant for generating the caption at each timestep. We can
thus identify objects ŷot00 likely to occur at timesteps t00 through the region attended
to at that timestep, given the context ym and latent variables zt . The target caption
then assumes the form ŷ = {ym , ŷo } (cf. Tab. 5.1, col. 4). The data term in Eq. (5.6) for
pseudo supervision from ŷ and image I is then computed with

∏ pφ (ŷt | ŷ<t , z≤t , I ) = ∏0 pφ (ymt0 | ym<t0 , zo≤t0 , zm≤t0 , I ) ∏00 pφ (ŷot00 | ym<t00 , zo≤t00 , zm≤t00 , I ).
t

t

t

(5.7)
To encode the variation in contextual descriptions given the image from the pseudosupervision signal, we additionally enforce the posterior to match the conditional prior
m
m
m
m
pφm by minimizing the KL divergence DKL qθ m (zm
p φm ( z m
t | z<t , y , I )
t | z<t , y<t , I ) .
Note that the posterior qθ o is not utilized for encoding the latent variable zo . Instead,
zo is directly obtained from the informative conditional prior pφo learnt on the paired
training data { x, I } and, therefore, contains object information for the image I. Thus,
the ELBO, L̂(ŷ, I ), for the augmented data point {ŷ, I } is


m
m
L̂(ŷ, I ) = Eqθm ,pφo log pφ (ŷ | z, I ) − ∑ DKL qθ m (zm
t | z<t , y , I )
t


m
m
p φm ( z m
t | z<t , y<t , I ) .

(5.8)
Taken together, our context-object split latent space can be leveraged to overcome the
limited paired annotations by augmenting with neighboring captions where different
images can share contextual information despite showing different objects, thereby
encouraging multimodality in the latent space.
extension to novel objects. Another benefit of the proposed COS factorization is that it allows to generate diverse captions for images with novel objects.

5.3 approach

Consider an image I containing novel objects for which no caption annotations are
available in the dataset. We first retrieve contextual descriptions ym ∈ N ( I ) as above.
To construct the supervision signal, we use ym and Ck ( I ), the top-k objects from
Faster R-CNN (Ren et al., 2015), including novel objects in the image I. However, the
latent space of zo learnt from the paired training data may be suboptimal (observed
empirically) for attending to regions in an image with novel objects. We thus learn
o
a weaker posterior qθ o (zot | zo<t , zm
≤t , Ck ( I ), I ), conditioned on Ck ( I ) instead of x otherwise available from paired training data, at each timestep during training. With
o
this formulation of the posterior and ym , we encode the representation [zm
t , zt ], which
guides the attention LSTM to attend to regions in the image, including regions with
novel objects, ŷo ∈ Ck ( I ), to generate the word at a certain timestep. Here, we assume
that the description ym has been observed in the paired training data and thus zm
t can
guide the attention LSTM to attend to salient regions in the image. The target caption
is of the form ŷ = {ym , ŷo } (Eq. 5.7) and thus describes the image I with novel objects
(Ck ( I )). Maximizing the ELBO in Eq. (5.6) with the data pair {ŷ, I } allows to describe
images with novel objects in a variational framework for diverse mappings.
5.3.3 Network architecture
We illustrate our complete network architecture in Fig. 5.2a. Given the image-caption
paired training input, we first extract image features {v1 , . . . , vk } with Faster RCNN (Ren et al., 2015) and average the obtained features to serve as input image
representation v̄ (Anderson et al., 2018b; Lu et al., 2018). For the caption x, we
first extract the sequence xm , replacing the occurences of objects within x with
the placeholder <s>. We denote the list of objects extracted from x as xo . During
training, we enforce our COS latent space with two LSTMs, modeling the posterior
distributions qθ o and qθ m in sequential latent spaces, parameterized by θ o and θ m
respectively. As shown in Fig. 5.2a, the LSTM qθ m takes as input the sequence xm and
the image features v̄ to encode the contextual information zm . Similarly, the LSTM
qθ o takes as input xo , zm , and image features v̄ to encode the object information in
zo . Analogously, the conditional priors pφm and pφo , parameterized by φm and φo , are
modeled with LSTMs. The conditional prior pφm takes the image features v̄ as input
and the conditional prior pφo takes the image features v̄ as well as the encoded zm for
the same caption. The priors are conditional Gaussian distributions at each timestep.
We use the attention LSTM of Anderson et al. (2018a) as the decoder for modeling the
posterior distribution. The input to the standard attention LSTM is the hidden state of
the language LSTM at the previous timestep, the context vector, and the ground-truth
word of the caption at timestep t − 1. In our model, instead of v̄ as context vector, we
input [zt , v̄] to the LSTM as the context at each timestep. Thus, the feature weights
processing {v1 , . . . , vk } depend on the vector [zt , v̄], guiding the attention LSTM to
attend to certain regions in the image. The output of the attention LSTM along with
the attended image features is input to the language LSTM to generate the word at
timestep t. More details can be found in the supplemental material.
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generative model. As shown is Fig. 5.2b, given an image I, we first sample the
m m
m
m
latent representation z̃m from the prior pφm , i. e. z̃m
t ∼ N ( µt , σt ) where µt , σt are
the mean and variance of the conditional sequential prior at timestep t. With z̃m and
o
I, we sample z̃o from the conditional sequential prior pφo . [z̃m
t , z̃t ] is then input to the
attention LSTM to generate a caption for the image.
5.4

experiments

To show the advantages of our method for diverse and accurate image captioning,
we perform experiments on the COCO dataset (Lin et al., 2014), consisting of 82 783
training and 40 504 validation images, each with five captions. Consistent with Aneja
et al. (2019), Deshpande et al. (2019), and Wang et al. (2016b), we use 118 287 train,
4000 validation, and 1000 test images. We additionally perform experiments on
the held-out COCO dataset (Hendricks et al., 2016) to show that our COS-CVAE
framework can be extended to training on images with novel objects. This dataset
is a subset of the COCO dataset and excludes all the image-text pairs containing at
least one of the eight specific objects (in any one of the human annotations) in COCO:
“bottle”, “bus”, “couch”, “microwave”, “pizza”, “racket”, “suitcase”, and “zebra”. The
training set consists of 70 000 images. For this setting, COCO validation (Lin et al.,
2014) is split into two equal halves for validation and test data.
evaluation metrics. The accuracy of the captions is evaluated with standard
metrics – BLEU (B) 1–4 (Papineni et al., 2002), CIDEr (C; Vedantam et al., 2015),
ROUGE (R; Lin, 2004), METEOR (M; Denkowski and Lavie, 2014), and SPICE (S;
Anderson et al., 2016). The diversity of the generated samples is compared using the
metrics used in competing methods following the standard protocol (Aneja et al.,
2019; Deshpande et al., 2019; Mahajan et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2016b): Uniqueness is
the percentage of unique captions generated by sampling from the latent space. Novel
sentences are the captions not seen in the training data. m-Bleu-4 computes Bleu-4
for each diverse caption with respect to the remaining diverse captions per image.
The Bleu-4 obtained is averaged across all images. Lower m-Bleu indicates higher
diversity. Div-n is the ratio of distinct n-grams per caption to the total number of
words generated per set of diverse captions.
evaluation on the coco dataset. We evaluate our approach against state-ofthe-art methods for diverse image captioning. We include DIV-BS (Vijayakumar et al.,
2018), which extends beam search and POS (Deshpande et al., 2019), with parts-ofspeech supervision. We compare against variational methods: AG-CVAE (Wang et al.,
2016b), Seq-CVAE (Aneja et al., 2019), and LNFMM (Mahajan et al., 2020). We further
include various ablations of our model to show the effectiveness of the components of
our model. Seq-CVAE (attn) non-trivially extends Seq-CVAE (Aneja et al., 2019), where
the sampled zt at each timestep is input to the attention LSTM of Anderson et al.
(2016). This baseline shows the effect of a strong decoder with the structured latent

5.4 experiments

Table 5.2. Best-1 accuracy for an oracle evaluation with different metrics on the COCO dataset.
B-4 (↑)

B-3 (↑)

B-2 (↑)

B-1 (↑)

C (↑)

R (↑)

M (↑)

S (↑)

Div-BS

0.383

0.538

0.687

0.837

1.405

0.653

0.357

0.269

POS.

0.449

0.593

0.737

0.874

1.468

0.678

0.365

0.277

AG-CVAE

0.471

0.573

0.698

0.834

1.259

0.638

0.309

0.244

Seq-CVAE

0.445

0.591

0.727

0.870

1.448

0.671

0.356

0.279

0.486

0.629

0.762

0.893

1.599

0.692

0.261

0.291

Method

#Samples

20

Seq-CVAE (attn)

20

COS-CVAE (paired)

20

0.492

0.634

0.764

0.895

1.604

0.700

0.382

0.291

COS-CVAE

0.500

0.640

0.771

0.903

1.624

0.706

0.387

0.295

Div-BS

0.402

0.555

0.698

0.846

1.448

0.666

0.372

0.290

0.550

0.672

0.787

0.909

1.661

0.725

0.409

0.311

0.557

0.654

0.767

0.883

1.517

0.690

0.345

0.277

Seq-CVAE

0.575

0.691

0.803

0.922

1.695

0.733

0.410

0.320

LNFMM

0.597

0.695

0.802

0.920

1.705

0.729

0.402

0.316

0.592

0.710

0.821

0.929

1.808

0.747

0.433

0.327

0.593

0.712

0.823

0.930

1.812

0.748

0.436

0.329

0.633

0.739

0.842

0.942

1.893

0.770

0.450

0.339

POS
AG-CVAE

100

Seq-CVAE (attn)

100

COS-CVAE (paired)

100

COS-CVAE

space of prior work. We further include COS-CVAE (paired) with only paired data for
supervision (i. e. without pseudo supervision).
Table 5.2 shows the oracle performance, where the caption with maximum score
per metric is chosen as best-1 (Aneja et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2016b). We consider
20 and 100 samples of z, consistent with prior work. The oracle evaluation scores
the top sentence, but is evaluated for a limited number of sentences per image and
averaged across the test set. Thus, for a high oracle score the model needs to put high
probability mass on the likely captions for an image. Our complete COS-CVAE model,
which leverages context-based pseudo supervision from the neighboring contextual
descriptions, outperforms the previous state of the art by a large margin in terms of
accuracy. We improve the CIDEr and BLEU score over the previous state of the art
for 100 sampled captions by ∼11.0% and ∼6.0%, respectively. The average and worst
CIDEr on the 20 samples for COS-CVAE are 0.920 and 0.354, respectively, compared
to the the average and worst CIDEr of 0.875 and 0.351 for Seq-CVAE. The high gain in
accuracy metrics shows that our context-object split latent space succeeds at modeling
Table 5.3. Consensus re-ranking for captioning using CIDEr on the COCO dataset.
B-4 (↑)

B-3 (↑)

B-2 (↑)

B-1 (↑)

C (↑)

R (↑)

M (↑)

S (↑)

Div-BS (Vijayakumar et al., 2018)

0.325

0.430

POS (Deshpande et al., 2019)

0.316

0.425

0.569

0.734

1.034

0.538

0.255

0.187

0.569

0.739

1.045

0.532

0.255

AG-CVAE (Wang et al., 2017b)

0.311

0.188

0.417

0.559

0.732

1.001

0.528

0.245

LNFMM (Mahajan et al., 2020)

0.179

0.318

0.433

0.582

0.747

1.055

0.538

0.247

0.188

COS-CVAE (paired)

0.354

0.473

0.620

0.777

1.144

0.563

0.270

0.204

COS-CVAE

0.348

0.468

0.616

0.774

1.120

0.561

0.267

0.201

Method
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Table 5.4. Qualitative comparison of captions generated by our COS-CVAE with different
methods.
Image

DIV-BS

Seq-CVAE

COS-CVAE (paired)

COS-CVAE

• a cat is sitting in a suitcase
• a black and white cat
sitting on top of a piece
of luggage
• a black and white cat is
sitting in a suitcase

• a cat is sitting on a suitcase on a bed
• cat sitting on a piece of
luggage
• a small cat sitting on
the back of a suitcase

• a close up of a cat on
top of a suitcase
• a cat sitting on top of a
piece of luggage
• a cat laying on top of a
suitcase

• a cat sitting on top of
luggage on the floor
• a cat curled up on a
piece of luggage
• a close up of a very cute
cat in a red suitcase

Table 5.5. Diversity evaluation on at most the best-5 sentences after consensus re-ranking.
Unique (↑) Novel (↑) mBLEU (↓) Div-1 (↑) Div-2 (↑)

Method
Div-BS (Vijayakumar et al., 2018)

100

3421

0.82

0.20

0.25

POS (Deshpande et al., 2019)

91.5

3446

0.67

0.23

0.33

AG-CVAE (Wang et al., 2017b)

47.4

3069

0.70

0.23

0.32

Seq-CVAE (Aneja et al., 2019)

84.2

4215

0.64

0.33

0.48

LNFMM (Mahajan et al., 2020)

97.0

4741

0.60

0.37

0.51

Seq-CVAE (attn)

61.9

4323

0.69

0.34

0.50

COS-CVAE (paired)

95.9

4411

0.67

0.34

0.50

COS-CVAE

96.3

4404

0.53

0.39

0.57

the semantics and the relevant variations in contextual descriptions for a given image
in the dataset. This leads to better generalization on the test dataset. Comparing
COS-CVAE and COS-CVAE (paired) further shows that the annotated paired data is
insufficient to fully capture the multimodality of the underlying generative process.
Moreover, our context-based pseudo-supervision signal contributes to generating
coherent and meaningful captions without loss of structure in the generated captions,
see Tab. 5.4.
Table 5.3 shows the results on various accuracy metrics for captioning after consensus re-ranking. In consensus re-ranking, given a test image, the nearest neighboring
image is found in the training set and the captions of the neighbors are used as
reference to evaluate the accuracy metrics (Mao et al., 2015). COS-CVAE (paired) and
COS-CVAE outperform the previous state of the art on all accuracy metrics. The
accuracy of captions with consensus re-ranking using COS-CVAE (paired) shows that
1.8

67.5

F1 score

1.0

0.8
COS-CVAE
Beam Search
Seq-CVAE
POS
AG-CVAE

0.6
1

2

3

4

1.6

65.0
1.4
62.5
1.2
60.0

F1 score
Accuracy(CIDEr)

57.5
55.0

0

20

40
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80

100

1.0

Accuracy(CIDEr)

70.0

1.2

CIDEr Score

82

0.8
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6

7

8

9 10

Kth Ranked Caption

Figure 5.3. CIDEr score of consensus reranked best-10 captions from 20 samples.

Figure 5.4. COS-CVAE for captioning images with novel objects. F1 score (%, ↑) and
CIDEr with different numbers of diverse
samples.

5.4 experiments

our method can generate captions representative of the paired training data. Furthermore, the accuracy from consensus re-ranking of COS-CVAE is competitive to that of
COS-CVAE (paired), showing that even when trained with additional context-based
pseudo supervision, COS-CVAE can model the distribution from the paired training
data. However, as consensus re-ranking considers image similarities in the paired
training data, generalization to unseen images, such as the test set, is not rewarded.
Therefore, the benefit of context-based pseudo supervision is not fully apparent in
an evaluation using consensus re-ranking. In fact, as shown in Tab. 5.2, COS-CVAE
offers better generalization beyond the supervision available from the paired training data. In Fig. 5.3, we compare the best-10 sentences after consensus re-ranking
against prior work and beam search on a standard captioning method (Anderson
et al., 2018a), which has the same base network. COS-CVAE is competitive to the
computationally expensive beam search and has better CIDEr scores compared to
competiting methods, thus is diverse yet accurate.
Our COS-CVAE model expresses high diversity in the context-object split latent
space, utilizing contextual descriptions beyond that presented in the paired training
data. This is reflected in the m-BLEU-4, Div-1, and Div-2 scores (Tab. 5.5), where
our model outperforms the previous state of the art by ∼11.6%, ∼5.4%, and ∼10.5%
respectively, showing much higher n-gram diversity in the generated samples of
captions. Furthermore, the qualitative results in Tab. 5.4 show that the COS-CVAE
generates more diverse captions, e. g. containing varied contextual information “curled
up on a piece” or “of a very cute” compared to competing methods.
ablation studies. Next, we validate the design choice of including the attention
LSTM (Anderson et al., 2016). Although Seq-CVAE (attn) improves the accuracy of
the generated captions over Seq-CVAE, the diversity with respect to the uniqueness
and the m-Bleu-4 decreases in comparison to Seq-CVAE. Our COS-CVAE (paired)
with COS factorization and strong conditional priors allows to integrate an attention
LSTM decoder in our model, and while being of comparable accuracy to Seq-CVAE
(attn), improves the diversity over Seq-CVAE and Seq-CVAE (attn). This shows that
our factorized latent space can better represent diversity even with strong posteriors.
The improved accuracy of the COS-CVAE (paired) over Seq-CVAE implies that we can
generate coherent captions with our COS latent space. Furthermore, the context-based
pseudo supervision, which can only be leveraged with the structure of our COS
factorization, where contextual variations can be modeled independently of the object
information, accounts for increased diversity with a high boost in performance.
evaluation on novel object captioning. Our COS-CVAE framework can
be trained on images with novel objects (without paired training data) by exploiting
contextual descriptions of captions in the dataset. At test time, we input the image
and generate captions without any explicit object-based information. For reference,
we include the scores from approaches for novel object captioning, which are trained
to generate a single caption for a given image: DCC (Hendricks et al., 2016), NOC
(Venugopalan et al., 2017), NBT (Lu et al., 2018), PS3 (Anderson et al., 2018b), and
LSTM-P (Li et al., 2019). We further include Seq-CVAE (attn, CBS) and COS-CVAE
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Figure 5.5. COS-CVAE for captioning images with novel objects. Diverse captions with novel
objects (red) and the attended regions with our COS-CVAE.
Table 5.6. F1 scores (%, ↑) for evaluation on the held-out COCO dataset.
Method

bottle

bus

couch

microwave

pizza

racket

suitcase

zebra

average

DCC

4.6

29.8

45.9

28.1

64.6

52.2

13.2

79.9

39.8

NOC

14.9

69.0

43.8

37.9

66.5

65.9

28.1

88.7

51.8

NBT

7.1

73.7

34.4

61.9

59.9

20.2

42.3

88.5

48.5

PS3

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

63.0

LSTM-P

28.7

75.5

47.1

51.5

81.9

47.1

62.6

93.0

60.9

Seq-CVAE (attn, CBS)

32.4

80.9

27.0

55.1

63.8

25.8

44.7

94.4

53.0

COS-CVAE

35.4

83.6

53.8

63.2

86.7

69.5

46.1

81.7

65.0

COS-CVAE (CBS)

33.5

81.9

58.3

57.8

88.3

63.4

65.7

96.2

68.1

(CBS) with constrained beam search using two constraints (Peter Anderson et al.,
2017). The test data statistics for held-out COCO show that ∼57% of the images
with novel objects have at least one ground-truth caption without the mention of the
novel object. Therefore, it would be limiting to expect every caption from a diverse
captioning approach, which learns the distribution of likely captions, to mention
the novel object. The mention of the novel object in any of the sampled captions
for the image counts towards a positive score. From the F1 scores in Tab. 5.6, we
observe that our COS-CVAE achieves competitive results with a relative improvement
of ∼3.1% over methods generating a single caption for images containing novel
concepts. Furthermore, the captions containing the mentions of the novel objects are
coherent and exhibit diversity as shown in Fig. 5.5. The high F1-score of COS-CVAE
compared to Seq-CVAE (attn, CBS) highlights the benefit of training with contextbased pseudo supervision for images with novel objects. Adding CBS constraints
to COS-CVAE further improves the F1-score. We show the F1-score and the highest
CIDEr for sample sizes of z in {5, . . . , 100} in Fig. 5.4. Here, even when sampling 5
diverse captions, the model generates captions with mentions of novel objects with
an F1 score of 62.5%, which increases by 2.5% points for 50 or 100 diverse samples.
The high CIDEr score shows that the captions not only contain mentions of novel
objects but are also accurate (cf. Fig. 5.4).
5.5

conclusion

In this work, we presented a novel COS-CVAE framework for diverse image captioning, consisting of a context-object split latent space, which exploits diversity
in contextual descriptions from the captions explaining similar contexts through

5.5 conclusion

pseudo supervision. This leads to increased multimodality in the latent spaces, better
representing the underlying true data distribution. Furthermore, our framework is
the first that allows for describing images containing novel objects in a setup for
diverse image captioning. Our experiments show that COS-CVAE achieves substantial
improvements over the previous state of the art, generating captions that are both
diverse and accurate.
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Flow-based generative models are an important class of exact inference models
that admit efficient inference and sampling for image synthesis. Owing to the efficiency constraints on the design of the flow layers, e. g. split coupling flow layers in
which approximately half the pixels do not undergo further transformations, they
have limited expressiveness for modeling long-range data dependencies compared to
autoregressive models that rely on conditional pixel-wise generation. In this work,
we improve the representational power of flow-based models by introducing channelwise dependencies in their latent space through multi-scale autoregressive priors
(mAR). Our mAR prior for models with split coupling flow layers (mAR-SCF) can better capture dependencies in complex multimodal data. The resulting model achieves
state-of-the-art density estimation results on MNIST, CIFAR10, and ImageNet. Furthermore, we show that mAR-SCF* allows for improved image generation quality,
with gains in FID and IS compared to state-of-the-art flow-based models. This chapter
is based on Bhattacharyya et al. (2020b). Apratim Bhattacharyya and I contributed
equally to this work. The ideas were developed jointly. My technical contributions
are to the formulation of the mAR-prior and the mAR-SCF model in Sec. 6.4. The
experimental evaluations were conducted jointly. We include the contributions of
Apratim Bhattacharyya for completeness.

* Code available at https://github.com/visinf/mar-scf
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Our mAR-SCF

PixelCNN

Glow
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Figure 6.1. Our mAR-SCF model combines normalizing flows with autoregressive (AR) priors
to improve modeling power while2 ensuring that the computational cost grows linearly with
Computational cost: O(N )
the spatial image resolution N × N.
2
computational cost: O(N ) computational cost:O(N) computational cost:O(1)
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6.1

introduction

Deep generative models aim to learn complex dependencies within very highdimensional input data, e. g. natural images (Brock et al., 2019; Razavi et al., 2019a)
or audio data (Dieleman et al., 2018), and enable generating new samples that are
representative of the true data distribution. These generative models find application
in various downstream tasks like image synthesis (Goodfellow et al., 2014; Kingma
and Welling, 2014; Oord et al., 2016b) or speech synthesis (Dieleman et al., 2018;
Oord et al., 2018). Since it is not feasible to learn the exact distribution, generative
models generally approximate the underlying true distribution. Popular generative
models for capturing complex data distributions are GANs (Goodfellow et al., 2014),
which model the distribution implicitly and generate (high-dimensional) samples by
transforming a noise distribution into the desired space with complex dependencies;
however, they may not cover all modes of the underlying data distribution. VAEs
(Kingma and Welling, 2014) optimize a lower bound on the log-likelihood of the data.
This implies that VAEs can only approximately optimize the log-likelihood (Rezende
et al., 2014).
Autoregressive models (Domke et al., 2008; Oord et al., 2016a; b) and normalizing flow-based generative models (Dinh et al., 2015; 2017; Kingma and Dhariwal,
2018) are exact inference models that optimize the exact log-likelihood of the data.
Autoregressive models can capture complex and long-range dependencies between
the dimensions of a distribution, e. g. in case of images, as the value of a pixel is
conditioned on a large context of neighboring pixels. The main limitation of this approach is that image synthesis is sequential and thus difficult to parallelize. Recently
proposed normalizing flow-based models, such as NICE (Dinh et al., 2015), Real NVP
(Dinh et al., 2017), and Glow (Kingma and Dhariwal, 2018), allow exact inference by
mapping the input data to a known base distribution, e. g. a Gaussian, through a
series of invertible transformations. These models leverage invertible SCF layers in
which certain dimensions are left unchanged by the invertible transformation as well
as Split operations following which certain dimensions do not undergo subsequent

6.2 related work

transformations. This allows for considerably easier parallelization of both inference
and generation processes. However, these models lag behind autoregressive models
for density estimation.
In this work, we (i) propose multi-scale autoregressive priors for invertible flow
models with split coupling flow layers, termed mAR-SCF, to address the limited
modeling power of non-autoregressive invertible flow models (Dinh et al., 2017;
Ho et al., 2019; Kingma and Dhariwal, 2018; Razavi et al., 2019a) (Fig. 6.1); (ii) we
apply our multi-scale autoregressive prior after every Split operation such that the
computational cost of sampling grows linearly in the spatial dimensions of the image
compared to the quadratic cost of traditional autoregressive models (given sufficient
parallel resources); (iii) our experiments show that we achieve state-of-the-art density
estimation results on MNIST (LeCun et al., 1998), CIFAR10 (Krizhevsky and Hinton,
2009), and ImageNet (Russakovsky et al., 2015) compared to prior invertible flowbased approaches; and finally (iv) we show that our multi-scale autoregressive prior
leads to better sample quality as measured by the FID metric (Heusel et al., 2017)
and the Inception score (Salimans et al., 2016), significantly lowering the gap to GAN
approaches (Radford et al., 2016; Wei et al., 2018).
6.2

related work

In this work, we combine the expressiveness of autoregressive models with the
efficiency of non-autoregressive flow-based models for exact inference.
autoregressive models. Chen et al. (2018b), Domke et al. (2008), Graves
(2013), Hochreiter and Schmidhuber (1997), Oord et al. (2016a,b), and Parmar et
al. (2018) are a class of exact inference models that factorize the joint probability
distribution over the input space as a product of conditional distributions, where
each dimension is conditioned on the previous ones in a pre-defined order. Recent
autoregressive models, such as PixelCNN and PixelRNN (Oord et al., 2016a; b),
can generate high-quality images but are difficult to parallelize since synthesis is
sequential. It is worth noting that autoregressive image models, such as that of Domke
et al. (2008), significantly pre-date their recent popularity. Various extensions have
been proposed to improve the performance of the PixelCNN model. For example,
Multiscale-PixelCNN (Reed et al., 2017) extends PixelCNN to improve the sampling
runtime from linear to logarithmic in the number of pixels, exploiting conditional
independence between the pixels. Chen et al. (2018b) introduce self-attention in
PixelCNN models to improve the modeling power. Salimans et al. (2017) introduce
skip connections and a discrete logistic likelihood model. WaveRNN (Kalchbrenner
et al., 2018) leverages customized GPU kernels to improve the sampling speed for
audio synthesis. Menick and Kalchbrenner (2019) synthesize images by sequential
conditioning on sub-images within an image. These methods, however, still suffer
from slow sampling speed and are difficult to parallelize.
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flow-based generative models. First introduced in Dinh et al. (2015), also
allow for exact inference. These models are composed of a series of invertible transformations, each with a tractable Jacobian and inverse, which maps the input distribution
to a known base density, e. g. a Gaussian. Papamakarios et al. (2017) proposed autoregressive invertible transformations using masked decoders. However, these are
difficult to parallelize just like PixelCNN-based approaches. Kingma et al. (2016)
propose inverse autoregressive flow (IAF), where the means and variances of pixels depend on random variables and not on previous pixels, making it easier to
parallelize. However, the approach offers limited generalization (Oord et al., 2018).
recent extensions. Recent work Behrmann et al., 2019; Dinh et al., 2017;
Kingma and Dhariwal, 2018 extends normalizing flows Dinh et al., 2015 to multi-scale
architectures with split couplings, which allow for efficient inference and sampling.
For example, Kingma and Dhariwal (2018) introduce additional invertible 1 × 1 convolutions to capture non-linearities in the data distribution. Hoogeboom et al. (2019a)
extend this to d × d convolutions, increasing the receptive field. Chen et al. (2019b)
improve the residual blocks of flow layers with memory efficient gradients based
on the choice of activation functions. A key advantage of flow-based generative
models is that they can be parallelized for inference and synthesis. Ho et al. Ho et al.,
2019 propose Flow++ with various modifications in the architecture of the flows
in Dinh et al. (2017), including attention and a variational quantization method to
improve the data likelihood. The resulting model is computationally expensive as
non-linearities are applied along all the dimensions of the data at every step of the
flow, i. e.all the dimensions are instantiated with the prior distribution at the last
layer of the flow. While comparatively efficient, such flow-based models have limited
expressiveness compared to autoregressive models, which is reflected in their lower
data log-likelihood. It is thus desirable to develop models that have the expressiveness
of autoregressive models and the efficiency of flow-based models. This is our goal
here.
methods with complex priors. Recent work Chen et al., 2017 develops
complex priors to improve the data likelihoods. VQ-VAE2 integrates autoregressive
models as priors (Razavi et al., 2019a) with discrete latent variables (Chen et al.,
2017) for high-quality image synthesis and proposes latent graph-based models in a
VAE framework. Tomczak and Welling (2018) propose mixtures of Gaussians with
predefined clusters, and Chen et al. (2017) use neural autoregressive model priors in
the latent space, which improves results for image synthesis. Ziegler and Rush (2019)
learn a prior based on normalizing flows to capture multimodal discrete distributions
of character-level texts in the latent spaces with nonlinear flow layers. However, this
invertible layer is difficult to be optimized in both directions. Moreover, these models
do not allow for exact inference. In this work, we propose complex autoregressive
priors to improve the power of invertible split coupling-based normalizing flows
(Dinh et al., 2017; Ho et al., 2019; Kingma and Dhariwal, 2018).

6.3 overview and background
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<latexit sha1_base64="2Pak5o+h5tmLcJYstk0gkqZC9TE=">AAACAnicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV2Jm2ARXJWkCrosduOygr1AG8NkOmmHTiZh5kQsIbjxVdy4UMStT+HOt3HSZqGtPwx8/Occ5pzfjzlTYNvfxtLyyuraemmjvLm1vbNr7u23VZRIQlsk4pHs+lhRzgRtAQNOu7GkOPQ57fjjRl7v3FOpWCRuYRJTN8RDwQJGMGjLMw/7IYaRH6SjzBN3aR/oA6QNzZlnVuyqPZW1CE4BFVSo6Zlf/UFEkpAKIBwr1XPsGNwUS2CE06zcTxSNMRnjIe1pFDikyk2nJ2TWiXYGVhBJ/QRYU/f3RIpDpSahrzvzhdV8LTf/q/USCC7dlIk4ASrI7KMg4RZEVp6HNWCSEuATDZhIpne1yAhLTECnVtYhOPMnL0K7VnXOqrWb80r9qoijhI7QMTpFDrpAdXSNmqiFCHpEz+gVvRlPxovxbnzMWpeMYuYA/ZHx+QOAZpgj</latexit>

···

h1n

<latexit sha1_base64="qbkj/FjCrOoMEPBM474FzHRAzTw=">AAACEHicbVC7TgJBFJ31ifhCLW0mskRsyC4WWhJpLDGRRwLrZnYYYMLsIzN3jWSzn2Djr9hYaIytpZ1/47BQKHiSm5w5597MvceLBFdgWd/Gyura+sZmbiu/vbO7t184OGypMJaUNWkoQtnxiGKCB6wJHATrRJIR3xOs7Y3rU799z6TiYXALk4g5PhkGfMApAS25hdOS2QP2AMkodROe3iWinL1x3eVnqZk3e7QfgjLdQtGqWBnwMrHnpIjmaLiFr14/pLHPAqCCKNW1rQichEjgVLA034sViwgdkyHrahoQnyknyQ5KcUkrfTwIpa4AcKb+nkiIr9TE93SnT2CkFr2p+J/XjWFw6SQ8iGJgAZ19NIgFhhBP08F9LhkFMdGEUMn1rpiOiCQUdIZ5HYK9ePIyaVUr9nmlelMt1q7mceTQMTpBZWSjC1RD16iBmoiiR/SMXtGb8WS8GO/Gx6x1xZjPHKE/MD5/ADmwnAs=</latexit>

i
lC
i

✏
<latexit sha1_base64="LebZ8miRV0JsqtgipoMV87075vE=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="nIupoLrEG/H0nc73CYEcU2FfRPA=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+RT16WSyCp5JUQY9FLx4r2FpoY9hsN+3SzSbsbgol5J948aCIV/+JN/+NmzYHbR1YGGbe481OkHCmtON8W5W19Y3Nrep2bWd3b//APjzqqjiVhHZIzGPZC7CinAna0Uxz2kskxVHA6WMwuS38xymVisXiQc8S6kV4JFjICNZG8m17EGE9DsJsnPviKXNz3647DWcOtErcktShRNu3vwbDmKQRFZpwrFTfdRLtZVhqRjjNa4NU0QSTCR7RvqECR1R52Tx5js6MMkRhLM0TGs3V3xsZjpSaRYGZLHKqZa8Q//P6qQ6vvYyJJNVUkMWhMOVIx6ioAQ2ZpETzmSGYSGayIjLGEhNtyqqZEtzlL6+SbrPhXjSa95f11k1ZRxVO4BTOwYUraMEdtKEDBKbwDK/wZmXWi/VufSxGK1a5cwx/YH3+AOJwk9E=</latexit>

C

<latexit sha1_base64="htegtSTJtXB0It2TEZ9/GiLadAI=">AAACJnicbVBNS8NAEN34bfyqevQSLAUvlkQFvQhFLx4VrApNDZvtxC5uNmF3IpYlv8aLf8WLB0XEmz/FbY3g14OFt+/NMDMvzgXX6Ptvztj4xOTU9MysOze/sLhUW14501mhGLRZJjJ1EVMNgktoI0cBF7kCmsYCzuPrw6F/fgNK80ye4iCHbkqvJE84o2ilqLbfCFOK/Tgx/TKSlyYo3UYIueYik+6XJcrIyM2gvDQhwi2aw+pfRrW63/RH8P6SoCJ1UuE4qj2FvYwVKUhkgmrdCfwcu4Yq5ExA6YaFhpyya3oFHUslTUF3zejM0mtYpeclmbJPojdSv3cYmmo9SGNbOVxc//aG4n9ep8Bkr2u4zAsEyT4HJYXwMPOGmXk9roChGFhCmeJ2V4/1qaIMbbKuDSH4ffJfcrbVDLabWyc79dZBFccMWSPrZIMEZJe0yBE5Jm3CyB15IE/k2bl3Hp0X5/WzdMypelbJDzjvH4TupnE=</latexit>

···
<latexit sha1_base64="qbkj/FjCrOoMEPBM474FzHRAzTw=">AAACEHicbVC7TgJBFJ31ifhCLW0mskRsyC4WWhJpLDGRRwLrZnYYYMLsIzN3jWSzn2Djr9hYaIytpZ1/47BQKHiSm5w5597MvceLBFdgWd/Gyura+sZmbiu/vbO7t184OGypMJaUNWkoQtnxiGKCB6wJHATrRJIR3xOs7Y3rU799z6TiYXALk4g5PhkGfMApAS25hdOS2QP2AMkodROe3iWinL1x3eVnqZk3e7QfgjLdQtGqWBnwMrHnpIjmaLiFr14/pLHPAqCCKNW1rQichEjgVLA034sViwgdkyHrahoQnyknyQ5KcUkrfTwIpa4AcKb+nkiIr9TE93SnT2CkFr2p+J/XjWFw6SQ8iGJgAZ19NIgFhhBP08F9LhkFMdGEUMn1rpiOiCQUdIZ5HYK9ePIyaVUr9nmlelMt1q7mceTQMTpBZWSjC1RD16iBmoiiR/SMXtGb8WS8GO/Gx6x1xZjPHKE/MD5/ADmwnAs=</latexit>

l1n
<latexit sha1_base64="hbWrvH1ZHi3X53FeNSEXrXXd6Iw=">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</latexit>

rn

1

···
<latexit sha1_base64="qbkj/FjCrOoMEPBM474FzHRAzTw=">AAACEHicbVC7TgJBFJ31ifhCLW0mskRsyC4WWhJpLDGRRwLrZnYYYMLsIzN3jWSzn2Djr9hYaIytpZ1/47BQKHiSm5w5597MvceLBFdgWd/Gyura+sZmbiu/vbO7t184OGypMJaUNWkoQtnxiGKCB6wJHATrRJIR3xOs7Y3rU799z6TiYXALk4g5PhkGfMApAS25hdOS2QP2AMkodROe3iWinL1x3eVnqZk3e7QfgjLdQtGqWBnwMrHnpIjmaLiFr14/pLHPAqCCKNW1rQichEjgVLA034sViwgdkyHrahoQnyknyQ5KcUkrfTwIpa4AcKb+nkiIr9TE93SnT2CkFr2p+J/XjWFw6SQ8iGJgAZ19NIgFhhBP08F9LhkFMdGEUMn1rpiOiCQUdIZ5HYK9ePIyaVUr9nmlelMt1q7mceTQMTpBZWSjC1RD16iBmoiiR/SMXtGb8WS8GO/Gx6x1xZjPHKE/MD5/ADmwnAs=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="6dg92o6a2Y8m6Kku2rHM59lZeYo=">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</latexit>

li

<latexit sha1_base64="6Grj4UggFtVlyjwoy/TGWDI7tzY=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="c25ijodwC2EdGehxdf1LZf30SEY=">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</latexit>
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1
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l1i
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ri

<latexit sha1_base64="6dg92o6a2Y8m6Kku2rHM59lZeYo=">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</latexit>

1

<latexit sha1_base64="c7G++aevJkdOCFyUToiqkLDLAV8=">AAACr3icbVFdT9swFHWy8bGMjzIe9xKtqrSHUcUwaTwieOGRTZQiNW3muDfUwnEi+wZRWfl7+wF749/glAjR0ivZOj7nXN/r67SUwmAUPXn+h48bm1vbn4LPO7t7+52DLzemqDSHAS9koW9TZkAKBQMUKOG21MDyVMIwvb9o9OEDaCMKdY3zEsY5u1MiE5yho5LOv16cM5ylmZ3ViZpYWge9GEojZKGCV03WiVVHtJ7YGOER7UV7rtdZ6BtWt+yyT6xxiRVPc5NdqqAXbJAlrokZIGtbmFi3J51u1I8WEb4HtAVd0sZV0vkfTwte5aCQS2bMiEYlji3TKLiEOogrAyXj9+wORg4qloMZ28W867DnmGmYFdotheGCfZthWW7MPE+ds+ndrGoNuU4bVZidjq1QZYWg+EuhrJIhFmHzeeFUaOAo5w4wroXrNeQzphlH98WBGwJdffJ7cHPcpyf9498/u2fn7Ti2yVfyjXwnlPwiZ+SSXJEB4d4P74838mKf+kN/4v99sfpem3NIlsIXz6O81cQ=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="d3bX77ZnYgJdrutHWNDGatUnHgo=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="O9k67+zGctmKvIePEB0ScaSEDDg=">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</latexit>

li

1

<latexit sha1_base64="/t7OLNYEryEW8edzC+SG1ChHidA=">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</latexit>

f ✓n
i
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l1i

<latexit sha1_base64="g2a4AJiloM+w0pa9bBxshT7b6kA=">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</latexit>

mAR
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f✓n1
<latexit sha1_base64="ceoEBAmvXla9c13lAl4jB56aMXg=">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</latexit>

ln n 1 1

l2i

<latexit sha1_base64="xoYISwkAGqbFl3Ol2VnToSoMTRg=">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</latexit>

li

<latexit sha1_base64="IntGalcq7C5e/6qsABvGT1cA6ZU=">AAACcnicbVHLSgMxFM2M7/qqihsFHS0FF1pmVNCl6MalglWhrUMmvdMGM5khuSOWMB/g77nzK9z4AaZ1kPq4EDg559zk5iTKBNfo+2+OOzE5NT0zO1eZX1hcWq6urN7qNFcMmiwVqbqPqAbBJTSRo4D7TAFNIgF30ePFUL97AqV5Km9wkEEnoT3JY84oWiqsvtTbCcV+FJt+EcoHExSVehsyzUUqK9+aKEIjD4LiwbQRntFclPviP0swxqqS/enjX65xEy/Cas1v+KPy/oKgBDVS1lVYfW13U5YnIJEJqnUr8DPsGKqQMwH2+FxDRtkj7UHLQkkT0B0ziqzw6pbpenGq7JLojdjxDkMTrQdJZJ3DKfVvbUj+p7VyjE87hsssR5Ds66I4Fx6m3jB/r8sVMBQDCyhT3M7qsT5VlKH9pYoNIfj95L/g9rARHDUOr49rZ+dlHLNkk+ySPRKQE3JGLskVaRJG3p11Z8vZdj7cDXfHLbNznbJnjfwod/8TvxW+1A==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="ecvxS75HhrKB7G4eL+FCC2tp2hQ=">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</latexit>

ri

<latexit sha1_base64="6dg92o6a2Y8m6Kku2rHM59lZeYo=">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</latexit>

SPLIT

f ✓i

li

ri

2Ci

2Ci

1

<latexit sha1_base64="c25ijodwC2EdGehxdf1LZf30SEY=">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</latexit>

SPLIT

<latexit sha1_base64="c25ijodwC2EdGehxdf1LZf30SEY=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="6dg92o6a2Y8m6Kku2rHM59lZeYo=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="EGIsJm0Y1FhKKYwSntDWXtDiSw0=">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</latexit>

4Ci
<latexit sha1_base64="ulKr4XrO3F+qLT5GZx8FIbEQtKc=">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</latexit>

1
lC
1
<latexit sha1_base64="nJfwarp14/3SuBphIRvRqLpmSRY=">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</latexit>

···
<latexit sha1_base64="qbkj/FjCrOoMEPBM474FzHRAzTw=">AAACEHicbVC7TgJBFJ31ifhCLW0mskRsyC4WWhJpLDGRRwLrZnYYYMLsIzN3jWSzn2Djr9hYaIytpZ1/47BQKHiSm5w5597MvceLBFdgWd/Gyura+sZmbiu/vbO7t184OGypMJaUNWkoQtnxiGKCB6wJHATrRJIR3xOs7Y3rU799z6TiYXALk4g5PhkGfMApAS25hdOS2QP2AMkodROe3iWinL1x3eVnqZk3e7QfgjLdQtGqWBnwMrHnpIjmaLiFr14/pLHPAqCCKNW1rQichEjgVLA034sViwgdkyHrahoQnyknyQ5KcUkrfTwIpa4AcKb+nkiIr9TE93SnT2CkFr2p+J/XjWFw6SQ8iGJgAZ19NIgFhhBP08F9LhkFMdGEUMn1rpiOiCQUdIZ5HYK9ePIyaVUr9nmlelMt1q7mceTQMTpBZWSjC1RD16iBmoiiR/SMXtGb8WS8GO/Gx6x1xZjPHKE/MD5/ADmwnAs=</latexit>

l11

r1

<latexit sha1_base64="1V+8KepGM19fwt2hyA+AaPNo5PA=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="1V+8KepGM19fwt2hyA+AaPNo5PA=">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</latexit>

STEPOFFLOW

<latexit sha1_base64="JkZ7Gz44b+3N4MSildVhTHCaRBA=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="4bSR2ZXb81VwRwOEYUePVL7K0eU=">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</latexit>

Ni

f ✓1 1

Ni /2

SQUEEZE

<latexit sha1_base64="P+4d+u2ER0yCxMehDRlp8OEY0ww=">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</latexit>

Ni /2

<latexit sha1_base64="ABGXnieStoWuRnfhiC1QXNfIe+E=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="l1ndQNTsICS2U9LTB9emtbh0vE8=">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</latexit>
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(a) Generative model for mAR-SCF.

(b) SCF flow with mAR prior.

Figure 6.2. Flow-based generative models with multi-scale autoregressive priors (mAR-SCF).
The generative model (left) shows the multi-scale autoregressive sampling of the channel
dimensions of li at each level. The spatial dimensions of each channel are sampled in parallel.
ri are computed with invertable transformations. The mAR-SCF model (right) shows the
complete multi-scale architecture with the mAR prior applied along the channels of li , i. e.at
each level i after the Split operation.

6.3

overview and background

In this work, we propose multi-scale autoregressive priors for split coupling-based
flow models, termed mAR-SCF, where we leverage autoregressive models to improve
the modeling flexibility of invertible normalizing flow models without sacrificing
sampling efficiency. As we build upon normalizing flows and autoregressive models,
we first provide an overview of both.
normalizing flows. Normalizing flows (Dinh et al., 2015) are a class of exact
inference generative models. Here, we consider invertible flows, which allow for
both efficient exact inference and sampling. Specifically, invertible flows consist of a
sequence of n invertible functions f θi , which transform a density on the data x to a
density on latent variables z,
fθ

fθ

fθ

n
1
2
x ←→
h1 ←→
h2 · · · ←→
z.

(6.1)

Given that we can compute the likelihood of p(z), the likelihood of the data x
under the transformation f can be computed using the change of variables formula,
n

log pθ (x) = log p(z) + ∑ log |det Jθi |,

(6.2)

i =1

where Jθi = ∂hi/∂hi−1 is the Jacobian of the invertible transformation f θi going from
hi−1 to hi with h0 ≡ x. Note that most prior work (Chen et al., 2019b; Dinh et al.,
2015; 2017; Ho et al., 2019; Kingma and Dhariwal, 2018) considers i. i. d. Gaussian
likelihood models of z, e. g. p(z) = N (z | µ, σ).
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These models, however, have limitations. First, the requirement of invertibility
constrains the class of functions f θi to be monotonically increasing (or decreasing), thus
limiting expressiveness. Second, of the three possible variants of f θi to date (Ziegler
and Rush, 2019), MAF (masked autoregressive flows), IAF (inverse autoregressive
flows), and SCF, MAFs are difficult to parallelize due to sequential dependencies
between dimensions and IAFs do not perform well in practice. SCFs strike the right
balance with respect to parallelization and modeling power. In detail, SCFs partition
the dimensions into two equal halves and transform one of the halves ri conditioned
on li , leaving li unchanged and thus not introducing any sequential dependencies
(making parallelization easier). Examples of SCFs include the affine couplings of
Real NVP (Dinh et al., 2017) and MixLogCDF couplings of Flow++ (Ho et al., 2019).
In practice, SCFs are organized into blocks (Dinh et al., 2015; 2017; Kingma and
Dhariwal, 2018) to maximize efficiency such that each f θi typically consists of Squeeze,
StepOfFlow, and Split operations. Squeeze trades off spatial resolution for channel
depth. Suppose an intermediate layer hi is of size [Ci , Ni , Ni ], then the Squeeze
operation transforms it into size [4 Ci , Ni /2, Ni /2] by reshaping 2 × 2 neighborhoods
into 4 channels. StepOfFlow is a series of SCF (possibly several) coupling layers and
invertible 1 × 1 convolutions (Dinh et al., 2015; 2017; Kingma and Dhariwal, 2018).
The Split operation (distinct from the split couplings) splits an intermediate layer
hi into two halves {li , ri } of size [2 Ci , Ni /2, Ni /2] each. Subsequent invertible layers
f θj>i operate only on ri , leaving li unchanged. In other words, the Split operation
fixes some dimensions of the latent representation z to li as they are not transformed
any further. This leads to a significant reduction in the amount of computation and
memory needed. In the following, we denote the spatial resolutions at the n different
levels as N = {N0 , · · · , Nn }, with N = N0 being the input resolution. Similarly,
C = {C0 , · · · , Cn } denotes the number of feature channels, with C = C0 being the
number of input channels.
In practice, due to limited modeling flexibility, prior SCF-based models (Dinh et al.,
2017; Ho et al., 2019; Kingma and Dhariwal, 2018) require many SCF coupling layers
in f θi to model complex distributions, e. g. images. This in turn leads to high memory
requirements and also leads to less efficient sampling procedures.
autoregressive models. Autoregressive generative models are another class
of powerful and highly flexible exact inference models. They factorize complex target
distributions by decomposing them into a product of conditional distributions, e. g. images with N × N spatial resolution as p(x) = ∏iN=1 ∏ N
j=1 p ( xi,j | xpred(i,j) ) (Domke et al.,
2008; Graves, 2013; Oord et al., 2016a; b; Papamakarios et al., 2017). Here, pred(i, j)
denotes the set of predecessors of pixel (i, j). The functional form of these conditionals
can be highly flexible, and allows such models to capture complex multimodal distributions. However, such a dependency structure only allows for image synthesis via
ancestral sampling by generating each pixel sequentially, conditioned on the previous
pixels (Oord et al., 2016a; b), making parallelization difficult. This is also inefficient
since autoregressive models, including PixelCNN and PixelRNN, require O( N 2 ) time
steps for sampling.

6.4 multiscale autoregressive priors

6.4

multiscale autoregressive priors

We propose to leverage the strengths of autoregressive models to improve invertible
normalizing flow models such as Dinh et al. (2017) and Kingma and Dhariwal (2018).
Specifically, we propose novel multi-scale autoregressive priors for split coupling flows
(mAR-SCF). Using them allows us to learn complex multimodal latent priors p(z) in
multi-scale SCF models, cf. Eq. (6.2). This is unlike Dinh et al. (2017), Ho et al. (2019),
Kingma and Dhariwal (2018), and Razavi et al. (2019a), which rely on Gaussian priors
in the latent space. Additionally, we also propose a scheme for interpolation in the
latent space of our mAR-SCF models.
The use of our novel autoregressive mAR priors for invertible flow models has
two distinct advantages over both vanilla SCF and autoregressive models. First, the
powerful autoregressive prior helps mitigate the limited modeling capacity of the
vanilla SCF flow models. Second, as only the prior is autoregressive, this makes
flow models with our mAR prior an order of magnitude faster with respect to
sampling time than fully autoregressive models. Next, we describe our multi-scale
autoregressive prior in detail.
Our mAR-SCF model uses an efficient invertible split coupling flow f θi (x) to
map the distribution over the data x to a latent variable z and then models an
autoregressive mAR prior over z, parameterized by φ. The likelihood of a data point
x of dimensionality [C, N, N ] can be expressed as
n

log pθ,φ (x) = log pφ (z) + ∑ log |det Jθi |.

(6.3)

i =1

Here, Jθi is the Jacobian of the invertible transformations f θi . Note that, as f θi (x) is
an invertible function, z has the same total dimensionality as the input data point x.
formulation of the mar prior. We now introduce our mAR prior pφ (z)
along with our mAR-SCF model, which combines the split coupling flows f θi with
an mAR prior. As shown in Fig. 6.2, our mAR prior is applied after every Split
operation of the invertible flow layers as well as at the smallest spatial resolution.
i
Let li = l1i , · · · , lC
be the Ci channels of size [Ci , Ni , Ni ], which do not undergo
i
further transformation f θi after the Split at level i. Following the Split at level i, our
mAR prior is modeled as a conditional distribution, pφ (li |ri ); at the coarsest spatial
resolution it is an unconditional distribution, pφ (hn ). Thereby, we assume that our
mAR prior at each level i autoregressively factorizes along the channel dimension as
Ci

p φ ( li | ri ) =

∏ pφ
j =1



j

j −1

li l1i , · · · , li


, ri .

(6.4)
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j

Furthermore, the distribution at each spatial location (m, n) within a channel li is
modeled as a conditional Gaussian,


j
j −1
j
j
pφ (li(m,n) |l1i , · · · , li , ri ) = N µi(m,n) , σi(m,n) .
(6.5)
j

j

Thus, the mean, µi(m,n) and variance, σi(m,n) at each spatial location are autoregressively modeled along the channels. This allows the distribution at each spatial location
to be highly flexible and capture multimodality in the latent space. Moreover from
Eq. (6.4), our mAR prior can model long-range correlations in the latent space as the
distribution of each channel is dependent on all previous channels.
This autoregressive factorization allows us to employ Conv-LSTMs (Shi et al., 2017)
j
j −1
to model the distributions pφ (li |l1i , · · · , li , ri ) and pφ (hn ). Conv-LSTMs can model
long-range dependencies across channels in their internal state. Additionally, longrange spatial dependencies within channels can be modeled by stacking multiple
Conv-LSTM layers with a wide receptive field. This formulation allows all pixels
within a channel to be sampled in parallel, while the channels are sampled in a
sequential manner,
j
l̂i

∼



j
p φ li

l1i , · · ·

j −1
, li , ri



.

(6.6)

This is in contrast to PixelCNN/RNN-based models, which sample one pixel at a
time.
the mar-scf model. We illustrate our mAR-SCF model architecture in Fig. 6.2b.
Our mAR-SCF model leverages the Squeeze and Split operations for invertible flows
introduced in Dinh et al. (2015, 2017) for efficient parallelization. Following Dinh et al.
(2015, 2017) and Kingma and Dhariwal (2018), we use several Squeeze and Split
operations in a multi-scale setup at n scales (Fig. 6.2b) until the spatial resolution at
hn is reasonably small, typically 4 × 4. Note that there is no Split operation at the
smallest spatial resolution. Therefore, the latent space is the concatenation of z =
{l1 , . . . , ln−1 , hn }. The SCF f θi in the mAR-SCF model remain invertible by construction.
We consider different SCF couplings for f θi , including the affine couplings of Dinh
et al. (2017) and Kingma and Dhariwal (2018) and MixLogCDF couplings (Ho et al.,
2019).
Given the parameters φ of our multimodal mAR prior modeled by the Conv-LSTMs,
we can compute pφ (z) using the formulation in Eqs. (6.4) and (6.5). We can thus
express Eq. (6.3) in closed form and directly maximize the likelihood of the data under
the multimodal mAR prior distribution learned by the Conv-LSTMs.
Next, we show that the computational cost of our mAR-SCF model is O( N ) for
sampling an image of size [C, N, N ]; this is in contrast to the standard O( N 2 ) computational cost required by purely autoregressive models.

6.4 multiscale autoregressive priors

Algorithm 1: Marps: Multi-scale Autoregressive Prior Sampling for our mARSCF models
1 Sample ĥn ∼ pφ ( hn ) ;
2 for i ← n − 1 to 1 do
/* SplitInverse

*/

r̂i ← ĥi+1 ;
l̂i ∼ pφ (li |ri ) ;
n
o
ĥi ← l̂i , r̂i ;

// Assign previous

3
4
5

8
9

// Concatenate

/* StepOfFlowInverse
Apply f i−1 (ĥi ) ;
/* SqueezeInverse

6
7

// Sample mAR prior

*/
// SCF coupling
*/

Reshape ĥi ;
end
x ← ĥ1 ;

// Depth to Space

MNIST

CIFAR10

Levels |SCF| Channels bits/dim (↓) Levels |SCF|

Channels bits/dim (↓)

Method

Coupling

PixelCNN

Autoregressive

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

PixelCNN++

Autoregressive

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

Glow

Affine

3

32

512

1.05

3

32

512

3.35

Flow++

MixLogCDF

–

–

–

–

3

–

96

3.29

Residual Flow

Residual

3

16

–

0.97

3

16

–

3.28

mAR-SCF (Ours)

Affine

3

32

256

1.04

3

32

256

3.33

mAR-SCF (Ours)

Affine

3

32

512

1.03

3

32

512

3.31

mAR-SCF (Ours)

MixLogCDF

3

4

96

0.88

3

4

96

3.27

mAR-SCF (Ours)

MixLogCDF

–

–

–

–

3

4

256

3.24

3.00
2.92

Table 6.1. Evaluation of our mAR-SCF model on MNIST and CIFAR10 (using uniform dequantization for fair comparsion with Chen et al. (2019b) and Kingma and Dhariwal (2018)).

analysis of sampling time. We now formally analyze the computational cost
in the number of steps T required for sampling with our mAR-SCF model† . First, we
describe the sampling process in detail in Algorithm 1 (the forward training process
follows the sampling process in reverse order). Next, we derive the worst-case number
of steps T required by Marps, given sufficient parallel resources to sample a channel
in parallel. Here, the number of steps T can be seen as the length of the critical path
while sampling.
Lemma 6.4.1. Let the sampled image x be of resolution [C, N, N ], then the worst-case number
of steps T (length of the critical path) required by MARPS is O( N ).

† This section is based on the contributions of Apratim Bhattacharyya in our joint work Bhattacharyya
et al. (2020b).
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Proof. At the first sampling step (Fig. 6.2a) at layer f θn , our mAR prior is applied
to generate hn , which is of shape [2n+1 C, N/2n , N/2n ]. Therefore, the number of
sequential steps required at the last flow layer hn is
Tn = C · 2n+1 .

(6.7)

Here, we are assuming that each channel can be sampled in parallel in one time-step.
From f θn−1 to f θ1 , f θi always contains a Split operation. Therefore, at each f θi we use
our mAR prior to sample li , which has shape [2i C, N/2i , N/2i ]. Therefore, the number
of sequential steps required for sampling at layers hi , 1 ≤ i < n of our mAR-SCF
model is
Ti = C · 2i .

(6.8)

Therefore, the total number of sequential steps (length of the critical path) required
for sampling is
T = Tn + Tn−1 + · · · + Ti + · · · + T1

= C · 2n+1 + 2n−1 + · · · + 2i + · · · + 21

= C · 3 · 2n − 2 .



(6.9)

Now, the total number of layers in our mAR-SCF model is n ≤ log( N ). This is
because each layer reduces the spatial resolution by a factor of two. Therefore, the
total number of time-steps required is
T ≤ 3 · C · N.

(6.10)

In practice, C  N, with C = C0 = 3 for RGB images. Therefore, the total number
of sequential steps required for sampling in our mAR-SCF model is T = O( N ).
It follows that with our multi-scale autoregressive mAR priors in our mAR-SCF
model, sampling can be performed in a linear number of time-steps in contrast to
fully autoregressive models like PixelCNN, which require a quadratic number of
time-steps (Oord et al., 2016b).
channel dimensions in mar-scf. We begin by providing additional details
of Lemma 4.1. We formally prove the claim that the number of channels at the last
layer n (which does not have a Split operation) is Cn = 2n+1 · C for an image of size
[C, N, N ]. Thereby, we also show that the number of channels at any layer i (with a
Split operation) is Ci = 2i · C.
Note that the number of time steps required for sampling depends on the number
of channels for mAR-SCF (flow model) based on MARPS (Algorithm 1).
Lemma 6.4.2. Let the size of the sampled image be [C, N, N ]. The number of channels at the
last layer hn is Cn = 2n+1 · C.

Proof. The shape of image to be sampled is [C, N, N ]. Since the network is invertible,
the size of the image at level h0 is the size of the image sampled, i. e.[C, N, N ].

6.4 multiscale autoregressive priors

First, let the number of layers n be 1. This implies that during the forward pass the
network applies a Squeeze operation, which reshapes the image to [4C, N/2, N/2]
followed by StepOfFlow, which does not modify the shape of the input, i. e.the
shape remains [4C, N/2, N/2]. Thus the number of channels at the last layer h1 is
C1 = 4 · C = 21+1 · C when n = 1.
Next, let us assume that the number of channels at the last layer hk−1 for a flow
with k − 1 layers is
Ck−1 = 2k · C.
(6.11)
We aim to prove by induction that the number of channels at the last layer hk for a
flow with k layers then is
Ck = 2k+1 · C.
(6.12)
To that end, we note that the dimensionality of the output at layer k − 1 after
Squeeze and StepOfFlow from Eq. (6.11) by assumption is Ck−1 = 2k · C. For a flow
st
with k layers, the (k − 1) layer has a Split operation resulting in {lk−1 , rk−1 }, each
with size [2k−1 C, N/2k−1 , N/2k−1 ]. The number of channels for rk−1 at layer k − 1 is
thus 2k · C/2 = 2k−1 · C. At layer k the input with 2k−1 · C channels is transformed by
Squeeze to 2k−1 · 4 · C = 2(k−1)+2 · C = 2k+1 · C channels.
Therefore, by induction Eq. (6.12) holds for k = n. Thus the number of channels at
the last layer hn is given as Cn = 2n+1 · C.
interpolation. A major advantage of invertible flow-based models is that they
allow for latent spaces, which are useful for downstream tasks like interpolation –
smoothly transforming one data point into another. Interpolation is simple in case
of typical invertible flow-based models, because the latent space is modeled as a
unimodal i. i. d. Gaussian. To allow interpolation in the space of our multimodal mAR
priors, we develop a simple method based on Bregler and Omohundro (1995).
Let xA and xB be the two images (points) to be interpolated and zA and zB be the
corresponding points in the latent
n space. We begin with
o an initial linear interpolation

k ,z
i
i
between the two latent points, zA , z1A,B , · · · , zA,B
B , such that, zA,B = (1 − α ) zA +
i
αi zB . The initial linearly interpolated points zA,B
may not lie in a high-density region
under our multimodal prior, leading to non-smooth transformations. Therefore, we
i
next project the interpolated points zA,B
to a high-density region, without deviating
too much from their initial position. This is possible because our mAR prior allows
i
for exact inference. However, the image corresponding to the projected z̄A,B
must also
not deviate too far from either xA and xB either to allow for smooth transitions. To
that end, we define the projection operation as
i
z̄A,B
= arg min

+ λ2 min



i
i
i
z̄A,B
− zA,B
− λ1 log pφ z̄A,B



i
i
f −1 (z̄A,B
) − xA , f −1 (z̄A,B
) − xB



(6.13)
,

where λ1 , λ2 are the regularization parameters. The term controlled by λ1 pulls
i
the interpolated zA,B
back to high-density regions, while the term controlled by λ2
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(a) Residual Flows (Chen et al., 2019b) (3.28
bits/dim, 46.3 FID)

(b) Flow++ with variational dequantization
(Ho et al., 2019) (3.08 bits/dim)

(c) Our mAR-SCF Affine (3.31 bits/dim, 41.0
FID)

(d) Our mAR-SCF MixLogCDF (3.24 bits/dim,
41.9 FID)

Figure 6.3. Comparison of random samples from our mAR-SCF model with state-of-the-art
models.

keeps the result close to the two images xA and xB . Note that this reduces to linear
interpolation when λ1 = λ2 = 0.
6.5

experiments

We evaluate our approach on the MNIST (LeCun et al., 1998), CIFAR10 (Krizhevsky
and Hinton, 2009), and ImageNet (Oord et al., 2016b) datasets. In comparison to
datasets like CelebA, CIFAR10 and ImageNet are highly multimodal and the performance of invertible SCF models has lagged behind autoregressive models in density
estimation and behind GAN-based generative models regarding image quality.
6.5.1 MNIST and CIFAR10
architecture details. Our mAR prior at each level f θi consists of three
Conv-LSTM layers, each of which uses 32 convolutional filters to compute the inputto-state and state-to-state components. Keeping the mAR prior architecture constant,
we experiment with different SCF couplings in f θi to highlight the effectiveness of our
mAR prior. We experiment with affine couplings of Dinh et al. (2017) and Kingma and
Dhariwal (2018) and MixLogCDF couplings (Ho et al., 2019). Affine couplings have
limited modeling flexibility. The more expressive MixLogCDF applies the cumulative
distribution function of a mixture of logistics. In the following, we include experi-
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ments varying the number couplings and the number of channels in the convolutional
blocks of the neural networks used to predict the affine/MixLogCDF transformation
parameters.
hyperparameters. We use Adamax (as in Kingma and Dhariwal (2018)) with
a learning rate of 8 × 10−4 . We use a batch size of 128 with affine and 64 with
MixLogCDF couplings (following Ho et al. (2019)).
density estimation. We report density estimation results on MNIST and
CIFAR10 in Tab. 6.1 using the per-pixel log-likelihood metric in bits/dim. We also
include the architecture details (# of levels, coupling type, # of channels). We compare to the state-of-the-art Flow++ (Ho et al., 2019) method with SCF couplings and
Residual Flows (Chen et al., 2019b). Note that in terms of architecture, our mARSCF model with affine couplings is closest to that of Glow (Kingma and Dhariwal,
2018). Therefore, the comparison with Glow serves as an ideal ablation to assess the
effectiveness of our mAR prior. Flow++ (Ho et al., 2019), on the other hand, uses
the more powerful MixLogCDF transformations and their model architecture does
not include Split operations. Because of this, Flow++ has higher computational and
memory requirements for a given batch size compared to Glow. Furthermore, for
fair comparison with Glow (Kingma and Dhariwal, 2018) and Residual flows (Chen
et al., 2019b), we use uniform dequantization unlike Flow++, which proposes to use
variational dequantization.
In comparison to Glow, we achieve improved density estimation results on both
MNIST and CIFAR10. In detail, we outperform Glow (e. g.1.05 vs. 1.04 bits/dim on
MNIST and 3.35 vs. 3.33 bits/dim on CIFAR10) with |SCF|= 32 affine couplings
and 3 levels, while using parameter prediction networks with only half (256 vs. 512)
the number of channels. We observe that increasing the capacity of our parameter
prediction networks to 512 channels boosts the log-likelihood further to 1.03 bits/dim
on MNIST and 3.31 bits/dim on CIFAR10. As this setting with 512 channels is
identical to setting reported in Kingma and Dhariwal (2018), this shows that our
mAR prior boosts the accuracy by ∼ 0.04 bits/dim in case of CIFAR10. To place this
performance gain in context, it is competitive with the ∼ 0.03 bits/dim boost reported
in Kingma and Dhariwal (2018) (cf. Fig. 3 in Kingma and Dhariwal (2018)) with
the introduction of the 1 × 1 convolution. We train our model for ∼ 3000 epochs,
similar to Kingma and Dhariwal (2018). Also note that we only require a batch size
of 128 to achieve state-of-the-art likelihoods, whereas Glow uses batches of size 512.
Thus our mAR-SCF model improves density estimates and requires significantly
lower computational resources (∼ 48 vs. ∼ 128 GB memory). Overall, we also observe
competitive sampling speed (see also Tab. 6.2). This firmly establishes the utility of
our mAR-SCF model.
For fair comparison with Flow++ (Ho et al., 2019) and Residual Flows (Chen
et al., 2019b), we employ the more powerful MixLogCDF couplings. Our mAR-SCF
model uses 4 MixLogCDF couplings at each level with 96 channels but includes Split
operations unlike Flow++. Here, we outperform Flow++ and Residual Flows (3.27 vs.
3.29 and 3.28 bits/dim on CIFAR10) while being equally fast to sample as Flow++
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(Tab. 6.2). A baseline model without our mAR prior has performance comparable to
Flow++ (3.29 bits/dim). Similarly on MNIST, our mAR-SCF model again outperforms
Residual Flows (0.88 vs. 0.97 bits/dim). Finally, we train a more powerful mAR-SCF
model with 256 channels with sampling speed competitive with Chen et al. (2019b),
which achieves state-of-the-art 3.24 bits/dim on CIFAR10. This is attained after ∼ 400
training epochs (comparable to ∼ 350 epochs required by Chen et al. (2019b) to
achieve 3.28 bits/dim). Next, we compare the sampling speed of our mAR-SCF model
with that of Flow++ and Residual Flow.
sampling speed. We report the sampling speed of our mAR-SCF model in Tab. 6.2
in terms of sampling one image on CIFAR10. We report the average over 1000 runs
using a batch size of 32. We performed all tests on a single Nvidia V100 GPU with
32GB of memory. First, note that our mAR-SCF model with affine coupling layers
in 3 levels with 512 channels needs 17 ms on average to sample an image. This is
comparable with Glow, which requires 13 ms. This shows that our mAR prior causes
only a slight increase in sampling time – particularly because our mAR-SCF requires
only O( N ) steps to sample and the prior has far fewer parameters compared to the
invertible flow network. Moreover, our mAR-SCF model with affine coupling layers
with 256 channels is considerably faster (6 vs. 13 ms) with an accuracy advantage.
Similarly, our mAR-SCF with MixLogCDF and 96 channels is competitive in speed
with Ho et al. (2019) with an accuracy advantage and considerably faster than Chen et
al. (2019b) (19 vs. 34 ms). This is because Residual Flows are slower to invert (sample)
as there is no closed-form expression of the inverse. Furthermore, our mAR-SCF with
MixLogCDF and 256 channels is competitive with respect to Chen et al. (2019b) in
terms of sampling speed while having a large accuracy advantage. Finally, note that
these sampling speeds are two orders of magnitude faster than state-of-the-art fully
autoregressive approaches, e. g. PixelCNN++ (Salimans et al., 2017).
sample quality. Next, we analyze the sample quality of our mAR-SCF model in
Tab. 6.3 using the FID metric (Heusel et al., 2017) and IS (Salimans et al., 2016). The
analysis of sample quality is important as it is well-known that visual fidelity and
test log-likelihoods are not necessarily indicative of each other (Theis et al., 2016). We

Levels

|SCF|

Ch.

Affine

3

32

512

13

MixLogCDF

3

–

96

19

Residual Flow (Chen et al., 2019b)

Residual

3

16

–

34

PixelCNN++ (Salimans et al., 2017)

Autoregressive

–

–

–

mAR-SCF (Ours)

Affine

3

32

256

6

mAR-SCF (Ours)

Affine

3

32

512

17

mAR-SCF (Ours)

MixLogCDF

3

4

96

19

mAR-SCF (Ours)

MixLogCDF

3

4

256

32

Method

Coupling

Glow (Kingma and Dhariwal, 2018)
Flow++ (Ho et al., 2019)

Table 6.2. Evaluation of sampling speed with batches of size 32.

Speed (ms, ↓)

5 × 103
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Figure 6.4. Interpolations of our mAR-SCF model on CIFAR10.

(a) Residual Flows (Chen et al., 2019b) (3.75
bits/dim)

(b) Our mAR-SCF (Affine, 3.80 bits/dim)

Figure 6.5. Random samples on ImageNet (64 × 64).

achieve an FID of 41.0 and an IS of 5.7 with our mAR-SCF model with affine couplings,
significantly better than Glow with the same specifications and Residual Flows.
While our mAR-SCF model with MixLogCDF couplings also performs comparably,
empirically we find affine couplings to lead to better image quality as in Chen et
al. (2019b). We show random samples from our mAR-SCF model with both affine
and MixLogCDF couplings in Fig. 6.3. Here, we compare to the version of Flow++
with MixLogCDF couplings and variational dequantization (which gives even better
log-likelihoods) and Residual Flows. Our mAR-SCF model achieves better sample
quality with more clearly defined objects. Furthermore, we also obtain improved
sample quality over both PixelCNN and PixelIQN and close the gap in comparison to
adversarial approaches like DCGAN (Radford et al., 2016) and WGAN-GP (Wei et al.,
2018). This highlights that our mAR-SCF model is able to better capture long-range
correlations.
interpolation. We show interpolations on CIFAR10 in Fig. 6.4, obtained using
Eq. (6.13). We observe smooth interpolation between images belonging to distinct
classes. This shows that the latent space of our mAR prior can be potentially used
for downstream tasks similarly to Glow (Kingma and Dhariwal, 2018). We include
additional analyses in the supplementary material.
6.5.2 ImageNet
Finally, we evaluate our mAR-SCF model on ImageNet (32 × 32 and 64 × 64) against
the best performing models on MNIST and CIFAR10 in Tab. 6.4, i. e. Glow (Kingma
and Dhariwal, 2018) and Residual Flows (Chen et al., 2019b). Our model with affine
couplings outperforms Glow while using fewer channels (4.07 vs. 4.09 bits/dim). For
comparison with the more powerful Residual Flow models, we use four MixLogCDF
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FID (↓)

Inception Score (↑)

Autoregressive

65.9

4.6

PixelIQN (Ostrovski et al., 2018)

Autoregressive

49.4

–

Glow (Kingma and Dhariwal, 2018)

Affine

46.9

–

Residual Flow (Chen et al., 2019b)

Residual

46.3

5.2

mAR-SCF (Ours)

MixLogCDF

41.9

5.7

mAR-SCF (Ours)

Affine

41.0

5.7

DCGAN (Radford et al., 2016)

Adversarial

37.1

6.4

WGAN-GP (Wei et al., 2018)

Adversarial

36.4

6.5

Method

Coupling

PixelCNN (Oord et al., 2016b)

Table 6.3. Evaluation of sample quality on CIFAR10. Other results are quoted from Chen et al.
(2019b) and Ostrovski et al. (2018).
|SCF|

Ch.

Affine

32

512

4.09

Residual

32

–

4.01

mAR-SCF (Ours)

Affine

32

256

4.07

mAR-SCF (Ours)

MixLogCDF

4

460

3.99

Method

Coupling

Glow (Kingma and Dhariwal, 2018)
Residual Flow (Chen et al., 2019b)

bits/dim (↓) Mem (GB, ↓)

∼ 128
–
∼
∼

48
80

Table 6.4. Evaluation on ImageNet (32 × 32).

couplings at each layer f θi with 460 channels. We again outperform Residual Flows
(Chen et al., 2019b) (3.99 vs. 4.01 bits/dim). These results are consistent with the
findings in Tab. 6.1, highlighting the advantage of our mAR prior. Finally, we also
evaluate on the ImageNet (64 × 64) dataset. Our mAR-SCF model with affine flows
achieves 3.80 vs. 3.81 bits/dim in comparison to Glow (Kingma and Dhariwal, 2018).
We show qualitative examples in Fig. 6.5 and compare to Residual Flows. We see that
although the powerful Residual Flows obtain better log-likelihoods (3.75 bits/dim),
our mAR-SCF model achieves better visual fidelity. This again highlights that our
mAR is able to better capture long-range correlations.
6.6

conclusion

We presented mAR-SCF, a flow-based generative model with novel multi-scale autoregressive priors for modeling long-range dependencies in the latent space of flow
models. Our mAR prior considerably improves the accuracy of flow-based models
with split coupling layers. Our experiments show that not only does our mAR-SCF
model improve density estimation (in terms of bits/dim), but also considerably
improves the sample quality of the generated images compared to previous stateof-the-art exact inference models. We believe the combination of complex priors
with flow-based models, as demonstrated by our mAR-SCF model, provides a path
toward efficient models for exact inference that approach the fidelity of GAN-based
approaches.
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Autoregressive models are a class of exact inference approaches with highly flexible
functional forms, yielding state-of-the-art density estimates for natural images. Yet,
the sequential ordering on the dimensions makes these models computationally
expensive and limits their applicability to low-resolution imagery. In this work, we
propose PixelPyramids,* a block-autoregressive approach employing a lossless pyramid
decomposition with scale-specific representations to encode the joint distribution
of image pixels. Crucially, it affords a sparser dependency structure compared to
fully autoregressive approaches. Our PixelPyramids yield state-of-the-art results for
density estimation on various image datasets, especially for high-resolution data. For
CelebA-HQ 1024 × 1024, we observe that the density estimates (in terms of bits/dim)
are improved to ∼44 % of the baseline despite sampling speeds superior even to easily
parallelizable flow-based models. This chapter is based on Mahajan and Roth (2021).
7.1

introduction

Deep generative models have enabled significant progress in capturing the probability
density of highly structured, complex data, such as of natural images (Brock et al.,
2019; Goodfellow et al., 2014; Kingma and Welling, 2014; Oord et al., 2016a; Razavi et
* Code available at https://github.com/visinf/pixelpyramids
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Figure 7.1. Motivation for PixelPyramids. An image from CelebA (Karras et al., 2018) (top left)
is decomposed into a Paired Pyramid (Torbey and Meadows, 1989) (top right) through an
invertible, lossless mapping. Considering the mutual information between pixels as a function
of pixel distance on the CelebA dataset (bottom), there is significant spatial dependence in
the original image (blue, circles), even between distant pixels. The fine components of the
Paired Pyramid at different levels (other lines) have significantly more localized dependencies,
decreasing further as the resolution increases. Our PixelPyramids exploit this for efficient
block-autoregressive generative image modeling.

al., 2019a) or raw audio (Dieleman et al., 2018; Hsu et al., 2019; Oord et al., 2018). These
models find application in a wide range of tasks including image compression (Cao
et al., 2020a; Tschannen et al., 2018), denoising (Ballé et al., 2016), inpainting (Oord et
al., 2016b; Theis and Bethge, 2015), and super-resolution (Bruna et al., 2016; Lugmayr
et al., 2020). Popular generative models for images include GANs (Goodfellow et al.,
2014), which transform a noise distribution to the desired distribution, and VAEs
(Kingma and Welling, 2014), where the data is modeled in a low-dimensional latent
space by maximizing a lower bound on the log-likelihood of the data (Rezende et al.,
2014). However, GANs are not designed to provide exact density estimates and VAEs
only approximate the underlying true distribution with intractable likelihoods, posing
challenges in both training and inference.
In contrast, autoregressive models (Domke et al., 2008; Menick and Kalchbrenner,
2019; Oord et al., 2016a; b) and normalizing flows (Bhattacharyya et al., 2020b; Dinh
et al., 2015; 2017; Ho et al., 2019; Kingma and Dhariwal, 2018) are exact inference
approaches, which estimate the exact likelihood of the data. Autoregressive models
factorize the joint target distribution into a product of conditional distributions with a
certain ordering over the dimensions, thereby encoding complex dependencies in the
data distribution for effective density estimation. However, the sequential dependency
structure makes efficient parallelization difficult. Normalizing flows, on the other
hand, map the input data to a known base distribution through a series of invertible
transformations, providing efficient sampling. However, the invertibility constraint
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limits their expressiveness and their density estimation performance lags behind that
of autoregressive models.
Recent work (Ma et al., 2019b; Reed et al., 2017; Yu et al., 2020) aims to improve
the computationally expensive (autoregressive) or constrained (normalizing flows)
exact inference models through multi-scale feature representations of images, such
as that from Wavelet or pyramid representations. The key idea is that instead of
directly modeling the complex image distribution, it is decomposed into a series of
simpler pixel representations, which can be encoded with comparatively less complex
functional forms of exact inference models. However, these approaches either rely on
a specific design choice of pixel orderings to reduce autoregressive connections or
contain higher quantization levels, which makes encoding difficult.
In this work, we propose PixelPyramids – an expressive and computationally efficient
block-autoregressive model for the discrete joint distribution of pixels in images. We
make the following contributions: (i) Our PixelPyramids leverage ideas from lossless
image coding, specifically a low-entropy multi-scale representation based on so-called
Paired Pyramids (Torbey and Meadows, 1989) (cf. Fig. 7.1, top), to encode images in
a coarse-to-fine manner, where the conditional generative model at each pyramid
scale is conditioned on the coarse(r) image from the previous level. The subsampled
images and the scale-specific components are encoded in the same number of pixels
and at the same quantization level as the original image, resulting in an efficient exact
inference approach for density estimation.† (ii) The conditional generative model for
the fine component at each scale exploits a U-Net architecture (Ronneberger et al.,
2015) to encode global context from the coarser scales. A Conv-LSTM (Shi et al.,
2017) is used to capture the spatial pixel dependencies within each fine component.
By conditioning on the coarser scales, the spatial dependency structure of the fine
component at each scale is more localized (cf. Fig. 7.1, bottom), especially as we go to
higher resolutions in the pyramid. Thus, long-range dependencies at each scale can
be modeled with fewer autoregressive steps in a computationally efficient setup.
Furthermore, (iii) a key advantage of PixelPyramids is that the fine components
at different scales are conditionally independent of each other and can, therefore,
be trained in parallel. This makes the model applicable for density estimation and
synthesis of high-resolution images. PixelPyramids require O(log N ) sampling steps
for an N × N image, which is significantly more efficient than the O( N 2 ) sequential
steps of fully autoregressive approaches. Finally, (iv) we show that our PixelPyramids
yield state-of-the-art density estimates and high-quality image synthesis on standard
image datasets including CelebA-HQ (Karras et al., 2018), LSUN (Yu et al., 2015), and
ImageNet (Russakovsky et al., 2015), as well as on the high-resolution 1024 × 1024
CelebA-HQ dataset at a much lower computational cost than previous exact inference
models.

† We use the common term ‘density estimation’ even if we, strictly speaking, estimate a discrete distribution rather than a continuous density.
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7.2

related work

Exact inference models explicitly maximize the data log-likelihood, making them
attractive for estimating multimodal densities. Recent work on deep generative models
applicable to both density estimation and generation has focused on autoregressive
methods and normalizing flows.
normalizing flows. Normalizing flows map a simple base distribution to the
complex data distribution through a series of invertible transformations with tractable
Jacobian determinants (Ardizzone et al., 2019b; Dinh et al., 2015; Kingma et al., 2016).
Kingma and Dhariwal (2018) extend the flow-based Real NVP model (Dinh et al.,
2017) with invertible 1 × 1 convolutions with applications to high-resolution imagery.
Various work (Ho et al., 2019; Hoogeboom et al., 2019a; Ma et al., 2019b) improves
flow-based models with architectural modifications to the non-linearities in the
invertible transformations to increase their modeling capacity or provide for efficient
training. While easy to parallelize and thus efficient, the representational power of
flow-based models reflected in density estimates lags behind that of autoregressive
models.
autoregressive models. Autoregressive models factorize the image distribution into a product of conditionals over the pixels, exploiting the chain rule for exact
inference (Domke et al., 2008; Graves, 2013; Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997; Parmar et al., 2018). Deep neural generative autoregressive models, e. g. the PixelCNN
and PixelRNN of Oord et al. (2016a,b), parameterize the conditionals with convolutional or recurrent neural networks, achieving state-of-the-art density estimates
on natural images. Kalchbrenner et al. (2018) apply autoregressive models to raw
audio. Subsequent work of Chen et al. (2018b) and Salimans et al. (2017) introduces
architectural enhancements to PixelCNN such as self-attention layers (Chen et al.,
2018b) and a discretized logistic mixture model (Salimans et al., 2017). One of the
main limitations of these approaches is that generation proceeds through ancestral
sampling, making them slow and difficult to parallelize. Song et al. (2020) and Wiggers and Hoogeboom (2020) marginally improve the sampling speed by parallelizing
the Jacobi updates with Gauss-Seidel and fixed-point iterations, respectively, subject
to the availability of specific hardware resources. Noting the current limitations in
modeling sequential dependencies in a computationally efficient manner, we introduce a multi-scale coarse-to-fine structure with localized dependency structures to
model the discrete joint distribution of image pixels.
multi-scale representations. Multi-scale representations have been leveraged in GANs and VAEs for encoding the multimodality of the data distribution.
Denton et al. (2015) use residuals from Laplacian pyramids (Burt and Adelson, 1983)
for multi-stage generation in GANs. Dorta et al. (2017) utilize detail coefficients from
Laplacian pyramids in the latent space of VAEs for image manipulation. Razavi et al.
(2019a) extend VQ-VAEs with hierachical low-level and high-level details in the latent
space. In this work, we consider models that provide for exact inference in contrast.

7.3 block-autoregressive pixelpyramids
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(a) Two levels of a Paired Pyramid decomposition of an image
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Conditioning on coarse images
Pixel dependencies at each level
Step of pyramid transform

(b) Spatial dependencies at different levels

Figure 7.2. Paired Pyramids and the imposed dependency structure. (left) Subsampling procedure in
a Paired Pyramid (numbers denote pixel indices). In the first iteration, I0 is subsampled along
the rows of the image, yielding I1 and I10 . The fine component F1 is the modulo difference of
I10 and I1 , see Eq. (7.2). In the second iteration, I1 is subsampled along the columns, yielding
I2 and I20 . (right) The spatial dependencies are modeled densely at the coarsest level (fully
autoregressive) and more localized in pixel groups at higher, finer levels.

Multiscale-PixelCNNs (Reed et al., 2017) aim to improve the sampling speed of
autoregressive models with strong independence assumptions on the conditionals in
the subsampled images. Menick and Kalchbrenner (2019) synthesize by sequential
conditioning on sub-images and employ an autoregressive structure not only along
the spatial dimensions but also along image pixel values. Both methods rely on a
design choice of the pixel ordering for generating multiple levels of the pyramid,
which does not take into account image statistics such as harnessing scale-specific
information. Kolesnikov and Lampert (2017) introduce conditionals with grayscale
image representations to capture global context. The conditionals in these multiscale autoregressive models are applied directly in the pixel space and, therefore,
have redundancies in the dependency structure at different scales. Recent work of
Bhattacharyya et al. (2020a) and Yu et al. (2020) increases the modeling flexibility of
flow-based models with multi-scale coarse-to-fine scale-space representations based
on Haar Wavelets. In our work, to improve the modeling flexibility and computational
efficiency of autoregressive models, we leverage multi-scale lossless decompositions,
which provide localized scale-specific representations and can be encoded with a
limited number of autoregressive connections.
7.3

block-autoregressive pixelpyramids

To learn the complex joint distribution of image data with exact inference and generation in a computationally efficient framework, we formulate a low-entropy multi-scale
block-autoregressive approach termed PixelPyramids. Our method leverages Paired
Pyramids (Torbey and Meadows, 1989) from the literature on lossless image coding
to decompose the image into low-entropy components with a local dependency
structure, which makes it easier to perform density estimation.
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pixelpyramids: exact inference models from lossless image pyramids

7.3.1 Paired Pyramids
Proposed by Torbey and Meadows (Torbey and Meadows, 1989), Paired Pyramids are
an invertible, lossless transformation of the image I0 of size N0 × N0 × C into L levels
of fine and coarse components. One of the spatial dimensions is reduced by a factor of
two at each level of the image pyramid by alternatingly subsampling along the rows
and columns of the image. To construct the coarse component Ii at level i ∈ {1, . . . , L},
one row (column) from each of the non-overlapping pairs of adjacent rows (columns)
of the previous level Ii−1 is retained without any transformation to form a subsampled
image (see Fig. 7.2a). This reduces the spatial dimension by a factor of two, i. e.to size
Ni−1/2 × Ni −1 × C when subsampled along the rows (analogously for subsampling
along the columns). The image Ii0 consisting of the remaining rows (columns) from
each pair, also with size Ni−1/2 × Ni−1 × C, is used to encode the fine component Fi
through the modulo difference between the adjacent pairs of rows (columns) as
Fi = (Ii0 − Ii ) mod 2b .

(7.1)

Here, b is the number of bits for encoding the image I0 , i. e.I0 ∈ {0, . . . , 2b − 1} N0 × N0 ×C ,
and its components Ii , Ii0 , or Fi . The modulo K difference, with x, y ∈ {0, . . . , K − 1},
can be computed as

( x − y) mod K =


( x − y)


K − (y − x )

if x ≥ y

(7.2)

otherwise.

Thus, the modulo difference of the two subsampled images lies in the same range as
the subsampled or the original image. Furthermore, the subsampled component Ii0
can be fully reconstructed given the fine component Fi and the coarse component Ii
using the inverse transformation
I0 i = (Fi + Ii ) mod 2b .

(7.3)

representational properties. Paired Pyramids have various favorable properties: (i) Using the modulo operation, the fine components can be represented at the
same quantization level as the original image (no additional bit needed to represent the
sign (Torbey and Meadows, 1989)). (ii) Moreover, the resulting pyramid representation
has the same number of pixels as the original image (see Fig. 7.1, top). (iii) This makes
the modulo difference-based pyramid transform an invertible, lossless image coding
scheme (Torbey and Meadows, 1989). Note that this is unlike the standard form of a
Laplacian pyramid (Burt and Adelson, 1983), which is overcomplete and the detail
coefficients are difficult to represent in the same range and quantization level as
the original image without loss of information. Here, we leverage the local, scalespecific representations of Paired Pyramids to develop a computationally efficient
deep generative model with tractable likelihoods for complex image distributions.

7.3 block-autoregressive pixelpyramids
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Figure 7.3. PixelPyramids – Multi-scale block-autoregressive generative model based on Paired Pyramids (Torbey and Meadows, 1989). The proposed PixelPyramids rely on a U-Net (Ronneberger
et al., 2015) for capturing coarse-scale context, conditioned on which Conv-LSTMs (Shi et al.,
2017) emit the fine components of the pyramid.

statistical properties. To see why Paired Pyramids are well suited also for
generative modeling, we consider their statistical properties. We observe the following:
(i) The fine components Fi at each level represent the scale-specific image structure
and, as shown in Fig. 7.1 (bottom), have significantly less pixel-to-pixel correlations than
the original image. (ii) Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 7.4, its pixel values are highly
concentrated around 0 and 2b − 1, i. e. have low entropy compared to the much more
uniform marginal pixel distribution of the original images. Both the low entropy and
the low spatial correlation make the fine components substantially easier to model
than the original image. (iii) Importantly, entropy and spatial correlation decrease
further at lower (high res.) pyramid levels, which means that the computationally most
costly levels are the easiest to model.
7.3.2 PixelPyramid network
To define PixelPyramids (Fig. 7.3), we first construct a Paired Pyramid representation
of the original image I0 , consisting of L levels with coarse components {I1 , . . . , I L } and
fine components {F1 , . . . , F L }. Equipped with this lossless (one-to-one) decomposition,
the probability distribution pθ,φL (I0 ) of images, parameterized by θ = {θ1 , . . . , θ L }
and φL , autoregressively factorizes w.l.o.g. as
L

pθ,φL (I0 ) = pφL (I L ) ∏ pθi (Fi | Ii ).

(7.4)

i =1

Thus, the image distribution can be obtained as the product of the distribution of
the coarsest component I L and the conditional distributions of the fine components
Fi conditioned on the coarse component Ii at each level. The main advantage of
this decomposition is three-fold: (i) The fine components have low marginal entropy,
thus are easier to model using parameterized conditional deep generative models;
(ii) the fine components also have less spatial correlations and represent scale-specific
local information; (iii) the spatial correlations of the fine components are less at the
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Figure 7.4. Low-entropy decomposition. Entropy values at different pyramid levels (top left).
Empirical marginal distributions on CelebA-HQ for the original pixel values (top right), the
pixel values of the fine component F1 (bottom left) and and the fine component F10 (bottom
right). Note the significantly reduced entropy from 5.51 bits for the original pixel values to
3.14 bits for F1 .

(computationally challenging) higher resolution levels than at the (computationally
lighter) lower resolution levels. Therefore, the conditional distribution pθi (Fi | Ii )
becomes easier to model with increasing scales i using computationally efficient
models with local pixel dependencies. The factorization in Eq. (7.4) has yet another
advantage: The conditional generative model of the fine component at every scale
is independent of those at the other scales. Thus they can be trained in parallel.
Taken together, this overcomes the limitations of models like PixelCNN (Oord et al.,
2016a) or SPN (Menick and Kalchbrenner, 2019), which rely on a fully autoregressive
structure to capture the underlying multimodality and complex pixel dependencies.
per-level conditionally generative models. In addition to conditioning
on the coarse image Ii , we introduce a partial autoregressive structure to better
encode the dependencies within the fine component Fi . To that end, Fi is further
decomposed into subsampled images (see Sec. 7.3.3 for details), where we enforce
sequential dependencies across the pixels of different subsampled images while the
pixels within each subsampled image are conditionally independent of each other.
This is illustrated in Fig. 7.2b (top) for the case of four such subsampled images. Let
Si be the number of subsampled images in the fine component at a certain level i

7.3 block-autoregressive pixelpyramids

and Fis , s ∈ {1, . . . , Si } denote a subsampled image. Then the conditional distribution
pθi (Fi | Ii ) decomposes into a product of conditionals using the product rule as
Si

pθi (Fi | Ii ) = pθi (F1i | Ii ) ∏ pθi (Fis | Fi<s , Ii ).

(7.5)

s =2

The benefit of the Paired Pyramid representation is that we do not need many
such autoregressive sampling sub-images, since the fine components are spatially
decorrelated, especially those at higher resolutions (see above).
modeling the coarsest level. The image at the coarsest level L has size
N0 /2b( L+1)/2c × N0 /2b L/2c × C and represents the global structure at a much lower
resolution than the original image. Assuming that we have sufficiently many levels,
the coarsest level is small enough to adopt a fully autoregressive model where, similar
to PixelCNN, pixels IsL are generated one-by-one using the chain rule, conditioning
s
on both pixels in the rows above it and to the left within the same row, I<
L (Fig. 7.2b,
bottom). We thus have
SL

s
pθ L (I L ) = pθ L (I1L ) ∏ pθ L (IsL | I<
L ).

(7.6)

s =2

per-pixel conditional distributions. The pixel values for the fine components at each level as well as the image at the coarsest level are modeled as discrete
distributions. Note that due to the properties of the Paired Pyramid, all components
have the same range and quantization as the original image. Similar to PixelCNN++
(Salimans et al., 2017), we use a continuous mixture of M logistic distributions to
estimate the conditional distribution of a pixel value x ∈ {0, . . . , 2b − 1} of the fine or
coarse component as
M

p( x | π, µ, ω) =

∑ πi

i =1

h

σ ( x + 0.5 − µi )/ωi


i

(7.7)

− σ ( x − 0.5 − µi )/ωi .

Here, σ (·) is the logistic function, µi and ωi are the conditional mean and standard
deviation of each mixture component with weight πi . The mean of the green channel
is taken to linearly depend on the value of the red sub-pixel and, analogously, the
mean of the blue channel on the red and green sub-pixel values. For instantiating
a pixel value from the continuous logistic mixture, the samples are rounded to the
nearest discrete value with the same quantization as the fine component. We refer to
Salimans et al. (2017) for more details.
7.3.3 Network architecture
To yield the conditional distributions pθi (Fi | Ii ), we first leverage a U-Net architecture
(Ronneberger et al., 2015) for capturing the conditional information from Ii (Fig. 7.3).
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Specifically, its low-resolution feature maps in the encoder provide global context
from the conditioning pixels for encoding scale-specific image details. Combining
this through skip connections with the upsampled features of the decoder adds local
context at higher resolutions (see Sec. 7.4.1 for details). The feature map obtained from
the final U-Net layer, with the same spatial dimensions as that of the fine component,
is then used as input for modeling Fi following Eq. (7.5).
To that end, we decompose the image/feature map into subsampled images.
Specifically, we apply a number of squeeze operations (Dinh et al., 2015) to trade
off spatial dimensions for channel dimensions. The squeeze operation stacks nonoverlapping 2 × 2 × 1 local neighborhoods along the feature channels by reshaping
them into blocks of size 1 × 1 × 4. Applying this to non-overlapping neighborhoods
from an N × N × C image yields a representation of size N/2 × N/2 × 4 · C, thus
containing four subsampled images each of size N/2 × N/2 × C. This can be repeated
and allows for a partial autoregressive structure, where different subsampled images
are generated sequentially and the pixels within the subsampled image can be
generated in parallel.
The long-range sequential dependencies between the subsampled images are modeled through the internal state of the Conv-LSTMs (Shi et al., 2017). Additionally,
spatial dependencies within the subsampled images are captured by stacking multiple Conv-LSTM layers, providing a wide receptive field (see Sec. 7.4.1 for details).
Following the Conv-LSTMs, unsqueeze operations bring the spatial resolution back
to the size of the fine component, yielding the per-pixel parameters of the mixture
distribution from Eq. (7.7).
sampling. Fully autoregressive approaches require O( N02 ) sampling steps. In
contrast, our PixelPyramids – given sufficient parallel resources to sample a channel
in parallel – require only a logarithmic number of steps:
Lemma 7.3.1. Let the sampled image I be of resolution [ N0 , N0 , C ], then the worst-case
number of steps T (length of the critical path) required is O(log N0 ).
Proof. At the first
h sampling step, i. e.at the icoarsest level, the spatial dimensionality

of the image is N0 /2b( L+1)/2c , N0 /2b L/2c , C . At each level starting from the coarsest,
the spatial resolution increases by a factor of 2, alternatingly along the rows and
columns. Thus, to generate an image of size [ N0 , N0 , C ] starting from an image of size
[1, 1, C ], the number of levels of the coarse-to-fine pyramid to traverse equals
L = 2 · log N0 .

(7.8)

At the coarsest level of spatial resolution 1 × 1, with its fully autoregressive PixelCNN
structure, the number of sampling steps is equal to the spatial dimension and,
therefore, is given as
TL = 1.

(7.9)

7.4 experiments

Figure 7.5. Random samples from 5-bit CelebA-HQ (256 × 256).

Let the number of squeeze operations applied at level i be nSi such that we obtain
4nSi subsampled images from Fi . This implies that the number of sequential steps at
level i is
Ti = 4nSi ,

(7.10)

assuming that each autoregressive sampling step can be carried out in parallel (hence
in constant time). Therefore, the total number of sequential steps (length of the critical
path) required for sampling is
T=

L

L −1

i =1

i =1

∑ Ti = TL +

= 1+

L −1

∑4

n Si

∑ Ti
(7.11)

.

i =1

Under the assumption that the number of squeeze operations at any level is constant
with O(1) 3 4nSi  N0 , we obtain the the number of sampling steps required as
T ∈ 2 · log N0 · O(1) = O(log N0 ).

7.4

(7.12)

experiments

To show the advantages of our PixelPyramids for density estimation and highresolution image synthesis, we evaluate on the CelebA-HQ (256 × 256, 1024 × 1024)
(Karras et al., 2018), LSUN – bedroom, church, and tower (128 × 128) (Yu et al., 2015),
and ImageNet (128 × 128) (Russakovsky et al., 2015) datasets. We report the density
estimates as per-pixel likelihoods in terms of bits per dimension (Oord et al., 2016b).
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LSUN
Method

CelebA-HQ

Bedroom

Tower

Church
–

SPN (Menick and Kalchbrenner, 2019)

0.61

–

–

Glow (Kingma and Dhariwal, 2018)

1.03

1.20

–

–

MaCoW (Ma et al., 2019b)

0.67

0.98

1.02

1.09

WaveletFlow (Yu et al., 2020)

0.94

–

–

–

PixelPyramids (ours)

0.61

0.88

0.95

1.07

Table 7.1. Evaluation on the 5-bit CelebA-HQ (256 × 256) and LSUN (128 × 128) datasets in
bits/dim (lower is better).
bits/dim. (↓)

Method
ParallelWavelet (Kingma and Dhariwal, 2018)

3.55

SPN (Menick and Kalchbrenner, 2019)

3.08

PixelPyramids (ours)

3.40

Table 7.2. Evaluation on 8-bit ImageNet (128 × 128) dataset.

Additionally, we provide details on the computational efficiency of our model in
comparison to competing methods in terms of training and sampling speed.
7.4.1 Implementation details
The number of pyramid levels (L) are chosen such that the coarsest scale has a spatial
resolution of 4 × 4. Thus, L = 16 for CelebA-HQ (1024 × 1024). The U-Net applied
to the fine components consists of two downsampling and two upsampling layers
at level L − 1; an additional down/upsampling layer is added as we move to higher
resolutions in the pyramid. Two squeeze operations were found to be sufficient to
model local dependencies at levels {1, . . . , L − 1} in all experiments (see Tab. 7.4). The
Conv-LSTM consists of 2 layers with 128 channels and 3 × 3 filters. The autoregressive
model at the coarsest level is a PixelCNN++ (Salimans et al., 2017) with 96 channels
and 5 residual layers. The number of mixture components across datasets is set to 10.
The model is trained with the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2015) with an initial
learning rate of 10−3 . The batch size is set to 64 for all datasets except for CelebAHQ 1024 × 1024, where it is 32. For the high-resolution setting, i. e. 1024 × 1024, we
use patchwise training (Yu et al., 2020). This is enabled by our fully convolutional
model (see supplemental material). Furthermore, the per-pixel values of the bimodal
distribution of the fine components (cf. Fig. 7.4) with its cyclic structure are shifted by
128 before encoding with Eq. (7.7), resulting in a unimodal distribution and providing
for a better model fit.
7.4.2 Density estimation
We compare our approach for high-resolution images against models with state-of-theart performance on challenging high-resolution datasets, the autoregressive Subscale
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Figure 7.6. Random samples from 8-bit CelebA-HQ (1024 × 1024).
bits/dim. (↓)

Method
WaveletFlow (Yu et al., 2020)

1.34

PixelPyramids (ours)

0.58

Table 7.3. Evaluation on 8-bit CelebA-HQ (1024 × 1024).

Pixel Networks (SPN) (Menick and Kalchbrenner, 2019) and flow-based models Glow
(Kingma and Dhariwal, 2018), Masked Convolutional Generative Flow (MaCoW) (Ma
et al., 2019b), and WaveletFlow (Yu et al., 2020). The number of bits per color channel
for each setting is chosen to be consistent with prior work (Kingma and Dhariwal,
2018; Menick and Kalchbrenner, 2019; Yu et al., 2020). For CelebA-HQ (256 × 256)
and LSUN (bedroom, tower, and church outdoor; 128 × 128), the experiments are
performed on 5-bit images.
As Tab. 7.1 shows, our PixelPyramids outperform the flow-based models applied
directly in image space, Glow and MaCoW, e. g. on CelebA-HQ by ∼ 40.7 % and
∼ 8.9 %, respectively. The improvement in density estimation is consistent across
datasets and illustrates the high representational power of our framework over
standard flow models. Moreover, our approach outperforms WaveletFlow with its
scale-space representations applied to flow by ∼ 35.1 %. This highlights the advantage
of our easier-to-model low-entropy Paired Pyramid representation. Our PixelPyramids
close the performance gap to fully autoregressive models like SPN despite their partial
autoregressive structure.
Tab. 7.2 further compares our approach on ImageNet 128 × 128 (8 bits). Our blockautoregressive PixelPyramids yield better density estimates compared to the multiscale ParallelWavelet, which applies a PixelCNN at every pyramid level to the subimages in pixel space. This shows the advantage of our Paired Pyramid representation,
including that it can be modeled well with only a partially autoregressive structure of
the Conv-LSTM (see also Tab. 7.4). While SPNs still show better density estimates for
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(a) Random samples from 5-bit LSUN Bedroom(b) Random samples from 5-bit LSUN tower (128 ×
128).
(128 × 128).

(c) Random samples from 5-bit LSUN church out-(d) Random samples from 8-bit ImageNet (128 ×
door (128 × 128).
128).

Figure 7.7. Random samples from our PixelPyramids model on different datasets.

bits/dim. (↓)

Method
PixelPyramids

0.61

PixelPyramids (no modulo difference)

0.76

PixelPyramids (non-autoregressive, nsqueeze = 0)

0.83

PixelPyramids (nsqueeze = 1)

0.62

PixelPyramids (nsqueeze = 2)

0.61

PixelPyramids (nsqueeze = 3)

0.61

Table 7.4. Model ablations on CelebA (256 × 256).

this dataset, they are fully autoregressive in the spatial dimensions as well as for the
image values, making them not scalable.
One of the main advantages of our approach is its applicability to high-resolution
images. WaveletFlow is the only previous work based on exact inference that reports
density estimates on 8-bit images of CelebA-HQ (1024 × 1024). PixelPyramids yield a
new state of the art where density estimates are improved to ∼44 % of the bits/dim
obtained with WaveletFlow, i. e. from 1.34 bits/dim to 0.58 bits/dim (Tab. 7.3). This
large gain can be attributed to the ease of modeling the fine components from the
Paired Pyramid representation compared to the scale-specific representations from
the Haar wavelet. Moreover, at every level the Conv-LSTMs model the local structure
in the scale-specific representations of our approach compared to WaveletFlow, which
builds upon non-autoregressive models like Glow.
Note that the Paired Pyramid and consequently PixelPyramids have limited applicability to low-resolution images, e. g. CIFAR10 (Krizhevsky and Hinton, 2009),
as they yield fine components with similar (high) entropy as the original image (see
supp. mat.).
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Figure 7.8. Contribution of each pyramid level to density estimates under the model (red) and the
percentage of pixels (blue).

ablation studies. To validate the advantage of encoding densities with multiscale low-entropy modulo differences, we compare against a baseline variant without
the modulo difference, where the joint pixel distribution is decomposed similar
to a regular image pyramid as p(I0 ) = p(I L ) ∏iL=1 p(Ii0 | Ii ); all other model details
remain unchanged. We term this PixelPyramids (no modulo difference). From Tab. 7.4, we
observe a clear drop in performance from 0.61 bits/dim to 0.76 bits/dim, indicating
that the images Ii0 have complex structural dependencies, which are difficult to model
with a computationally inexpensive partially autoregressive structure. This shows the
benefit of the low-entropy modulo difference for generative modeling.
Furthermore, PixelPyramids (non-autoregressive) shows the importance of modeling
local spatial dependencies at each level. To assess this, we use nsqueeze = 0 squeeze
operations, which effectively disables the Conv-LSTM. Without the partial autoregressive structure, the model cannot encode the local dependencies (cf. Fig. 7.1), leading
to a clear performance drop from 0.61 bits/dim to 0.83 bits/dim. This highlights
that the combination of a low-entropy representation and a partial autoregressive
structure is an important design choice for effective density estimation.
Finally, we analyze the effect of varying the number of squeeze operations, nsqueeze ,
which essentially regulates the sequential dependencies modeled by the Conv-LSTM
in our framework. We observe that the density estimates improve significantly from
0.83 bits/dim to 0.62 bits/dim with a single squeeze operation, and improve further
by 0.01 bits/dim with the default of two squeeze operations. nsqueeze = 3 leads
to no additional benefit, since nsqueeze = 2 already implies a fully-autoregressive
modeling at higher pyramid levels with limited spatial resolution, which have the
most complex dependency structure (cf. Figs. 7.4 and 7.8). Furthermore, the higher
resolution levels containing the vast majority of pixels have low density estimates
under the model with nsqueeze = 2 compared to pixels at lower resolution levels
(Fig. 7.8). This demonstrates the sufficiency of modeling local dependencies at higher
resolutions in PixelPyramids.
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Figure 7.9. Super-resolution with PixelPyramids resizing a 128 × 128 image to 1024 × 1024 on
the 8-bit CelebA-HQ (1024 × 1024).

image synthesis. Qualitative image synthesis results on the 5-bit CelebA (256 ×
256, Fig. 7.5), 8-bit CelebA (1024 × 1024, Fig. 7.6), 5-bit LSUN (bedroom, tower, and
church outdoor; 128 × 128), as well as 8-bit ImageNet (128 × 128) datasets (Fig. 7.7)
show the ability of our PixelPyramids to generate high-quality, diverse samples
of high resolution. Since the sampling step involves the inverse transformation of
Eq. (7.3), cyclic shifts of pixel values can occur if sampled values fall in the vicinity
of 0 or 255. This leads to occasional pixel-level outliers (also noticeable in Fig. 7.6 as
red salt & pepper noise). This could be resolved by replacing outlier pixels with the
median of their neighborhood. We provide additional analyses in the supplemental
material.
computational cost. The computational efficiency of our model is shown
in Tab. 7.5. All the experiments are performed on a single Nvidia TITAN X GPU.
The number of parameters of PixelPyramids is similar to that of Glow and MaCoW.
Despite having more parameters than WaveletFlow, the training speed of our model
is of the same order, owing to its fully convolutional architecture at every level.
Our block-autoregressive structure provides efficient sampling speeds compared
even to flow-based models, which already allow for fast sampling. Moreover, our
sampling speeds are orders of magnitude faster than fully autoregressive models. Thus,
PixelPyramids provide both a computationally efficient setup and accurate density
estimation.
super-resolution. Similar to WaveletFlow (Yu et al., 2020), we show qualitatively the applicability of PixelPyramids for super-resolution without any explicit
task-specific learning (Fig. 7.9). Given the low-resolution coarse image, the fine com‡ The sampling speed of SPN could not be reported due to the nonavailability of an official implementation.
Therefore, the sampling speed of PixelCNN++ with 0.67 bits/dim and same order of sampling speed
(our implementation reproducing results on CIFAR10) is included as reference.

7.5 conclusion

Method

Params

PixelCNN++ (Salimans et al., 2017)

70 M

SPN‡

(Menick and Kalchbrenner, 2019)

50 M

Glow (Kingma and Dhariwal, 2018)

171 M

MaCoW (Ma et al., 2019b)

177 M

WaveletFlow (Yu et al., 2020)
PixelPyramids

52 M
166 M

Training Speed

Sampling Speed

1.35 ± 0.10 × 102

6.00 ± 0.02 × 106

1.79 ± 0.10 × 103

5.31 ± 0.34 × 102

× 101

9.98 ± 0.86 × 102

–

–

1.47 ± 0.20

1.98 ± 0.16 × 101

–

4.34 ± 0.20 × 102

7.00 ± 0.10 × 101

Table 7.5. Comparison of training and sampling speeds (ms/image) on CelebA-HQ (256 × 256)
with 100 random seeds.

ponents are iteratively generated to obtain the high-resolution output. The integration
of PixelPyramids with methods for probabilistic super-resolution (Lugmayr et al.,
2020) is an interesting direction of future research.
7.5

conclusion

We present PixelPyramids, a novel and computationally efficient block-autoregressive
framework for estimating densities and synthesis of high-resolution images. We show
that multi-scale lossless representations obtained from Paired Pyramids, consisting of
low-entropy fine components, provide for an easier to model localized dependency
structure. This makes exact inference computationally efficient through partial autoregressive connections. Our framework provides a promising direction for extending
exact inference models to high-resolution datasets.
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The goal of this thesis was to develop generative approaches to model representations of the highly multimodal distributions of images and text as well as of complex
imagery. In the first part of the thesis, we addressed the challenges for multimodal
learning of the image-text distributions and developed state-of-the-art deep generative approaches to model the joint representations of images and text. In the second
part of the thesis, we looked beyond the application of deep generative models to
cross-domain distributions and introduced powerful deep generative models with
exact inference for complex pixel distributions. In this chapter, we summarize our
contributions and provide an overview of interesting directions for future research.
8.1

contributions

8.1.1 Cross-domain image-text representations
In the following, we recap our contributions to generative frameworks for encoding
the cross-domain distribution of images and text.
structured latent space with domain-specific information and improved generalization abilities. We developed models that map the representations of each domain to the latent space independently of complementary
information from the other domain. The deep generative approaches, particularly,
WAEs and VAEs are extended to a joint multimodal framework for learning semantically continuous latent representations of each input modality. The joint generative
framework offers various advantages. It preserves the structural information of the input representations in each modality and also allows the incorporation of information
that may be missing in the other modality, resulting in embeddings that generalize
across datasets. To this end, our first approach in Chapter 3 introduced a novel
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semi-supervised joint Wasserstein autoencoder framework for modeling continuous
multimodal representations of images and text. The domain-specific autoencoders
with Gaussian regularization that is shared across domains better capture the semantic structure and ensure compatible continuity in latent representations of the two
distributions compared to the image-text matching approaches where the learned
representations are based only on the supervision from the paired training data. Generalization capability of our approach across datasets is well demonstrated through
the retrieval experiments for cross-domain generalization. Yet another advantage of
our approach is that it can easily combine limited labeled data with unsupervised
data to align the latent spaces of images and text. Having established the importance
of preserving the heterogeneous structure of the data in the latent space, in Chapter 4
we constructed a more expressive latent space structure. The latent dimensions constrained by supervised information from paired data encode the common semantics
across images and text. The diversity within the image and text distributions are represented in the residual latent dimensions, thus preserving domain-specific variation.
The semi-supervised framework resolves the ambiguities of the joint distributions
and facilitates diverse bi-directional many-to-many mappings.
novel factorization of the latent spaces to capture the heterogenous and multimodal structure of the data. Gaussian priors encoding
highly multimodal distributions, e. g. of images and text, result in rigid constraints
on the latent space structure and limit the representational power of the model in
grasping the structure of the true distribution. To overcome this, in Chapter 4 we
proposed a novel factorization of the latent space consisting of the shared component
which leverages supervision from the paired data and the domain-specific components for each of the distribution of images and text. The domain-specific components
encode the residual information conditioned on the shared information, unique
to each domain. Formulation of the data-dependent and non-volume preserving
transformations with normalizing flows resulting in multimodal priors preserves
the heterogeneous structure of the data in the latent space. This is demonstrated
through our experiments for bi-directional synthesis showing that our latent space can
effectively model data-dependent priors, which enable highly accurate and diverse
generated samples of images or text. A step further, to represent the true multimodality of the distribution of images and text, we introduced context-object split latent
space where for an image, the contextual descriptions are encoded independent of
the object information. In addition to annotated paired data, the model leverages
diverse contextual descriptions from captions of images that share similar contextual
information. This encodes the differences in human captions that can be attributed
to the many ways of describing the contexts leading to increased multimodality in
the latent space. One of the main contributions of this formulation is that it is the
first framework extending a setup for diverse captioning to previously unseen (novel)
objects in images.
beyond limited training data to model the variability in texts. In
Chapter 5 we addressed the challenges and limitations of prior work (Aneja et al.,
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2019; Mahajan et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2017b) in exploiting image-text relationships
apart from those available from paired training data. We proposed context-based
pseudo supervision where contextual descriptions are extracted from the captions in
the COCO dataset by removing the object information. These contextual descriptions
are leveraged to describe the context of various images in the dataset which occur in
similar contexts. To effectively encode the multimodality of the true distribution with
the pseudo captions, a novel COS-CVAE variational framework is developed with
the context-object split latent space. This leads to increased diversity in the generated
captions.
8.1.2 Exact inference models for images
Our research exploits the synergies in deep generative modeling of image-text distributions and complex imagery. Model performance in both the scenarios heavily
depends on efficiently modeling the dependency structure of the input distributions
in the learned representations. To this end, we developed exact inference models for
complex image distributions which yield state-of-the-art density estimates and high
visual fidelity in a computationally efficient setup. Within this research theme, we
enlist the following contributions.
improved representational power with novel sequential dependency
structure. Prior work on normalizing flows with the ability to scale to high
dimensional imagery (Kingma and Dhariwal, 2018) formulates a multi-level architecture where half the dimensions are instantiated as a Gaussian at every level and
do not undergo further transformations limiting their representational capacity. In
Chapter 6, we addressed this limitation through complex autoregressive priors. The
proposed mAR prior is modeled as a conditional distribution at each level where it
autoregressively factorizes along the channel dimensions. Conv-LSTMs are harnessed
to model the long-range dependency structure along the channel dimensions. Spatial
dependencies are further captured by stacking multiple layers of the Conv-LSTM
with a wide receptive field. Based on our experiments for density estimation and
image synthesis where our proposed mAR-SCF approach improves the estimated
density as well as sample quality, we establish the importance of complex priors for
building efficient exact inference models.
Continuing our research to improve the representational capabilities of the exact
inference models, we proposed a block-autoregressive exact inference approach to
encode the discrete joint distribution of pixels in images in Chapter 7. In particular, we
leveraged Paired Pyramids for the lossless image coding scheme with a low-entropy
multiscale representation to encode images in a coarse-to-fine manner where the
conditional generative model at each pyramid scale is conditioned on the coarse(r)
image from the previous level. U-Net architecture (Ronneberger et al., 2015) is utilized
to provide for the global context from the coarser scales to the conditional generative
model for the fine components at each scale. Furthermore, we apply Conv-LSTM
to model the spatial dependencies within the fine components. This results in a
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powerful block-autoregressive approach that can model the dependency structure of
high-resolution imagery as demonstrated by our results for density estimation on
CelebA-HQ dataset.
computational efficiency. One of the advantages of the current normalizing
flows (Dinh et al., 2017; Kingma and Dhariwal, 2018) over autoregressive models
(Oord et al., 2016a; b) is that it provides for efficient sampling. To improve the
representational power of these models without giving up on the sampling speed, we
introduced our novel mAR prior with a meticulously designed sequential dependency
structure along the channel dimensions. The spatial dimensions within the channel
are conditionally independent of each other. This results in O( N ) steps required
to sample an image of spatial resolution N and C channels instead of O( N 2 ) steps
required by purely autoregressive models.
Our block-autoregressive approach in Chapter 7 conditions the fine components
at each scale on the coarser scales resulting in a more localized spatial dependency
structure, especially as we go to higher resolutions in the pyramid. Specifically, the
spatial correlations of the fine components are less at the computationally challenging
higher resolution levels than at the computationally lighter lower resolution levels.
Thus, long-range dependencies at each scale can be modeled with fewer autoregressive
steps in a computationally efficient setup. The conditional generative model of the fine
component at every scale is independent of those at the other scales. Thus conditional
generative models at different scales can be trained in parallel. Moreover, the worst
case number of steps required to sample an image of spatial resolution N is O(log N ).
improved visual fidelity and sample quality. The complex priors in
the latent space of the normalizing flows as formalized in our mAR-SCF model
in Chapter 6 achieves better sample quality on benchmark datasets like CIFAR10
(Krizhevsky and Hinton, 2009), and ImageNet (Oord et al., 2016b) with more clearly
defined objects compared to the flow-based approaches of Ho et al. (2019) and
Kingma and Dhariwal (2018) without our mAR prior. Our mAR-SCF model better
captures long-range correlations with improved sample quality which closes the gap
in comparison to adversarial approaches like Radford et al. (2016) and Wei et al.
(2018).
Furthermore, the block-autoregressive approach, PixelPyramids presented in Chapter 7 formulates the fine components at different scales conditionally independent
of each other that can be trained in parallel. This makes the model practical for
density estimation and synthesis of high-resolution images. The approach achieves
high-quality image synthesis not only on the standard image datasets including
CelebA-HQ (Karras et al., 2018), LSUN (Yu et al., 2015), and ImageNet (Oord et al.,
2016b) but also on the high-resolution 1024 × 1024 CelebA-HQ dataset.

8.2 future work and outlook

8.2

future work and outlook

Despite the progress made in the area of multimodal representation learning for
image-text distributions or for complex imagery, it is still challenging to achieve
human-level performance in terms of both accuracy and diversity. In this section, we
outline the future perspectives in line with the focus areas of this thesis.
combining controllability and diversity. The ability to generate controllable captions is of interest to provide personalized content to users as they interact
with AI-enabled systems. Controllable image captioning generates descriptions of
images based on control signals which range from enforcing part-of-speech ordering
(Deshpande et al., 2019) to encoding relationships between the objects (Chen et al.,
2021). The diversity in these models is achieved by constraining the captions on
different input control signals. This task also extends to stylized image captioning
where the captions vary in linguistic styles depending upon the input style. To achieve
controllable image captioning with diversity using deep generative models, there is
an interplay between the amount of diversity and the level of control for generating
the captions. This makes it challenging to combine controllability with a framework
for diverse generation where the two objectives compete with each other. In Klein
et al. (2021), we encoded controllable style information in the latent space based
on the COCO attributes (Patterson and Hays, 2016) to reflect the style present in
the image rather than an explicitly provided style vector, which might not be representative of the true content of the image. Our work, however, does not extend to
scenarios that could leverage multiple style cues to generate a caption e. g. in the
form of variations in activities or emotions of objects. In Chapter 4 our approach
encodes domain-specific variations in the latent space without explicitly designing
the type of information encoded in the modality-specific latent space. One of the
ways to accomplish controllability with diverse synthesis is to build factorized or
hierarchical latent spaces with different control signals. One of the research questions
that one can ask when designing such an approach could pertain to formalizing the
variations in the visual or textual data with a holistic definition of the style that holds
across modalities under consideration. For instance, certain control signals can be
characteristic of text modality such as variations in linguistic styles; the variations in
object orientation or pose could represent constraints for image modality.
scaling beyond two modalities. Our approaches utilize domain-specific
autoencoders to encode the structural information from each of the domains and to
account for missing modalities. Various approaches have considered diverse synthesis
for other modalities such as audio conditioned on text (Oord et al., 2018). However,
naively scaling our current formulations to more than two modalities would require
additional domain-specific autoencoders, resulting in computationally expensive
approaches. An interesting direction to pursue in multimodal learning is therefore to
design efficient architectures or strategies so that the models can readily scale and
encode information beyond that available from two domains.
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cross-domain learning with exact inference. Distributions of images
and text follow different generative processes. Images are represented in a continuous
domain while representations of text are discrete. Dense representations of text are
obtained from LSTM or GRU to be used as a continuous signal which cannot directly
map the dense embeddings back to the discrete space of vocabulary. Extending
multimodal representation learning for cross-domain data in an exact inference
framework provides a novel research direction where we can directly maximize
the exact likelihood of the joint distributions. Recent advances in normalizing flows
which cater to discrete distributions (Hoogeboom et al., 2019b) can serve as a potential
starting point to represent text when learning such a multimodal representation. One
of the caveats here is the integration of ambiguities in the two domains with many-tomany relationships. These cross-domain exact inference models could pave the way
to computationally efficient techniques for multimodal learning.
disentanglement of multimodal latent spaces for data augmentation. It is well established that vision and language models are prone to dataset
biases (Antol et al., 2015). Prior work has attempted to address this issue by adding
more annotations to the existing datasets (Hendricks et al., 2018). However, dataset
collection and annotation can be a resource-intensive and expensive process. In Chapter 5 we take a different approach to reduce the bias by introducing context-based
pseudo supervision. One of the research directions to further resolve the limitations
associated with dataset biases is developing deep generative models with structured
and disentangled latent spaces. The disentangled latent spaces of the generative
models can enable e. g. to edit scene semantics, in cross-domain datasets allowing
for multimodal data augmentation to address the dataset bias. With multimodal data
augmentation, one can generate more samples for the under-represented (long-tail)
concepts. If the dataset contains image-text pairs where men are generally snowboarding, editing the object ‘person’ in the disentangled latent space, allows for generating
a dataset with women on the snowboard.
alternatives to object detectors and generalization to real-world
scenarios with novel objects. We evaluated the generalization capabilities
of our approaches for domain generalization (where the approach is trained on one
dataset e. g. COCO and assessed on another dataset e. g. Flickr30k) and captioning
for novel objects (cf. Chapters 3 and 5). Since then, benchmarks like nocaps (Agrawal
et al., 2019) have been introduced to further the research into generalizable models.
Although our work in Chapter 5 can yield diverse and accurate captions for images
with novel objects, it still relies on object detectors which also have a limited number
of classes. Deployment of vision-language models in real-world scenarios remains
challenging since detectors cannot handle all object classes and one is likely to
encounter previously unseen classes outside the model vocabulary. During training,
if the model has seen a class ‘horse’ and is supposed to identify a previously unseen
class ‘zebra’ in the wild, it should have the ability to recognize the object as ‘a
horse-like animal with black and white stripes’.

8.2 future work and outlook

extension of the variational framework with strong decoders. The
primary contributions of the deep generative modeling approaches pursued in this
thesis have been to encode the multimodal structure of the input distributions with
sophisticated factorizations of the latent space (cf. Chapters 4 and 5) or by introducing
complex priors in the latent space (cf. Chapters 4 and 6). The generative autoencoders
for image pipelines build upon CNNs or object detectors like Faster-RCNN (Ren
et al., 2015), and that of text are based on GRUs. Recently, transformer-based models (Vaswani et al., 2017) have evolved and have been pushing the state of the art
in CV (Dosovitskiy et al., 2021) and NLP (Devlin et al., 2018). Transformers have
also been extended to cross-domain settings, where the input vision and language
representations are mapped to a joint embedding space (Chen et al., 2020). These
approaches have been successfully applied in a deterministic setting to tasks such as
visual question answering (Antol et al., 2015), visual commonsense reasoning (Zellers
et al., 2019), referring expressions (Kazemzadeh et al., 2014), and caption-based image
retrieval (Young et al., 2014). One of the avenues that remain unexplored is how
the performance of these potentially rich class of transformer models transfers to
generative approaches for diversity in the generated samples. For diverse image captioning, one of the associated challenges is that NLP transformers can serve as strong
decoders and therefore, would potentially ignore the latent variables completely when
generating captions for the image. To develop accurate and diverse transformer-based
generative approaches, it is crucial to carefully design the factorization in the latent
space for transformers. Along similar lines, transformers can be integrated with
our exact inference framework to get rich feature maps from the coarse images. For
instance, the global context of the coarser scales in Chapter 7 currently modeled with
U-Net architecture (Ronneberger et al., 2015) can be extended with more modern
neural architectures with a wide receptive field.
reliable metrics for assessment of accuracy and diversity. Reliable
evaluation of diverse samples for accuracy and diversity is one of the major challenges
currently common to the generative approaches for cross-domain as well as image
distributions. Oracle evaluation scores the top sentence and is evaluated for a limited
number of sentences per image, and is further averaged across the test set. Thus,
to achieve a high oracle score, the model needs to put a high probability mass on
the likely captions for an image without relying on “chance”. Consensus re-ranking
(cf. Chapters 4 and 5) method, considered a more realistic evaluation protocol for
accuracy, finds the nearest neighbors in the training set for a test image leveraging
a joint embedding space and is upper bounded by the oracle score. The captions of
the neighbors are then used to rank the captions sampled for the test image. The
evaluation score for consensus re-ranking depends on the choice of the embedding
network. Stronger embedding networks for finding nearest neighbors would yield
potentially more trustworthy scores. This would also be beneficial to close the gap
between oracle performance and consensus re-ranking. Of course, for a fair comparison, one would need the same embedding network across approaches. Additionally,
the diversity metrics considered in prior work (Aneja et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2017b)
and consequently in this thesis consider the overlap of n-grams and are limited in
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measuring the semantic relevance and fluency of the generated sentences. These
metrics have also been found to correlate less with human judgment on the quality of
generated captions (Wang and Chan, 2019). Novel metrics are therefore required to
faithfully assess the performance of captioning models for diverse generations.
Evaluation metrics for deep generative models for image generation also have their
limitations. FID and IS are the widely used methods for evaluating the realism and
diversity of the generated images. We noted in Chapter 2 that IS is biased towards the
ImageNet dataset and determines the performance based on the Inception V3 model.
This makes the evaluation unreliable on other datasets. Moreover, computation of the
FID metric makes a Gaussian assumption on the distribution of feature maps, which
might not hold in practice. The two aforementioned metrics do not necessarily correlate with human evaluation across datasets. To advance the field of deep generative
modeling, it is important to have trustworthy evaluation strategies.
applicability of semantically rich representations to visual scene
understanding. In the thesis, we argued that our joint generative approaches
yield semantically rich latent spaces capturing the underlying structure of the heterogeneous distributions. Besides, in Chapter 1, we pointed to the importance of
cross-domain tasks for learning joint representations. The semi-supervised deep generative frameworks developed in this thesis utilized specific tasks such as bi-directional
retrieval or generation to incorporate supervision from the paired data. An important
research question that arises concerning the applicability of these models in CV is if
these learned representations serve as an important informative signal in other tasks
for visual scene understanding. For instance, the multimodal representations from
our frameworks can be leveraged for tasks such as visual question answering (Antol
et al., 2015) to generate multiple plausible answers.
Semantic segmentation is yet another topic in CV where the semantically rich
embeddings could be utilized to correctly discover object occurances in novel scenarios.
The multimodal embedding representing an image-text pair where the text describes
the object and its count could provide cues regarding the type of object in the image
and the number of instances of the object, thus serving as a weak supervision signal
to segment previously unseen objects.
Another important scenario where the embeddings from our latent spaces can
be useful is for recognizing manipulated content on the internet. Content on various social media websites is accompanied by their descriptions. Given that one of
the modalities has been modified to create “fake” content, we can find a semantic
mismatch using our multimodal embedding space (Tan et al., 2020). Given that embeddings with similar semantic information across modalities should have similar
representation in the joint embedding space, a mismatch of the embeddings would
provide a good indication if the content is manipulated.

Part III
APPENDIX

A
S U P P L E M E N TA L M AT E R I A L F O R C H A P T E R 3

a.1

jwae with limited supervision

To show the effectiveness of our jWAE in minimally supervised settings, we perform
additional experiments with limited labeled data in the training set, specifically with
25% and 50% of the labeled data. If applicable, the rest of the data is included in
an unpaired fashion for semi-/unsupervised learning. We observe that compared
to standard supervised methods for learning joint embeddings of images and text
(Faghri et al., 2018a), our semi-supervised approach performs better under different
levels of supervision, highlighting the benefit of the semantic continuity from the joint
Gaussian regularization. We observe that the accuracy gap widens as we decrease the
supervision level, e. g.from 7.4% to 10.2% points as we decrease the supervision from
50% to 25% on Flickr30k (cf. Fig. A.1).
Tab. A.1 shows the effect of training with limited supervision using region-based
features and attention. Our variant of SCAN (Lee et al., 2018), i. e. SCAN+jWAEMH, outperforms SCAN by 3.4% and 1.3% on COCO and Flickr30k, respectively.
Since the basic SCAN is trained with 36 image regions per image, which effectively
increases the number of training points, SCAN performs reasonably well even at 25%
supervision. Adding our jWAE on top increases the robustness to limited supervision
further. Moreover, further decreasing the supervision to 5%, the top-1 recall of SCAN
drops to 42.0% while for SCAN+jWAE-MH the top-1 recall remains high at 54.3% on
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Figure A.1. Comparison of a standard supervised loss (MH) and the proposed semi-supervised
jWAE under limited supervison: (left) Flickr30k; (right) COCO.
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Figure A.2. Percentage gain in top-5 recall with the proposed jWAE-MSE over the MSE
baseline under limited supervision with 50% and 25% of the labeled data: (left) Flickr30k;
(right) COCO.
COCO

Flickr30k

Method(ResNet+GRU) (label %)

R@1

R@5

R@1

R@5

SCAN (Lee et al., 2018) (25%)

55.9

86.5

45.9

72.6

SCAN (Lee et al., 2018) (5%)

42.0

84.3

–

–

SCAN+jWAE-MH (25%)

59.3

88.3

47.2

75.0

SCAN+jWAE-MH (5%)

54.3

87.0

–

–

Table A.1. Comparison of SCAN and SCAN-jWAE under limited supervision.

the COCO dataset. This highlights the improved generalization performance of our
jWAE framework at different supervision levels.
We also compare against other methods that rely on additional unsupervised
information, particularly the unsupervised autoencoder reconstruction loss combined
with supervised MSE-based alignment, but without the Gaussian regularization
(MSE). The top-5 recall of our jWAE-MSE method is higher compared to the semisupervised MSE baseline by 2.6% and 3.2% points on average for Flickr30k at 50% and
25% supervision, respectively. Similarly for the COCO dataset, the top-5 recall is 2.8%
and 3.1% points higher compared to MSE at 50% and 25% supervision, respectively,
as shown in Fig. A.2. The difference in recall at a particular supervision level between
our method and the baseline increases with decreasing labeled data. This shows that
encouraging continuity in the latent spaces helps to better align similar encoded
representations and can be harnessed in learning cross-modal concepts even when
supervised information is limited.

A.2 network architecture
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Figure A.3. Architecture of CITE (Plummer et al., 2018) with our joint Wasserstein autoencoder.

a.2

network architecture

a.2.1 Cross-modal retrieval
image pipeline. The input representations obtained from VGG-19 or ResNet-152
are fed into our joint Wasserstein autoencoder. The image encoder takes 4096 inputs
(2048 for ResNet-152), which are fully connected to a hidden layer of 2048 nodes. The
encoder outputs into a d-dimensional latent space. The decoder is symmetric to the
encoder. We apply ReLU nonlinearities after the hidden layer in both encoder and
decoder.
text pipeline. We use a similar network with one hidden layer for the text
encoder. For 300-dimensional sentence inputs, the hidden encoder layer is of dimensionality 1024, and the latent layer has 256 dimensions. The same latent dimensionality
is chosen for the image pipeline. The decoder network is again symmetric to the
encoder. We apply ReLU nonlinearities after the hidden layer in the encoder and the
decoder. When using high-dimensional HGLMM features, we set the hidden layer
size to 3000 and use a 512 (1024)-dimensional latent space for jWAE-MSE (jWAE-MH).
For GRU, the dimension of word embeddings is 300. Starting with one-hot coded
vectors, the GRU encoder consists of an embedding layer, a bidirectional GRU layer,
and a fully connected layer with dimensionality 1800. The GRU decoder has a
fully connected layer and a uni-directional GRU layer. Word dropout regulates the
dependence of the prediction of a word in a sentence on the preceding ground truth
sequence. To obtain a latent encoding that is representative of the sentence, we set the
word dropout rate to 0.2 in the decoder.
discriminator network. We use a three layer discriminator network on the
latent spaces of each pipeline. The sizes of the layers are chosen as 256, 256, and 2,
respectively. We use leaky ReLU activations between all the layers.
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Text

Ground truth image

Retrieved image with jWAE-MSE

A man using his laptop computer while a cat sits on his
lap.

A pizza and grapes sit on a
tray next to a drink.

A bath room with a toilet a
sink and a mirror.

A kitchen with a stove, oven,
and refrigerator.

A slice of chocolate cake
with dark chocolate icing.

a no skate boarders sign on
the side of the road.

Table A.2. Given a caption, examples of images retrieved by our method that did not match
the ground truth. While they are clearly incorrect, they bear a semantic relation to the ground
truth.

A.3 cross-modal retrieval results

a.2.2 Phrase localization
The encoder of the image pipeline passes the 4096-dimensional inputs through two
fully connected layers, with 2048 hidden nodes and a 512-dimensional latent space.
For the text pipeline, the 6000-dimensional input features are also passed through
two fully connected layers, again with 2048 hidden nodes and 512 latent dimensions.
The decoders are symmetric to the encoders. We apply ReLU nonlinearities after
the hidden layer in the encoder and the decoder. For the discriminator network,
we set the size of the three fully connected layers to 384, 256, and 2, respectively.
Leaky ReLU nonlinearities are applied to the outputs of first and second layer. The
last layer is a linear layer. In Fig. A.3, we show CITE (Plummer et al., 2018) built
upon our jWAE framework. The inputs to the image pipeline are 4101 dimensional
with 4096-dimensional VGG-19 features and 5 spatial location features. Gaussian
constraints are applied to the features from image and text pipeline before applying
an elementwise product.
a.3

cross-modal retrieval results

We provide some examples for the cases where our method does not retrieve the
correct image for text-to-image retrieval (cf. Tab. A.2). We observe that the retrieved
images have similar concepts as the ground truth image. Without requiring any
supervised information on image-image similarity, our jWAE is able to align similar
concepts in images. This also shows that apart from the ground truth captions of the
images, a caption can explain many images in the dataset. In Tab. A.3 we include
results for image-to-text retrieval for jWAE-MSE showing that our method is able to
recover relevant captions for a given image.
generalization across datasets. In Tab. A.4 and Tab. A.5, we show additional examples for a model trained on COCO and tested on the Flickr30k dataset.
We observe that our jWAE retrieves semantically more relevant images (texts) for
a given text (image) compared to the competing method. This shows that for good
generalization performance of the embeddings, semantic continuity in the latent
representations is desirable.
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Image

Retrieved text with jWAE-MSE

•
•
•
•

A couple of men that are walking around on some grass.
Two men are playing with a toy in a wooded area.
A couple of men standing on top of a lush green forest.
A group of young men and women sitting at a table.

•
•
•
•

Painting of oranges, a bowl, candle, and a pitcher.
Four boats with people carrying lots of bananas and other foods.
A couple of people in boats with food.
Painting of a table with fruit on top of it.

•
•
•
•

A man riding skis down a snow covered slope.
A person on skis going down a snow covered hill.
A person turning while skiing down a snowy hill.
A lady snow skiing on flat ground

•
•
•
•

Some purple bananas and other fruits are together.
Some purple bananas sitting between apples and some squash.
A pile of black bananas and other fruit.
Assorted fruit on display at a fruit market.

•
•
•
•

A kitchen with cookies in the oven baking.
A white oven with cookies being baked inside.
an oven with a pan of cookies baking inside it.
The cookies are inside an oven in the kitchen.

• Foreign stop sign, possibly in Sanskrit or Cambodian script, with nice tree
and water background, off-white property wall typical of India or southeast Asia.
• A stop sign in a foreign language by a body of water.
• A stop sign posted in a foreign language.
• A stop sign has a language that is not English.

Table A.3. Examples of the top-4 captions retrieved for a given image by the proposed
jWAE-MSE. Captions that do not match the ground truth are shown in bold.

A.3 cross-modal retrieval results

Text

Matched images with supervised
method (Wang et al., 2019)

Retrieved image with jWAE-MSE

Two race cars are going
down a racetrack bend.

Two women playing beach
volleyball are jumping in the
air for the ball.

Several cyclists make their
way through a rutted field,
as a cameraman films.

A hockey goalie stands in
front of the net at the ready.

A woman in white is holding
a blue umbrella and walking
in the rain.

Spray obscures the face and
torso of the paddle wielding
man in the red kayak.

A line of people are biking
down a road.

Table A.4. Examples of images retrieved for a given sentence on Flickr30k based on embeddings trained on COCO.
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Image

Supervised approach (Wang et al.,
2019)

Ours (jWAE-MSE)

• People are at a costume party.
• A group of parents are sitting at an
outdoor assembly.
• A group of friends working on a
quilt.
• A decorative plate with a piece of
cake on it.

• A crowd of people in colorful
dresses.
• Many ethnic people in multicolored
robes gather for an event.
• A string instrument band and chorus
singers rehearsing.
• A crowd of women wearing multiple different colors is entering a stone
structure.

• A snowboarder soars through the air.
• A stuffed bear with goggled on wearing snow skies.
• This is a skier getting some nice
jumps in.
• A young girl with her bike.

• A snowboarder soars through the air.
• A snowboarder is doing a big jump
and is in the air.
• Somebody is skiing down a mountain.
• skier in red pants skiing down a
slope.

• People at a supermarket checkout.
• A person wearing a hat made out of
yellow bananas.
• Two men in orange construction hats
are guiding a cart full of brick stones.
• A man with two kids looking at pictures on a camera.

• A man is standing in the aisle of a
grocery store and staring at the cereal selection.
• A customer at the checkout of a grocery store.
• A busy store full of people shopping
at the store.
• A man with a shopping cart is studying the shelves in a supermarket
aisle.

• A soccer player is kicking the ball.
• White and red striped bus riding
through a city at night.
• A man in a blue apron in a kitchen.
• A young boy carrying a large soccer
ball with a soccer feild in the background.

• A soccer player is running while kicking a ball.
• A man in blue plays soccer.
• Two girls on separate teams fighting
for a soccer ball.
• Two girls fight for the soccer ball
while playing soccer on the grass.

• A man jumping down a hill in a
forested park.
• A man jumps off a hill.
• A man sits on a field near a backpack.
• A zoo keeper tending to an elephant’s mouth.

• Mountain bike riders on a dirt trail.
• Woman on bicycle riding down dirt
trail.
• Bicyclist riding on a dirt race course.
• Two women riding their bicycles
along a dirt road.

Table A.5. Examples of the top-4 captions retrieved for a given image on Flickr30k based on
embeddings trained on COCO.
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b.1

network architecture

We provide the details of the network architecture of Fig. 4.2.
image pipeline. The network consists of an image encoder built upon VGG-16.
4096-dimensional activations of input images are extracted from the fully-connected
layer of VGG-16. This is followed by a 2048-dimensional fully-connected layer with
ReLU activations. We then project it to the latent space with a 1056-dimensional
fully-connected layer. The image pipeline has d0 = dim zs = 992 and dim z0v = 64
dimensions. In the image decoder, we leverage the architecture of Zhang et al. (2019a)
to synthesize images of 64 × 64 or 256 × 256 dimensions. The input to the decoder has
dimensionality 1056. For the image generation experiments, we additionally apply
the discriminator of Zhang et al. (2019b) to the output of the image decoder.
text pipeline. We use a bidirectional GRU with two layers and a hidden size
of 1024 as text encoder. This outputs 1024-dimensional latent representations for
sentences. For text, dim z0t = 32. The text decoder is a LSTM with one layer and
hidden size of 512.

Figure B.1. Inference model of our approach (right) in comparison to the conditional variational
autoencoder of AG-CVAE (left; Wang et al., 2017b). AG-CVAE models only supervised
information in the latent dimensions. Our model encodes domain-specific variations in the
conditional priors z0v and z0t .
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Image

Caption

Image

Caption

• A woman holding an
umbrella while standing in the rain.
• A woman is holding
umbrella on the street
• A woman walking a
street with a umbrella
in the rain.
• A woman is holding an
umbrella while walking in the rain
• A woman walking
down a street while
holding an umbrella

• A woman standing in
front of a refrigerator
• Two people standing
together in a large
kitchen
• Two people are standing in a kitchen
counter.
• A family is preparing
food in a kitchen.
• A few people standing
in the kitchen at a table.

• A man is holding a tennis racket on the tennis
court.
• A tennis player about
to hit a tennis ball
• A man is playing tennis
with a racket on the tennis court.
• A man standing on a
tennis court is holding
a racket
• A man prepares to hit a
ball with tennis racket.

• A large clock tower
is in the middle of a
building.
• A tall building with a
clock tower in front of
a building.
• A clock tower in the
sky with a clock on top.
• A tall building with a
clock on top.
• A tall clock tower with
a clock tower on it.

Table B.1. Example captions generated by our LNFMM model.

flow modules. Our network consists of two flow modules for conditional priors
on image and text domains and an invertible neural network to exchange supervised
information.
Invertible neural network for supervision ( f φs ): This invertible neural network consists
of 12 flow layers and input dimensionality of 992. Each flow consists of conditional
affine coupling layers followed by a switch layer (Dinh et al., 2015).
Latent flow for conditional prior on images ( f φv ): We map the 64 dimensions of the
image encodings from the image encoder to a Gaussian with normalizing flows with
16 layers of flow and 512 hidden channels. Each flow consists of conditional affine
coupling layers followed by a switch layer (Dinh et al., 2017).
Latent flow for conditional prior on texts ( f φt ): We map the 32 dimensions of the text
encodings from the text encoder to a Gaussian with normalizing flows with 16 layers
of flow and 1024 hidden channels. Each flow consists of a conditional activation
normalization layer followed by conditional affine coupling layers. Invertible 1 × 1
convolutions are applied to the output of the affine coupling layers, which is followed
by a switch layer (Kingma and Dhariwal, 2018).
b.2

diversity in image captioning

We show more qualitative examples of the captions generated by our LNFMM model
in Tab. B.1. The example captions show syntactic as well as semantic diversity.

B.3 text-to-image synthesis

Text

Sample
#1

Sample
#2

Sample
#3

Sample
#4

Ground-truth

LNFMM (Ours)

A person is
surfing in
the ocean.
A skier is
skiing
down a
snow slope.
A elephant
is shown
walking on
the grass.

Figure B.2. Example images generated by our LNFMM
model highlighting diversity.

b.3

Figure B.3. Text-conditioned samples closest to test image with
IvOM by our LNFMM.

text-to-image synthesis

We additionally show diverse images generated by our LNFMM model in Fig. B.2.
Our generated images can successfully capture the text semantics and also exhibit
image specific diversity, e. g. in style and orientation of objects. Furthermore, to show
that the latent space captures the joint distribution, we show the images generated by
our model with IvOM by finding a zv conditioned on the input text that is most likely
to have generated the test image. We show the images generated for the zv most likely
to have generated the image. Our generated samples in Fig. B.3 capture the details in
the images, showing that our LNFMM model learns powerful latent representations.
b.4

visualization of latent spaces

In Tab. B.2 we show the t-SNE (Maaten and Hinton, 2008) visualization of the latent
space of texts conditioned on an image. In the examples shown, we observe global
patterns like ‘table with foods’ across all captions of an image and local patterns in
clusters like ‘table with several’ or ‘a dinner table with’ showing image-conditioned
representation as well as domain-specific variation.
Similarly, in Tab. B.3 we can observe clusters in image space conditioned on texts.
Here again, we can observe global patterns like ‘close-up of food’ and local patterns
like ‘pizza’, ‘food with toppings, or ‘sandwiches’.
b.5

validation with human evaluation

In addition to validating the performance of our LNFMM method on image captioning
for accuracy in Tab. 4.1 and for diversity Tab. 4.3 with various measures, we conduct
a human evaluation of the quality of captions generated by our LNFMM approach
against Div-BS (Vijayakumar et al., 2018) for accuracy and diversity. We presented
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Image

Latent Space

Captions
• a table set with various different
foods.
• a table with several plates of food
items on it.
• a table with several plates and
various food items.
• a buffet table with plates full of
food items.
• a long table topped with food
and utensils.
• a wooden table topped with
plates filled with food.
• a dinner table with many dishes
and and food.
• a dinner table set with plates of
food.
• a dinner table with many dishes
and a meal.
• a baseball player hitting a baseball on a baseball field.
• a baseball player sliding to bat at
home plate.
• a baseball player swinging a bat
standing on a field.
• a baseball player swinging a bat
next to home plate.
• a batter swinging at a ball during
a game.
• a batter swinging a baseball bat
at a game.
• a baseball player is standing to
hit a ball.
• a baseball player hitting a ball
during a game.
• a baseball player swinging a bat
at a ball.
• baseball players and an umpire
waiting for a pitch.
• a baseball player a catcher is a
baseball game.
• a baseball player holding bat in
the batters box.

Table B.2. t-SNE visualization of the latent space of texts conditioned on an image. Example
captions clustered using k-means. Captions are color-coded based on corresponding clusters.

five captions each for a set of images and for each method to four human annotators.
The human annotators assessed the captions for accuracy and diversity on a scale
from 1 to 10. Here, accuracy is defined as how well the captions describe the details
in a given image and diversity can be syntactic diversity or semantic diversity.
In Fig. B.4 (left), the score for each image is the average score given by the four
annotators and Fig. B.4 (right) shows the scores for the captions of each image from
each annotator. Here, our findings are similar to those in Tab. 4.1 and Tab. 4.3. The
captions generated by Div-BS were assessed to have diversity scores in the range of
[5, 8], while the diversity scores fell into the range [7, 10] for our LNFMM method.
Furthermore, the accuracy of the captions of each image generated with our LNFMM

B.5 validation with human evaluation

Text

Latent Space

Generated Images

A pizza sitting on a pan on a table.

A man playing with a flying disc on the
grass.

Table B.3. t-SNE visualization of the latent space of images conditioned on a caption. Example
images clustered using k-means. Images are color-coded based on corresponding clusters.

was found to be better compared to Div-BS, thereby showing that LNFMM can
generate captions that are both diverse and accurate.
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Figure B.4. Comparison of accuracy and diversity scores of captions for images generated
with LNFMM (Ours) and DIV-BS (Vijayakumar et al., 2018): Scores for captions of an image
averaged across all annotators (left) and scores for all captions of an image for each annotator
(right). To make coinciding scores be easier to see, a small random jitter is added to each
human assessment.
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c.1

implementation details

The experiments for accuracy and diversity performed on the COCO dataset (Lin
et al., 2014) are trained for 88 epochs (70 000 iterations), following previous work
Anderson et al. (2018b). We use the SGD optimizer with a learning rate of 0.015,
o
momentum 0.9, and a weight decay of 0.001. The latent spaces zm
t and zt are each of
dimension 64. The image features v̄ are obtained by averaging the ResNet-101 features
of all the regions from Faster R-CNN (Ren et al., 2015), pre-trained on the Visual
Genome dataset (Krishna et al., 2017a) using the implementation of (Anderson et al.,
2018a). The text encoder, parameterized by θ m , encoding zm
t consists of a bidirectional
LSTM with a hidden size of 1024. The word dimension for the embedding layer is 300.
A linear layer is applied to project the output to a 64 dimensional space. The LSTM
takes as input at each timestep a concatenated vector of v̄ and the encoded sequence
in the forward direction as well as the reverse direction. Similarly, the text encoder,
parameterized by θ o , encoding zot consists of an LSTM with a hidden size of 1024. It
takes as input a concatenated vector of v̄ and the contextual representation zm
t at each
timestep. The final sequential latent output is obtained by applying a fully connected
layer of size 64 to the concatenation of the fixed hidden representation obtained from
the LSTM of qoθ , the contextual representation zm
t , and the output of the previous
timestep zot−1 . The sequential conditional Gaussian priors are implemented with
LSTM cells, parameterized by φm and φo , with hidden size 1024 and 256 respectively.
The LSTM cell encoding pφm takes as input the concatenation of the vectors v̄, xt−1 ,
o
and zm
t−1 . Similarly, the LSTM cell encoding pφ takes as input the concatenation of
o . The attention LSTM follows the parameterization
the vectors v̄, xt−1 , zm
,
and
z
t −1
t −1
of (Anderson et al., 2018b). The overall objective from Eqs. (5.2) and (5.8) of the main
thesis to be optimized is of the form

(1 − α) L( x, I ) + α L̂(ŷ, I )

→ max .
θ,φ

Here, the value of the regularization parameter α that controls the objective for pseudo
supervision is set to 0.2, obtained through grid search in the range [0.1, 0.4] with a
step size of 0.1. The size of the latent dimensions is chosen through grid search over
[64, 256] with a step size of 64.
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Table C.2. Oracle evaluation (cf. Tab. 5.2 of the main thesis), with mean and std. deviation.
Method
COS-CVAE
COS-CVAE (CT)

B-4 (↑)

B-3 (↑)

B-2 (↑)

B-1 (↑)

C (↑)

R (↑)

M (↑)

S (↑)

0.633

0.739

0.842

0.942

1.893

0.770

0.450

0.339

0.632±0.003

0.739±0.001

0.843±0.001

0.942±0.001

1.892±0.004

0.771±0.001

0.450±0.002

0.340±0.001

Table C.3. Diversity evaluation (cf. Tab. 5.5 of the main thesis), with with mean and std. deviation.
Method

Unique (↑)

Novel (↑)

mBLEU (↓)

Div-1 (↑)

96.3

4404

0.53

0.39

0.57

96.2±0.2

4402±30

0.53±0.002

0.39±0.00

0.57±0.00

COS-CVAE
COS-CVAE (CT)

Div-2 (↑)

Table C.4. Evaluation for novel objects on held-out COCO (cf. Tab. 5.6 of the main thesis). F1
score (%, ↑) with mean and std. deviation.
Method
COS-CVAE
COS-CVAE (CT)

c.2

bottle

bus

couch

microwave

pizza

racket

suitcase

zebra

F1

35.4

83.6

53.8

63.2

86.7

69.5

46.1

81.7

65.0

35.1±0.57

83.1±0.30

53.8±0.44

62.9±0.83

86.8±0.19

69.0±0.62

47.7±0.61

81.3±0.49

64.7±0.41

additional evaluation details

In Tab. C.1 we further evaluate the diversity of COS-CVAE Table C.1. Diversity evaluausing self-CIDEr (Wang and Chan, 2019), which scores tion with Self-CIDEr.
caption similarity based on a latent semantic analysis. We Method
Self-Cider (↑)
include a comparison to beam search (Anderson et al.,
Beam search
0.58
2018a) and Seq-CVAE (attn), where our approach again
Seq-CVAE (attn)
0.71
exhibits better diversity than the baseline methods.
0.74
For all our experiments, we performed 5 training runs COS-CVAE
with the chosen set of hyperparameters with random
initializations. Furthermore, to account for the stochasticity of the oracle evaluation,
we evaluated our model over 5 runs of each given trained model. While in the main
thesis we show the result from one run for consistency with previous work, we
here additionally give the mean and standard deviation of the evaluation scores of
the different metrics across all runs in Tabs. C.2 to C.4. The top row of each table
(COS-CVAE) shows the values from the single run that is reported in the main thesis,
which are within one standard deviation from the mean. The second row of each
table (COS-CVAE (CT)) shows the central tendency (CT) with mean and standard
deviation for the corresponding evaluation metrics.
c.3

additional qualitative examples

We provide additional qualitative results in Tabs. C.5 to C.7. In Tab. C.5 we show the
retrieved contexts with contextual descriptions representative of the visual scene and
the generated pseudo captions, where the object information is obtained from the
COS-CVAE framework trained on paired data.

C.4 validation with human evaluation

Our COS-CVAE approach allows for diverse captioning on novel objects by modeling contextual information independent of the object information combined with
the attention model of (Anderson et al., 2018b). In Tab. C.6 we show the divserse
captions for novel objects generated by our model and the regions attended to by the
attention LSTM. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that allows for
diverse captioning on novel objects.
Table C.7 provides additional qualitative examples of the diverse captions generated
by the COS-CVAE approach and a comparison of the generated captions to different
state-of-the-art methods (Aneja et al., 2019; Mahajan et al., 2020; Vijayakumar et al.,
2018).
We additionally include qualitative results for captioning on the nocaps dataset
Agrawal et al., 2019 in Tab. C.8.* We trained our COS-CVAE model on the COCO
dataset and included a subset of 200000 images from the Open Images (Krasin et
al., 2017) training set. Our COS-CVAE model generates diverse captions for images
containing novel objects. Note that for a given out-of-domain image, while all the
diverse captions effectively describe the visual scene, not all contain a mention of the
novel object.
c.4

validation with human evaluation

To further evaluate the quality of the captions generated with our COS-CVAE approach, we conduct a user study following the procedure of Mahajan et al. (2020).
Here, five captions for a set of images are presented to four human annotators. The
annotators score the captions for each image for accuracy and diversity on the scale
of 1 to 10. Here, accuracy is defined as how well the captions describe the details in a
given image and diversity can be syntactic diversity or semantic diversity.
We compare our full COS-CVAE approach with pseudo supervision against the
baseline COS-CVAE (paired), which is trained only on paired training data. Thus we
aim to evaluate the effect of context-based pseudo supervision on the diverse captions.
In Fig. C.1 (left) we show the average accuracy and diversity scores again averaged
across annotators; in Fig. C.1 (right) we show the accuracy and diversity scores from
each annotator. We find that the captions generated by the COS-CVAE are scored to
be more accurate compared to COS-CVAE (paired). The average accuracy scores are
in the range of [7, 10] and [4, 9] for COS-CVAE and COS-CVAE (paired), respectively.
The captions generated by COS-CVAE were rated to be more diverse with scores in
the range of [7, 10] compared to COS-CVAE (paired), with average diversity scores in
the range of [5, 8].

* The evaluation server for nocaps accepts only one caption per image and does not support methods
modeling one-to-many relationships for images and captions. Working around this with consensus reranking Mao et al., 2015 using the COCO training set is problematic, since the captions of out-of-domain
images in the nocaps dataset containing novel objects cannot be rewarded in this way.
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Figure C.1. Comparison of human accuracy and diversity scores of captions for images
generated with COS-CVAE and the baseline COS-CVAE (paired): Scores for captions of an
image averaged across all annotators (left) and scores for all captions of an image for each
annotator (right). To make coinciding scores be easier to see, a small random jitter is added to
each human assessment.

C.4 validation with human evaluation

Table C.5. Context-based pseudo supervision from captions of the COCO dataset.
Image

Human annotations

Retrieved contexts

Generated pseudo captions

• a pizza sitting on top of a
pan in an oven
• a pizza sitting in an oven
waiting to be cooked
• a pizza being made inside
of an oven
• a pizza sits on the rack of
an oven uncooked
• an unbaked pizza sitting
on a rack in the oven

• a <s> topped with lots of
cheese and veggies
• a <s> pie with several toppings being served
• an uncooked <s> is loaded
with many ingredients
• a <s> is on a lazy preparing
to be served
• this <s> has cheese tomatoes bacon and peas

• a pizza topped with lots of
cheese and veggies
• a pizza pie with several
toppings being served
• an uncooked pizza is
loaded with many ingredients
• a pizza is on a lazy preparing to be served
• this pizza has cheese tomatoes bacon and peas

• a strawberry cake with
whip cream next to a some
cups
• the desert is prepared and
ready to be eaten
• a checkered white black
bowl full of strawberry
shortcake dessert
• a white and black plate
holding a strawberry short
cake
• a plate with a crepe covered with sliced strawberries and whipped cream

• <s> with fresh berries and
powdered sugar on a <s>
with a <s>
• four <s> that are close
together with writing on
them
• a <s> of cereal with raspberries is sitting on a
counter
• a beautiful platter of
cheesecake and strawberries
• some sugary breakfast
items and <s> on a <s>

• strawberries with fresh
berries and powdered
sugar on a plate with a cup
• four strawberries that are
close together with writing
on them
• a plate of cereal with
raspberries is sitting on a
counter
• a beautiful platter of
cheesecake and strawberries
• some sugary breakfast
items and strawberries on
a plate

• a fire hydrant and some
cars on a street
• fire hydrant and pylons on
a city street corner
• a fire hydrant on city street
with several parked cars
• there is a fire hydrant surrounded by three metal
poles
• cars are parked on the
street next to an old fire hydrant

• a coin operated <s> beside
a trash can in a city
• a close up of a <s> on a
street pole
• a piece of debris between a
<s> and a trash can
• a grey discolored <s>
stands on the street
• a <s> toilet sits outside on
a sidewalk

• a coin operated fire hydrant beside a trash can in
a city
• a close up of a fire hydrant
on a street pole
• a piece of debris between a
fire hydrant and a trash can
• a grey discolored fire hydrant stands on the street
• a fire hydrant toilet sits outside on a sidewalk

• a steam train is traveling
down the tracks
• a train going along a water side area and a forested
area
• there is a train that has
passed by a river
• a train engine carrying
carts down a mountain
side by water
• a train driving on top of a
rocky cliff

• an old <s> is moving along
and billowing steam
• a <s> is riding across a
countryside on a <s> track
• the <s> looks like an old
fashioned one
• a <s> makes its way down
a track
• the <s> is headed in the
direction of the photographer

• an old train is moving
along and billowing steam
• a train is riding across a
countryside on a ground
track
• the train looks like an old
fashioned one
• a train makes its way down
a track
• the train is headed in the
direction of the photographer

• a group of cows grazing on
grass behind a fence
• cows are grazing in the
countryside with a bridge
in the background
• a group of cows grazing on
grass behind a fence
• cows are eating and grazing in the grass
• cows are eating and grazing in the grass

• a country side with a large
grass field and <s> and <s>
laying around
• there are many <s> eating
at the zoo together
• a herd of <s> grazing on a
lush green field
• black and white <s> graze
on a grassy hill
• a large herd of <s> are
grazing in a field

• a country side with a large
grass field and cows laying
around
• there are many cows eating
at the zoo together
• a herd of cows grazing on
a lush green field
• black and white cows
graze on a grassy hill
• a large herd of cows are
grazing in a field
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Table C.6. Diverse image captioning with novel objects on the held-out COCO dataset.

C.4 validation with human evaluation

Table C.7. Qualitative comparison of captions generated by our COS-CVAE with different
methods.
Image

DIV-BS

Seq-CVAE

LNFMM

COS-CVAE (paired)

COS-CVAE

• a glass vase with
some flowers in
it
• a glass vase
filled with lots
of flowers
• a glass vase with
flowers in it next
to a window

• a glass vase
filled with a
flower in it
• a glass vase is
sitting on a table
• a glass vase with
flowers inside of
it

• a glass of flowers on the table
next to a window
• a vase filled
with
flowers
in front of a
window
• a vase with flowers sits on a table

• a glass vase on a
table outside
• a glass of water
that is sitting on
a bench
• a glass of water
is sitting on the
table

• a clear glass vase
is sitting on a table
• a glass that is sitting on a bench
in the sun
• a glass vase is
on a table near a
house

• a man that is
standing on a
board in the water
• a man that is
standing in the
water
• a man that is
standing on a
board in a river

• a man in a water
skis standing in
a body of water
• a woman is in
the water with
a paddle board
with a body of
• a man standing
on a river next to
a large river

• a man on a boat
floating in a
body of water
• a man riding
a surfboard on
a river next to
trees
• a man on a boat
floating in a
body of water

• a man on a surfboard in the water
• a man standing
on top of a surfboard in a river
• a man on a surfboard in the water

• a man riding a
surf board down
a body of water
• a man standing
on a surf board
with trees in the
background
• a man riding on
a surfboard with
a paddle

• a man on a surfboard in the water with a surf
board
• a man on a surf
board in the
ocean
• a man on a
surfboard in the
ocean

• a man standing
next to a surfboard on the
beach
• a man standing
on a surfboard
holding a surfboard
• a man holding a
surfboard while
standing on a
beach

• a man in a wetsuit surfing on a
surfboard
• a surfer is surfing on the ocean
on a wave
• a young man
rides a surfboard in a small
wave

• a woman and a
dog on a surfboard in the water
• a man holding
a dog on a
surfboard while
standing on a
beach
• a man holding
a dog on a
surfboard at the
beach

• a woman and
a dog on a
surfboard at the
beach
• a woman holding a dog on a
surfboard in the
ocean
• a woman on a
surfboard with a
black dog on a
surfboard

• a group of people riding skis
down a snow
covered slope
• a group of people riding skis
on top of a snow
covered slope
• a group of people riding skis
down a snow
covered
ski
slope

• a man standing
on a snowy
slope
while
another person
is riding his
snowboard
• a group of snowboarders on a
hill slope
• a
group
of
people on snowboards
and
snowboards
down

• a few people are
skiing down a
mountain
• a few people are
enjoying
their
snowboards on
a slope
• a few people skiing down and a
snowy hill

• a
group
of
people
riding
a
snowboard
down a snow
covered slope
• a
group
of
people are snowboarding down
a hill
• a
group
of
people are snowboarding in the
snow

• a
group
of
people
riding
snowboards on
a snow covered
slope
• several
snowboarders are on
top of a snow
covered slope
• a group of people are in the
snow with snowboards

• a close up of a
small plane on a
runway
• a black and
white photo of a
small plane
• a black and
white photo of a
small plane on a
runway

• a black and
white plane on
the runway
• a small plane
parked on a runway with
• a small airplane
sitting on a runway next to

• a small propeller
plane is on the
runway
• a small propeller
plane is sitting
on a runway
• the airplane on
the propellers is
on a runway

• a small plane sitting on top of a
runway
• a small airplane
is parked on the
runway
• an old airplane
on a runway
with a propeller

• a small plane
sitting on the
side of an airport runway
• an old plane sitting on the runway of an airport
• a small plane
with a propeller
tail is sitting on
a runway
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Table C.8. Qualitative examples of captions generated on the validation set of the nocaps
(Agrawal et al., 2019) dataset: images with in-domain objects (left) and images with out-ofdomain objects (right). The mentions of out-of-domain objects are shown in red.
Image

Captions
• a truck parked next to a tree
• an old black truck parked in
front of a tree
• an old truck that is parked in
the street
• a black truck parked under a
tree in a park
• a black truck that is parked
next to a tree

• a brick building with lots of
plants and a window
• a brick building that has
some windows outside of it
• a building that is covered
with lots of plants
• a brick building with a red
window
• a brick building with a brick
wall in the middle

Image

Captions
• a man and a woman standing together next to a palm
tree
• a woman standing by a man
smiling in front of a palm
tree
• a couple of people posing for
a photo
• a couple of people that are
standing near a tree
• a man and woman posing for
a picture
• a kitchen with stainless steel
appliances and a metal pot
• a large kitchen with a stainless steel pot
• there is a large metal pot in a
kitchen
• a kitchen with stainless steel
appliances in the middle of a
kitchen
• a kitchen in the middle of
a restaurant with a stainless
steel machine

• a cat is laying in front of a
parked car
• a cat sleeping in front of a
parked parked in a parking
lot
• a cat laying on the side of a
car next to a car
• a cat laying in front of a
parked car
• a cat laying on the ground in
front of a black car

• a hotel room with a bed and
two lamps
• a hotel room that has a bed
and two lamps
• there is a bed in a room with
two lamps
• a bedroom that has a bed
and two lamps on top of it
• there is a bed in a room with
two lamps

• a couple of trash cans sitting
next to each other
• a trash can sitting next to a
blue trash
• a trash can next to a trash
• a black trash can sitting next
to a trash can
• a garbage can is sitting next
to a trash can

• a beer sitting on a table with
a glass
• a glass of beer is on a table
next to a beer
• a glass of a beer is sitting on
a table
• a beer sitting on a wooden table with a glass
• a close up of a beer

• a red tower with a clock on
top of it
• a clock tower in the middle
of a red tower
• a red tower with a clock in
the middle of it
• a clock is standing in the
middle of a red building
• a red tower with a red clock
tower

• a bunch of desserts are sitting on a table
• a bunch of desserts sitting on
a plate with some bananas
• a plate filled with bananas
and some food
• there are some different
types of food on the plate
• a bunch of plates of food sitting on a white plate

D
S U P P L E M E N TA L M AT E R I A L F O R C H A P T E R 6

We provide additional details of Lemma 4.1 in the main thesis, additional details
of our mAR-SCF model architecture, as well as additional results and qualitative
examples.
d.1

mar-scf architecture

In Fig. D.1, we show the architecture of our mAR prior in detail for a layer i of
mAR-SCF. The network is a Conv-LSTM with three LSTM layers. The input at each
time-step is the previous channel of li , concatenated with the output after convolution
j
on ri . Our mAR prior autoregressivly outputs the probability of each channel li


j j −1
j
j
given by the distribution pφ li |li , · · · , l1i , ri modeled as N µi , σi during inference.
Because of the internal state of the Conv-LSTM (memory), our mAR prior can learn
long-range dependencies.
In Figure 6.2 in the main thesis, the StepOfFlow operation consists of an activation
normalization layer, an invertible 1 × 1 convolution layer followed by split coupling
layers (32 layers for affine couplings or 4 layers of MixLogCDF at each level).
d.2

empirical analysis of sampling speed

In Fig. D.2, we analyze the real-world sampling time of our state-of-the-art mAR-SCF
model with MixLogCDF couplings using varying image sizes [C, N, N ]. In particular,
we vary the input spatial resolution N. We report the mean and variance of 1000 runs
with batch size of 8 on an Nvidia V100 GPU with 32GB memory. Using smaller batch
sizes of 8 ensures that we always have enough parallel resources for all image sizes.
Under these conditions, we see that the sampling time increases linearly with the
image size. This is because the number of sampling steps of our mAR-SCF model
scales as O( N ), cf. Lemma 4.1.
d.3

additional qualitative examples

We include additional qualitative examples for training our generative model on the
MNIST, CIFAR10, and ImageNet (32 × 32) datasets. In Fig. D.3, we see that the visual
sample quality of our mAR-SCF model with MixLogCDF couplings is competitive
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Convolutional LSTM

Figure D.1. Architecture of our multi-scale autoregressive (mAR) prior.

Figure D.2. Analysis of real-world sampling time of our mAR-SCF model with varying image
size [C, N, N ]. For reference, we show the line y = 2x in black.

with those of the state-of-the-art Residual Flows (Chen et al., 2019b). Moreover, note
that we achieve better test log-likelihoods (0.88 vs. 1.00 bits/dim).
We additionally provide qualitative examples for ImageNet (32 × 32) in Figure D.5.
We observe that in comparison to the state-of-the-art Flow++ (Ho et al., 2019) and
Residual Flows (Chen et al., 2019b), the images generated by our mAR-SCF model are
detailed with a competitive visual quality.
Finally, on CIFAR10 we compare with the fully autoregressive PixelCNN model
(Oord et al., 2016b) in Figure D.4. We see that although the fully autoregressive
PixelCNN achieves significantly better test log-likelihoods (3.00 vs. 3.24 bits/dim),
our mAR-SCF models achieves better visual sample quality (also shown by the FID
and IS in Tab. 6.3 of the main thesis).
d.4

additional interpolation results

Finally, in Fig. D.6 we show qualitative examples to compare the effect using our
proposed interpolation method versus simple linear interpolation in the multimodal
latent space of our mAR prior. We use the Adamax optimizer to optimize Eq. (11)
with a learning rate of 5 × 10−2 for ∼ 100 iterations. The computational requirement
per iteration is approximately equivalent to a standard training iteration of our mARSCF model, i. e.∼ 1 sec for a batch of size 128. We observe that interpolated images

D.4 additional interpolation results

(a) Residual Flows (Chen et al., 2019b)

(b) Our mAR-SCF (MixLogCDF)

Figure D.3. Random samples when trained on MNIST.

obtained from our mAR-SCF affine model using our proposed interpolation method
(Eq. 11) have a better visual quality, especially for the interpolations in the middle
of the interpolating path. Note that we find our scheme to be stable in practice in a
reasonably wide range of the hyperparameters λ2 ≈ λ1 ∈ [0.2, 0.5] as it interpolates
in high-density regions between xA , xB . We support the better visual quality of the
interpolations of our scheme compared to the linear method with IS computed for
interpolations obtained from both methods in Fig. D.7.

(a) PixelCNN (Oord et al., 2016b)

(b) Our mAR-SCF (MixLogCDF)

Figure D.4. Random samples when trained on CIFAR10 (32 × 32).
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(a) Real Data

(c) Residual Flows (Chen et al., 2019b)

(b) Flow++ (Ho et al., 2019)

(d) Our mAR-SCF (MixLogCDF)

Figure D.5. Random samples when trained on ImageNet (32 × 32).

D.4 additional interpolation results

Figure D.6. Comparison of interpolation quality of our interpolation scheme (Eq. (6.13)) with
a standard linear interpolation scheme. The top row of each result shows the interpolations
between real images for the linear method and the corresponding bottom rows are the
interpolations with our proposed scheme.

Figure D.7. IS of random samples generated with our interpolation scheme versus linear
interpolation.
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We provide the additional details on the datasets and the implementation and further
include additional qualitative examples.
e.1

additonal implementation details

datasets. CelebA-HQ (Karras et al., 2018) consists of 30K images of which 26K
are used for training, 1000 images for validation, and 3000 images are provided in the
test set.
The LSUN (Yu et al., 2015) bedroom, church outdoor, and tower datasets consist
of 3M, 126K, and 700K images, respectively, in the training set. The validation set
consists of 300 images for each of the datasets. For training at 128 × 128 resolution,
similar to (Kingma and Dhariwal, 2018; Ma et al., 2019b), the images are first center
cropped to the spatial resolution of 256 × 256 and then resized to a spatial resolution
of 128 × 128.
Further, ImageNet (Russakovsky et al., 2015) consists of 1.3M images in the training
set and 50K images in the test set. We follow Menick and Kalchbrenner (2019) and
Reed et al. (2017) for resizing the images to size 128 × 128, where the images are first
cropped along the longer spatial dimension and then resized to the desired spatial
resolution.
optimization. Similar to Ma et al. (2019b) and Salimans et al. (2017), we use
Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015) with an initial learning rate of 10−3 . Additionally, the
parameters are taken as β 1 = 0.95, β 2 = 0.9995 and Polyak averaging is set to 0.9995.
The learning rate decays exponentially at a rate of 0.999995.
Dataset

Parameter Count

CelebA-HQ (256 × 256)

166M

CelebA-HQ (1024 × 1024)
LSUN (128 × 128)

ImageNet (128 × 128)

349M
224M
346M

Table E.1. Parameter count of PixelPyramids across different datasets.

In Tab. E.1 we provide the number of parameters for different datasets. The number
of parameters varies depending on the size and the complexity of the dataset. Within
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3.5

entropy (bits)
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original image
Pixel Pyramid
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Pixel Pyramid level
Figure E.1. Low-entropy decomposition. Entropy values at different pyramid levels on ImageNet
(128 × 128). In contrast to the other datasets considered in the main thesis, the entropy values
for the decomposition of ImageNet are not significantly reduced compared to the original
image.

the U-Net module at each level, the number of channels increases by a factor of
two for every downsamling/upsampling layer. The first layer has 64 channels for
the CelebA-HQ (256 × 256, 1024 × 1024) and LSUN (128 × 128) datasets. Owing to
the multimodality of the dataset, ImageNet (128 × 128) even at 128 × 128 resolution
requires same number of parameters as CelebA-HQ 1024 × 1024, as we need to
increase the width of the first layer of the U-Net module to 128 channels. This
design choice is further supported by the Paired Pyramid decomposition of ImageNet
128 × 128 (Fig. E.1), which shows that the entropy is not reduced as significantly for
the fine components as is the case for the CelebA-HQ dataset (cf. Fig. 7.4).*
e.2

additional results

In Fig. E.2 we show the entropy values for the fine components of the Paired Pyramid
representation of the low-resolution CIFAR10 (Krizhevsky and Hinton, 2009) dataset.
In comparison to the CelebA-HQ dataset (cf. Fig. 7.4), where the entropy values are
significantly reduced, e. g. for F1 from 5.51 bits for the original pixel values to 3.14
bits for the fine component, the entropy of the fine components for the CIFAR10
dataset does not reduce significantly, even less so than for ImageNet (128 × 128). This
limits the applicability of our PixelPyramids framework to such multimodal lowresolution datasets, since the fine components of the Paired Pyramid representation
have similarly high entropy as the original image. This is further observed in Tab. E.2,
where the density estimates on CIFAR10 with fully autoregressive approaches are
better compared to that with PixelPyramids with its partial autoregressive structure.
We thus focus on high-resolution images here, since this is where the key limitations
of existing exact inference models currently lie.
* The entropy values across different datasets are not comparable due to different preprocessing procedures.

E.3 additional examples

entropy (bits)
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5.2
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4.8
4.6
original image
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4.4
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3

4

5

6

Pixel Pyramid level
Figure E.2. Low-entropy decomposition. Entropy values at different pyramid levels on CIFAR10.
The entropy values for the decomposition are not significantly reduced compared to the
original image for this multimodal low-resolution dataset.
bits/dim. (↓)

Method
PixelCNN (Oord et al., 2016a)

3.03

PixelCNN++ (Salimans et al., 2017)

2.92

Glow (Kingma and Dhariwal, 2018)

3.35

Flow++ (Ho et al., 2019)

3.08

Residual Flow (Behrmann et al., 2019)

3.28

MaCoW (Ma et al., 2019b)

3.16

PixelPyramids (ours)

3.19

Table E.2. Evaluation on the 8-bit CIFAR10 (32 × 32) dataset.

e.3

additional examples

To show that the pixel outliers in the images synthesized with PixelPyramids can
indeed be resolved, we include Fig. E.3, where we apply a median filter to remove
the artifacts resulting from the cyclic shift of pixel values in the vicinity of 0 and 255
(Algorithm 2). The pixel outliers are detected using the Isolation Forest algorithm
(Liu et al., 2008) in the HSV space and the outlier pixels are replaced using a median
filter over an 7 × 7 neighborhood.
We include additional qualitative examples obtained from our PixelPyramids on the
high resolution datasets CelebA-HQ (256 × 256; Fig. E.4), CelebA-HQ (1024 × 1024;
Fig. E.5), LSUN (bedroom, church outdoor, and tower, (128 × 128); Figs. E.6 to E.8), and
ImageNet (128 × 128; Fig. E.9). PixelPyramids can synthesize high quality and diverse
samples, capturing important visual properties in varied high-resolution datasets.
Furthermore, in Figs. E.10 and E.11 we show the applicability of our PixelPyramids
framework to the task of super-resolution, where fine details are iteratively added
to the coarse input image (128 × 128) at every level of PixelPyramids to generate a
high-resolution output with a spatial resolution of 1024 × 1024. We obtain an average
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Algorithm 2: Improvement of images synthesized with PixelPyramids using
pixel outlier detection. m is the filter size for the median filter and n is the
pixel neighborhood for outliers.
1
2
3
4
5

Sample Î ∼ pθ,φL (I0 ) ;
Îmed ← medianfilter(Î, m);
Îhsv ← rgb2hsv(Î);
Omask ← isolationforest(Îhsv , n);
Î[Omask ] ← Îmed [Omask ];

// Sample the image
// Median filter
// Convert to HSV
// Outliers
// Assign median

PSNR(↑) of 27.25dB compared to 23.18dB for the baseline bicubic kernel (Lugmayr
et al., 2020) and LPIPS(↓) of 0.28 compared to 0.51 with a bicubic kernel.

E.3 additional examples

Figure E.3. Removal of pixel outliers from images synthesized with PixelPyramids on 5-bit CelebA-HQ
(256 × 256): Images generated with our PixelPyramids framework (row 1 & 3); generated
images after the application of pixel outlier removal using a median filter (rows 2 & 4, see
text).
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Figure E.4. Random samples from 5-bit CelebA-HQ (256 × 256).

Figure E.5. Random samples from 8-bit CelebA-HQ (1024 × 1024).

E.3 additional examples

Figure E.6. Random samples from 5-bit LSUN bedroom (128 × 128).

Figure E.7. Random samples from 5-bit LSUN church (128 × 128).
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Figure E.8. Random samples from 5-bit LSUN tower (128 × 128).

Figure E.9. Random samples from 8-bit ImageNet (128 × 128).

E.3 additional examples

Figure E.10. Super-resolution with PixelPyramids resizing a 128 × 128 image to 1024 × 1024
on the 8-bit CelebA-HQ (1024 × 1024).
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Figure E.11. Super-resolution with PixelPyramids resizing a 128 × 128 image to 1024 × 1024
on the 8-bit CelebA-HQ (1024 × 1024).
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